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Hates of Advertising: One inch ot space, in
of column, constitutes a
"square.'*
$150 pef square daily firet week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or
less, $1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or
loss, 75 cents; one
week. SI 00; 50 cents per week alter.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Uuder head of
"Amusmementh," $2 00 per square
per week ; three insertions or ie*s $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the ''Maine State
Press" (wh'ch has a large circulation in
every part
of the State) for $1 00
per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per
square for each subsequent insertion.

~
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D.,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

to 4 and 7 to

de!3tf
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MARK
on

Portland, Sept. 4th,

179 Commercial St.» Portland.
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GEO. D. JOST,
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DOZEN

up Stairs
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At
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OF

LINEN SETTS.
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BLANK

is invited to my stock which is one of the largest in
the State, comprising all the different size and styles
of binding. Having had many years of experience,
and employing rlie best workmen in every department I feel confident of giving satisfaction in every

adding

Mantel and Table Ornaments.
LOOK AT OUR

Bronzes, Swiss Carvings,
French & Bohemian Novelties.

j

of

Companies,

Railroads,

hand and made to order at short notice at prices
low as can be"furniehed by any house in New England.
as

a

Specialty

4w

Presents.

COLESWORTHY'S
Exchange

Silver Ware.
a new

at tern,

etyle of Silver Ware, after the Japanese

very popular.
Nankin Rings, Silver and Plated.

great variety 60 ρΐββββ purelioeeerf, who are
invited to oail and examine.
dim
de9
a
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and stylish four year
A ïïeorîir,okeU—**«
,or

•a^ai bargiiu'.

a
Apuly at1'
PLUM STREET
......

*■*»· >0 Plnm Wlrr.t.

Vessel for Sale.
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Call

LOWELL,
301 Congress Street
decl4
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PEARL
now
ever

*

NEW\
α

Articles and Toys.

Middle Street,

Lailice' audi Geutlemeii'e Ncrceearice,

JeAvelrv Caskets,
Work Boxes,
«love and Handkerchief

upon tbe claims

of

third day of December. A, I). 1872, are allowed
for said creditors to be present and prove their claims
and lliai said commis?ioners will be in session for ill
and proofs at the ot
purpose of receiving said claims
flee ot George E. Bird, in Portland, in said oouutyof
Januarv, March and Apri
on the first Tuesdays
A D 1873. at twelve of tbe clock, noon.
\
T. M. GIVEEH,
Commiiniooer».
GEORGE E. WAD, f
<leoi» ϊ&Μώ
Portia·*), S» V>, WW

V FELT BOTTOM Books and
OE IS ML AN

Slipners.

A full assortment of Overshoes
Overshoa for
ren at Q32 Middle
and children
Middle St.

Haine

Opera Glasses

lw

Holiday Presents.
HAT

more

desirablo present to make to

FAilllLT OR FKIEU®
a GOOD
oan b* kad

Than

that

OeciO-lw

of gentle will·"

—Thackeray.

Savings Bank,

Sets

line

see our

In

RINGS,

Silver & Silver Plated Ware
Spoons, Forks, Napkin Rings, Fruit Knives, Pocket
Knives, Cake Baskets, Castors, Butter Dishes, Cards
Receivers, Vases, &c. Also optical goods. Alt styles

GLASSES,

Magnifying Glasses, Stcriescopes, Microscopes, Spectacles, &c. All selling at lowest prices at

C. II. L AMSOISPS,
NO. 11 MIDDLE STREET,
(near Post Office.)
dim

dec13

DWELLING HOUSE AND LOT
fcooi $2000 to $10,000, at
JOB* C. PROCTEB'i,
i/0 y»i)linua« SUwt.

STANDARD

Ocean Insurance Company.

THE

Beady

«β

The National Traders Bank.
Shareholders of The National Traders Bank
of Portland, are hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their Banking Kcom, on
TUESDAY, the 11 th, day of January next, at 3
o'clock P. M., tri chooeoflve Directors tor theensuing
year, and to act on any other business that may
legally coinu before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Omliler.
lmo
Portland, Deo. 13th, 1872

THE

The Canal National Bank.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of The
Oanal National Bank, of Portland, ior the elec-

handsome in stylo and finish, and a very great
variety of articles suitable for gifts of utility and
beauty f r j^adies and Gentlemen. In addition to the
above
offer a large an i choice stock of Ladies'
Furnishing Goods adapted to the season.

Laces and Linen Goods

a

Specialty.

LOBENSTEIN,

Deering Block, Congress Street,
PORTLAND.

daoO-tf

tion of seven Directors, and for the transaction of
such other business that may legally conic before
them, will be held at their Baukiug House, on Tuesday t.he 14th, day of January lb73, at 11 o,clock
P. M

The three points of excellence which I claim, are:
1st: constant and thorough circulatton of pure air;
2nd ; ryness, no dampness monld nor taint ; 3rd j no
inter ingling of odors ; purity and active air, the
elem nts of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
M uiactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL betwee Cross and Cotton st*., near Leavitt, Burnbam
& C 'sice House, Portland, Me.
je4dtf

Improved Patent Weather Strip
may be found at

LIBBY'S FURNITURE STORE
Corner of Federal and Market St·.,
amd a good man to apply them.

W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from

CHAS.
firm, anil Lie iutercst
trom tliis date.

and

responsibility

our
ceases

NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lumlier Manufactures,
Norton Mills and Island Pond, Vt.
de7rf
Island Pond. Sept. .1,1972.

WOOD !

B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.

dclSdM

Sanford's Improved Refrigerators.

WOOD
for sale et Xo. 13 Lin

and SOFT WOOD
HARD
•otartjwt. Ai»· IMï Kd«lae>.

WM.BUSB.

lm*

novae

C
A

G. C

Singing School under the auspices of the

CADET GLEE CLUB

Will commence Tuesday ni ht at ARCANA HALL.
The course (20 lessons) will be for the purpose ot
the rudiments of muslo,under the
thoroughly
instruction of Mr. Pitch.
Ticket*, admmitting gentleman ana lady, «s; bit

learning

tfb* ticket·, gmttevaa ji, lad/ #0*

dMl&f

Stand,

Supply Order·.

Fairbanks, Brown & CO.,
lis MILK STREET,
BOSTON".

Casco National Bauk.
Annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland f.)i* the choice
of Directors and the transaction of such other business as may
loyally come before them, will be held a*
their BankingHouseon TUESDAY, the fourteenth
day of January, 1873, at 10 o'clock a. m.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
decl4dtd
Portland, Dec. 13, 1872.

Those Detroit boys ! Here is their latest
"Are you going to move this afternoon ?" inquired a hoy of the mistress of a house on
Sixth street. "No, of course I ain't, replied
the women, considerably surprised.
"I'll
bet you two dollars you will—the
roof
of the house all blaze!''
cried
the
So it was, but pedestrians, ladder and
water put it out. The man of the house says
he would give $50 to be shut up with that
boy for about ten minutes.

boy.

From

Burned Out,

At the Old

The Cumberland National Bank
oi" Portland.
Stockholders of this bank are hereby notified

that their Annual Meeting for the election of Di
roctors for the ensuiug year and the transaction of
any other busicess that may then come before them,
will be held at their banking room orç TUESDAY,
the 14th day of January, 1873, at 3 o'clock p. m.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
decl4dtd
Portland, Doo. 13th, 1872.

depravity,but are of the opinion that boys are
hopelessly given to scientific experimetning.
A youth in Western Kentucky lately gave way
to this propensity in church by inserting a
package of revolver cartridges in the coal scuttle and waiting for the effect. Presently after the fire was replenished, the cartridges
went off, and the minister and congregation
hurriedly followed their example.

SCALES,

Not

—

AJSD

—

Fairbanks &
3111

Co.,

BROADWAY NEW TORE
dew-

noi6

NOTICE is hereby given that arrangements have
been made with the Portland Dispensary, by which
the physicians connectcd with that institution will
be in attendance from three to four υ,clock p. m.,

day, Sundays excepted,

at the

Waid Room iu tbe City

Building,

On Myrtle Street,
prepared to Vacciuate with pure and reliable virus,
all persons, residents of Portland, who are unable to
pay for snch service.
The physicians will also vaccinate such [versons at
their residences, who flrora sickness or other causes,
are unable to co to the
appointed place, provided
their names and places of residence are left at the
Mayor's Office.

lmtl

Major.

IMPROVED

HOWE

Sewing Machines
GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 spools for 3c.

R. Warburton. 165 Middle Street.
seplO'78

Colby's Book Store,
TO BE, CLOSED
IN Λ FEW WEEKS,
and stock to be moved to Baltimore.
without

regard to

ceft for

a

119 EXCHANGE STREET.
*cU&wtf

to wake us up—so we unlocked the drawer and took out the poetry—
all sorts, copied, selected and "written for the
Atlanta Weekly."
We worked for some
time, occasionally reading lines to each othei
when we found anything that struck us particularly, or the eentiment or language was
too many for us. After a half-hour passed in
this way, we threw down a lot of poetry on
the table with tho unconstitutional and
wholly reprehensible comment, "What idiotic
stuff." We make no apology, we scorn to
palliate onr misdemeanor, we'ro sorry we said
so, we didn't more than nine-tenths mean it,

4»

few

tired,

it was

late,

we

were

sleepy

and hail not done all our work—and the subeditor should not have waked us—we never
wake

and all crthor First Class

fi^"Goods selling
days only.

Mason and Dixon's line—that all these items
had come by telegraph special to the Atlanta
Weekly and the Associated Press hadn't
them—and our steam press had just broken
down. From this vision we wore awaked by
the voice of the sub-editor, saying: "Let's
look over the poetry-drawer." We liked the

we were

Benj. Kingsbury, Jr..
Dec. 33, 1-872.

the Atlanta Wsekly.

Concerning the Manufacture of Poetry.
One rainy evening this week, the sub-editor and ourself were waiting to make up the
telegraphic column. It was pretty late—the
sub-editor was thoughtfully sharpening a pencil and we were having an uncomfortable little
nap, and were dreaming that war had been
declared in Europe, New York was blown up
by nitro-glyceriue, Dr. Livingstone had been
found in a new place, a Connecticut Tankee
had patented a new sort of clothes-pin and
was hanging out the American flag to dry on

idea—anything

Free Vaccination!

every

pleasure, and add our
thanks and congratulations to the many that
the young authoress will doubtless receive.
The itories are simply
delicious—bright,
naive and full of the very spirit of child-life
;
ayd through the merry pages runs a sweet
undertone of earnestness that makes them no
less joyful. Little girls will be delighted to
make the acquaintance of
and Nan,
and Tel is a boy after a boy's own heart—
brave, truthful and tender-hearted—beside
being a great addition to the base-ball "nine."
We have not space to say all we wo.dd like to

We do not believe in the doctrine of total

great .variety, Plain, Chased, Caryed and Seal

up

pleasaut, find—why,

shouldn't apologize-.
The Bub-odltor made

we

said we

We

don't apologize.
no reply, but weut on
sharpening his pencil. That aggravated us ;
there was a silenf reproach iu his way of
whittling. Then he said : "I like poetry—
I'd give anything if I could write it." "Perfectly easy," said we. He looked as shocked
as if we had proposed to
incorporate a railroad to go up Mount Parnassus, five minute»
for refreshments at tho Piorian
Spring, wittl
the nine muses behind the counter. "The
great thing in poetry" said we "is to combine
the Truly Classic and the Awftilly Vague-

having done this, my son, go on
The sub-editor looked interested.

to

glory.'·

It seemed

to him he eould do that. We took a manuwriyt «lip, and tk· *ub-editor politely headed

lot of nonsense ahead.

read them with great

Dwell upon tby rosy wing!
—Thomas Cartw, in nth Century.

selection of

FINGER

accom-

Winter's rains ; from whose breast
All the gums and *pice of the East
Borrow their perfumes; whose eye
Gilds the morn, and clears the sky ;
Where disherell'd tresses shed
Pearls upon the violet-bed ;
On whose brow, with calm smiles drest,
The halcyon sits and builds her nest;
Beauty, youth, and endless spring,

Bracelets, Sleeve Buttons, Studs, &c. Call and

F A I R Β A N£ S

ANNUAL MEETING.
Stockholder* of the Ocean Insurance Company are hereby η milled w> meet at the office of
said Company on MONDAY, the 6th day of January,
18'.3, at 3 o'clock in tlie afternoon, for the purpose of.
choosiug seven Directors f>r the ensuing year, and
for the transaction of any other business which may
then bo legally acted upon.
GEO. A.WRIGHT, Secretary.
decl6d3w

my grave—

Recent Publications.
The Goldt Books. Three volumes :
Goldy
and Goldy's Friends; Three Little
Tylers;
Tel Tyler at School.
Among the numerous and charming gifts
that Santa Claus will no don et provide for
his little friends—one of the very nicest will
be the neat box containing the "Goldy
Books," a brief notice of which lias already
been printed in our columns. Since acknowledging the receipt of the stories, we have

Sweetly breathing Vernal Air,
That with kind warmth dost repair

CHAINS,

DEPOSITS

Notice.

4 EXCHANGE ST.
yy

m eu,

THE

ALABASTER GOODS,
mantle Ornnmcntm, Wall Pocket*, Slipper Base, with or without Embroidery,
JET GOODS.

RESPECTFULLY,

FARLEY'S,

de20

men

panied by that pan and its contents, and
looking for ail the world like a real god riding
in the clouds. For a few minutes that boy
thought he had pile driver for an ancestor.—
Danbury News.

Lockets, Charme, Scale, &c., Gold anil Gold plated

made in this Bank, on or before January 3, 1873 will draw interest from Jan. 1.
NATH'L F. DEERING,
Dec. 21, 1872.
Treasurer.
Cd&wtd)

Cigar Stands,

i

creditors

against tbe estate of Ephraim P. Gammon, late of
Portland, deceased, repre en led as insolvent, having
been duly «worn, give nolice that six months from

Boxci^

Writing Desks,

T.

unde· signed commissioners, appointed by the
Jud^e of Probate for tbe County of Cumberland

THE
to receive aud decide

holidays, consisting oi

all very

ni!

Jewelry ia all the Latest Styles.
Remember 99 At 90 Exchange St.
decl8
<l2w

C. H.

—

I «am happy to inform my friends and the general
public of my return from New York with a very
elegapt and large assortment ot goods adapted to the

OHEA 3?

—TOOETBJHl WITH»—

1872

WATCHES,

THE

in the art, which ssrpawes
yet introduced»

PORTLAND,

OF

Wednesday, Dec. 4, 1872.

CRAYON,

Ko. 1®»

French

OPENING

Portfolios,

4. M. McHLENNEY,

decl8— 2w

tf

HOLIDAY GOODS,

Ρ Ictur

This new Pictures is especially adapted to colors,
and is decidedly a Ilit.
To be seen is to be appreciated. Please call and
examine epecimons at

gracefully

Also

on

"Why, that sounds like some of our selected poetry, from the magazines," said the
sub-editor. "It's very easy to say you're misunderstood" replied we "a great many people
think they're like newspaper conundrums—
never guessed in this world, 'answer in our
"
next.'
"I don't see why you don't write the
poetry for the Weekly yourself," said the subeditor. "Because" said we "if you're not a
born poet, writing rhymes will not make you
one—and either wc weren't born a
poet or
else we've pretty effectually euchered destiny.
It wouldn't be any use to try that sort of
thing. We always submit ψ the inevitable—
it pleases the inevitable and doesn't hurt U3."
"What good language you use, said the subeditor.
"Excellent," we rejoined. Just
then thé telegraphic sheets began to come in
and we both set about fixing them for the intelligent compositors. Such was the' Kise,
Decline and Fall of Poetry in the office of the
Atlanta Weekly.

There is one boy in Danbury who won't
He
;et anything in his stocking Christmas.
left a pan of ashes on th3 front stairs, to follow an organ grinder, and a moment later his
indulgent father came crashing out at the

Gold Vest, Opera, Leontine and Neck

OPERA

THE

Str

PORTLAND.

—

ABNER

Something entirely
in beauty anything

Albums, Bibles,

Congress

GREAT

and other Foreign manufacturers, which with my
usual stock of Home made, will furnish excellent op-

the

STAPLES,

dec7

Perregaux, Borcl Λ Courvoissier,

Commissioners Notice.

Horse

345

SOMETHING

Isftore,

Variety

—

The largest and choicest st"ck in the city, lanring
from SO ctB. to S30. 00. What ie more beaui iful than
a nice framed Picture
on the
hangiug
walls of a quit! and
cosy home! What more appropriate present can "ne give another?
Tail line of PRANO'B CIIKOMOS, vory
beautiful. Also a large stock of

Λ VINE STOCK OF SILVER PLATED
wabe.-fhbwch chlookm.

with

A. HI. PEABODY'S
Ladies' Furnishing

Terms satisfactory.

BOOTS

PORTLAND.

Patclt, Phillipe & Co.,

portunity for selection.
and soe

CHRISTMAS

No. lOO MIDDLE STREET.

OF

Chromos

Stationery, Fancy

OPERA GLASSES !

ONE PRICE ONLY.

tf

A very Great

Street.

assortment of

BURT'S

M. G. PALMER.

and Brown Sts.

We invite the attention of our ciUzom to
called
A2TD

2w*

decl6deod3w

jfardin,

Exchange St.

—

mas '·
of which will be offered at low priees.
CIIAs. E. BUTTON,
N<T. 312 Congress st. (2d, door from Brown St.)

women

Jurgenscu,

Framed

Gold and Silver Watches, Chains
of all hinds, Jewelery and

Also

Congress

—FEOM—

80 MIDDLE STBLET,
fine

Cor.
decl4

tf

JEWELRY,

for Christ-

dcail anil

in the shadow—liko the «id green leat
fragrance breathes—a memory and regret ;
Through ail its years a life misunderstood,
A withered violet.

For it make· you feel quite funky
When you think, if Darwin's true,
That you might hare been the monkey—
And tho monkey might hare been yout

77 Middle Street.

large assortment of

large stock of

Confectionery

Company,

Watches Suited to the Season

GERRISH & TEAKSUJN,
a

&

Please Call and Examine before Par-

96

a

am

A

Congress were but kinder,
'Twoulci banish from our ground
Tho ltaiian organ-grinder
Wlio carries the monkey round.

PRICES !

01

VELVETEENS

My Bindery is used entirely for the manufacture of I
BLANK BOOKS, all of which are made under my
own supervision and satisfaction guaranteed in.every
particular.

No, 92 and

a

goods at the

LOWEST CASH PRICES.

WEAR.

WATCHES !
Blank Books

our

TION.

Covcll

*

FOR

Holidays !

LADIES

of Every Kind

Get thom at

Christmas Presents!

usual assortment of

SHALL

>THER ARTICLES TOO NUMEROUS TO MEN-

Corporations

Presents !

02w

&c.

CLOAKS AND TRIMMING, WITH MANY

FOR

HURRAH FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

DOUGLASS.

our

We ofl'er

CHILDREN'S

FOR

goods.

BUTLER.

B.

for Presents.
Also

ALSO A NICE ASSORTMENT

CLOAKINGS

our

All Styles of Swiss and America*

Boobs, Cutlery, Games, Dolls and
Toys of all kinds suitable

WINTER

WE HAVE

NUBIAS IN LARGE VARIETY.

Mills and

all sorts at Wholesale and Retail.

the

I

For

recently took a
■rfendlfcs» boy f.om the town house, to bring
jp for the ministry, but the experiment was a
"ailure, as the child froze to death last week,
rhat female philanthropist will »ee the time
when to be frozen stiff will be a luxury
(vorth hankering after.

154 MIDDLE STREET.
A.

flue line of

The subscriber oilers for sale

JEWELRY,

WE

To

dtf

Ladies' Furnishing Goods.

SELL AT COST.

FORKS, &C.,

have received

RIBBONS,

HALL L. DAYIS,

CHII.DBKN'N SETS AND TOYS,

I

de!2

dec 13

dec!3

(COLLAR AND CUFFS)

a

"I lay the weary pen aside
1 wish you health ami lore and mirth
As fits the solemn Christinas tide,
As tits the holy Christmas birth.
Be this, good friends, ou· carol still,
Be peace on earth, 'be peace on earth/

Quixote,

declO

Goods for

OF

Si». 53

of the* King,

Under Falmouth Hotel.

together with

KNIVES.

&

HAVE

PRESENT.

|A NICE ASSORTMENT WHICH

of

fronfdoor and down the front stoop,

»

AS—

a

when

"And by the way" we added, "always fight
ehy of the violet in verses—that commendably
retiring but elegiac vegetable is a sure sign of

If

BOTTOM

Embroidered Linen Setts, Loring, Short & Harmon,

&c., &c.,

Insurance

ease has closed many business bouses in Ciniinnati.

—

please call and examine

JUVENILES AMD TOT BOOKS,

NICE DRESS IS AL-

ACCEPTABLE

AN

MUCH

L· Λ. D I Ε S

dec!3

SHAWLS

chasing:.

CASTORS,
CAKE BASKETS,
PICKLES,

HAYES

WAYS

A

Also

!

Filling

for

ijay.

Ton scatter flowers, fresh and dewy wet;
No passionate rose or snowwbite lily strewOnly the violet.

anything personal
made that the hog dis-

A woman near Hartford

Sculpture,

and nflier works illustrated by Dore.

EMBROIDERED

IN DRESS GOODS WE

LARGE STOCK.

Counting Rooms,

PLATED GOODS !
—SUCH

Worsteds

With

j

mean

vhen the statement is

*

Banks,

SON,)

assortment

Idyll's

Patterns

Slipper

BEAUTIFUL

MUFFS

History

Don

MATCH IN PINK, BUFF,

CHILDREN.
A

Cities,

moderate
may 20

—

Gallery, Tennyson's

HOSIERY!

LARGE AS-

I

lady fell on the waik in
the City Hall Monday evening,
creaking one of her legs in two places, aud
icattering a pint or more of sawdust to the
'our winds of heaven.

Schiller and Goethe

—AND—

SHAWLS

on

good

GLOVES

FELT SKIRTS FOR LADIES AND

ME.

enlarging done to order.

a

of

Counties,

Marine, Stationary and Portable
STEAM ENGINES.
£team Boilers, Bleach Boilers and Tanks, Shaft
ng, Mill bearing ancl General Machinery. Castings
of evory descripiion made to order.
Retailing
promntly attended to.
jpyjjew and Second-h'ini Engines frr sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
315 Commercial Street,
se->13 6m Portland, Me.
W.H. FESSENDEN.

We hav

A

>abe, and a young man his new-born mousache, are two of the most beautiful sights in

UNDER REGULAR PRICES.

Lnbke

Somo

"There now," interrupted the sub-editor
that when-I'm-dead-you'U-wish-you-hadu't it'·
the meanest hold on a party—when its
just as
likely he will casually go off first." We went

fondling her new-born

An out-of-town

—

CONEY

MITTEN S.)

FANS,

Street.

we are

(KID

BEAUTIFULLY

GREEN AND DRAB.

BLANK BOOKS

PHOTOGRAPHER,

fine assortment to which

ALSO

respect.

j. h. laiuson,

Fine China and Glassware

AND

FRENCH TABLECLOTHS AND NAP-

ERS.

BLANK BOOKS

MAINE.

MACHINE WORKS

ASTRACHAN

Keat's

Gallery,

EMBOSSED AND PRINTED TABLE COV-

PAINTER,

great

Books,

Gallery, Raffaelle

MITTENS.

ASSORT-

YARD AND PIECE.

BOOKS !

variety of articles, too numerous to mention, is a fine line of

Endymian, Landseer,

A

ELS, DOYLIES, TABLE CLOTHS BY

The special attention of purchasers of

Order Slate at Ο. Μ. & E. P. Brooks, 333
Congress Street.
§3r~All orders promptly attended to.
my28
lyr

a

SCARFS,

1

PORTLAND

In the

Variety.

SORTMENT OF NAPKINS, TOW-

TPrincipal.

%

We have

NUBIAS,

MADE HANDKERCHIEF AND

WEDNESDAY,

DAT!

woman

on:

SOME NEW AND ELEGANT

KINS TO

R,

daily of

Characters,

PORTLAND, COMPRISING

suc-

;reat man but as one who has the material
him for a big funeral.

his world.

Goethe's Female

suitable for the season, consisting of

encore an earthquake."
However, we took
another manuscript slip, went to work and
soon finished our verses :

η

ront

MENT OF NECKTIES IN

"Little Blue," Farmiiigton, Me.

dec6d2m

83T*Particular attention paid to collecting.
jan24-ly

(EOBM1SBLY

BEST

STYLES.

:

Shakespeare,

Illustrated

Choice Selection of Goods

EMBROIDERED

THE

SCHOOL. FOE BOYS,

cessful prosperity will open
THE

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

STAPLES &

Ill Great

by purchasing a

PENSIVE PRES-

January 1st, 1873. All the comforts of Home combined with the school in which are found the ablest
teachers.
ALDKN J. Β LETHKN, .Α.. 2VL.,

EDOAK g. BBUWN,
Counsellor and Attorney ai Law !

C.

Goethe and

RECEIVED THIS

public.

Louitvile don't

ARE

GLOVE BOXES.

148 EXCSIAHiUE 8X.
jai)22tf

al

HOLIDAYS

LARGE ASSORTMENT

WINTER division of the 32d year of its

€LOU»JIAAT,

U^ittelto-Goeil work
Prices». Aim t· Please.

Carlyle, Schiller,

HANDSOME

dMW&F6wV^iw50

FAMILY

Philadelphia.

All the new styles, Berlins, Rcmbrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
card, by which new process we j*et rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and Judge for yourselves.

GOODS!

somno-

"and what remains?" "Not much to be
sure" acquiesed the sub-editor, "won't
you
write anotherf' "That's a modest
request,"
said we "you're the sort of man that would

They speak of a promising boy in Ken
ucky not as one who will grow up to be a

WE

ALSO

to the

A young

We have prepared ourselves for the

SCOTCH AND

ENT.

euce

tdec25

Quincy, Ruskin,

HOLLYWOOD

Department

Our people generally regret to learn that
gold pieces are to be withdrawn
rom circulation.
They were a great conven-

HOLIDAY

Plato, Josephus,

at the

he one dollar

CASES

NEEDLE

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

Copying aud

1873.

House.

PROPRIETORS.

dec9

Dialogues of

YEAR'S

SPOOL AND

HAVE

ABBOTT

MERCHANTS !

PORTLAND,

—

Preble

Opposite

BOXES.

KERCHIEFS.

College.

dell

A1ÎP

No. 152 middle

HID

Congress Street,

incipient

petals is in the mythology—it
ought to be in Greek letters, but we haven't
the types so it would have to be "written
woe''—and Hyacinthus was accidentally killed
by Apollo,—that is he had a sunstroke or
cerebrospinal meningitis or something—and
died—all that is Truly Classic, and the rest
is Awfully Vague. Take away the T. C. aud
the Α. V. from poetry," said we, wanned
up
by the patent gasheater of our own eloquence,

An Ohio cheese merchant has Invented an
dcctrical
machine for
killing skippers.
'Cheese struck by lightning" is now the only
and admissible.

Christianity; H. LINFIELD & CO.,

De

ALSO MOTTO HAND-

THE

BROKERS,

PORTLAND,

SiEW

CHIEFS AT ALL PRICES.

annual course of Lectures at the Medical
School of Maine, will com uaence JANUARY 9th,
au 1 continue Τ WENT W WUKKS.
Circulars containing full information may be obtained on application to the Registrar, D. F. ELÎ JS,
M. D., or to the Secretaiy.
C. F. BRACKETT, M. P., Secrefajy.

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

FRESCO

ELEGANT

CONGRESS STREET.
tf
\UNDER HALL.)

Medical

Co.,"

Κ Ε IL Ε

1872

HANDKERCHIEFS PUT

TIAL

—

Bowdoin

and Window Shades made to order.
lmis

L.

Rome and

or

We continued ; "All that about the

word on the

having grown
the days of her
as

dawning intelligence

lence?

as

fascinating

was eo

it

present time.

THING IN INI-

VERY PRETTY

«

FORANIv EX-

Residence No. 6 Bradford Street

W.

—

284

orange and slipped down on the peel. That's
puif-ball poetrv." "Which?" said the subeditor. "Don't you know what a pull-ball
is ?" asked we "some sort of a
fungus,—it's
round and black and leathery and generally
disagreeable, and when you squash it, it is
full of black dust,—such is life
according to
some people.-'
Th«»sub-editor nodded—was

A Redding youth attempted to run a dog
iglit and hay cutter at the same time, iSa*lrday, and now dredges his proboscis with
bis other hand.—Danhwry News.

Eureka Dollar Store
Jews,

TW sub-editor was
silent, and then cam*
softly and put his hand on our shoulder.
"You don't mean all that, do you?" sai l
he,
"the paper's doing well, we've had fourteen
new subscribers this week, and a lot of
new
'ads.' There's no trouble, is there,
anywhere?" "Bless yon, no," 6aid we, "we're
all right—that's the way poets always talk—
they think they've squeezed this world's

Winter with its horrors is approaching, and
poor should be looked after. A nice
ireaat-pin can be bought for thirty cents.

and gray, and never, in

admiring sub-editor:

up

he

jiriish beauty,

our

me ! that the sun's white flre
Should wore h with its gleam and
glow
And the flower Is
only ashes,
And the word is
written—woe!

The hard times are atfecting Lo, the poor
Indian ; he complains that nothing but bald·
leaded emigrants go West now.

Mrs. Fremont is described

read to

Ah

In Colorado, when a lady wears diamond
ewelry to any extent, she is alluded to by the
;ocal gusher as being well ''salted."

before purchasing elsewhere.

tories of the

nice lot of pills for

When there is about six inches of snow on
the ground a hen will stand on one leg in it
for an hour at a time, and think of last Fall.

Should call at tho

Millman's His-

West.

CHRISTMAS

Designs,

itout

Histories;

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

jan31

EACH AT ALL PRICES. A

EDUCATIONAL.

PORTLAND, BEE.

O.

Parkman's

VERY

FEES CO PAINTER,

JF.

HOUSE,

wants to go

Rich

Usefnl and Ornamental Presents

KERCHIEFS WE HAVE BOXES OF J

Having been recently refurnished and fitted up with
all modern improvements.
Apply to
C. B. SAUNDERS,

jun26eod6m

ownor

IN LA DIES' HAND-

DAY.PRHSENTS.

Parties, Concerts, Lectures &*c.

19 1-2 Market Sqr. (up Stairs.)
good variety of cases always ready m ade.
Β., is always ready to obtain employment
l3^*Mr.
tor Scandinavian
Immigrants. Those desirii g such
help can apply as above or at No. 10 Elm St.

J. B.

FOB

the

and

Person» looking for

Cooper's Novels;

a

we

My heart was a crimson flower
And opened to the sun
On every polal was written
A mystic w>rd—only one I
"Limited diction for you," said the sub
editor. We didn't notice him, but went on :

:ess

Hats, Caps, Umbrellas, Travelling Bags,
Baskets, Pictures, Fancy Boxes, Silver Ware,
Jewelry, Table Cut-,
lery, Toys, Ladies and Gents'
Underclothing, Children's
Furs, See., &c„ &c.

and

RIETY OF USEFUL GOODS FOR HOLI-

S,

A

108 Walnut St.,
l£. L. G&egg,
j:ni23-ly

As

OUR EXTENSIVE STOCK A LARGE VA-

LET.

—

Thackeray

druggists bavo

vice-versa—and soon finished our poem,
HYACINTH.

Brete Harte's lecture is pronounced a sucin New York trom every point of view.

—

Also a large assortment of

Macanley's Histories;

which

California children are happy. The castor
bean crop, this year was a failure.

A Λ D LARGEST STOCK

throughout;

never

(ilcaulugs.

—

EVER OFFERED II* PORTLAND.

Fronde's and

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

GENTLEMAN'S HANDKER-

TO

feflOW CASE MANUFACTURER,

COMMISSION

tSaid

IN

a 14(1

the holidays.

GREATEST VARIETY,

Library Editions;

SPRINGVALE.

WE HAVE ALSO ADDED TO

PARTMENT.

MATTOCKS & FOX. 88 Middle gfc.

jan31

H. L. GREGG &

House No. 24 Emery Si., head ot
Cushman Street.
house is one of the best locations on
the street ; tine neighborhood. Consists ot"
two story framed House and ell, containing ten
finished rooms; painted walls
gas ; good cellar and heated by furnace ; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city ; close to
Spring street hue of oars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire on the premises.
June 19.
dtt

IK

DEC. 25, >72.

Advertising is the ladder by which men
climb up to fortune if they keep their hold.
Our

WARE

BEST MAKE,

and Illustrated

FOR SALE !

OUR PRICES, AND WE OFFER GRtAT

CONGRESS HALL !

DELAWARE AVENUE,

Gas anil Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. H. GILLESPIE,
No. 31 Plum St.
sep!3-tf

on

Household,

MORSIKQ,

Gossip

just received from the best manufacfcoiiee in Europe,
without doubt tho

Riverside, Globe

40 liooms.

BARGAINS TO PURCHASERS IN EVERY DE-

LET.

Dickens' in

To Let,

or

TEBBETS

1873

New, Choice

sep!9-tf

FOR SALE I

DECIDED REDUCTION HAS BEEN MADE IN

ALL

BLOCK,

No. 92 Middle street, recently occupied by
STORE
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.

COMMISSION MERCHANT,

SKIP

A

To Let.

BROKER,
AND

Store
nov*25

1872

53Γ* If applied for immediately will be let low
Inquire of 91R8. II. IS. THOMPSON,
Lowell, Mass.,
SHEPARD & COMPANY, same block,
Or,
J. C. PROCTER,
jeSdtf
U3 Exchange st.

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

ST.,

THOMPSON

at

Holiday Presents,

those large and commodious stores

of

TO

CHAS.AWARREIS,

134 MIDDLE

1872.

WIGGIN,
the premises.

No. 47-49 Middle St.

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Noill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have aleo lor sale at lowest market
price,
Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pilteton
from
Coals, shipped
the vicinity of New York. Vessels proeured for the
tranportation of coals from
Fort of shipments
any point desired.
tfapr27

«S IC l; Λ

and Machine

TO J.ET.
Store and Basement

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS'

Μ. ΛΙ.

Pant makers
Girl,
CHESLEY'S. 167 Middle st.
COAT and
sp26tf

Enquire

R0S8 & STL"RI)IVANT,

PHILADELPHIA.

d3m

Wanted.

BRICK
rooms, with modern improvements.
of

octl 1-ti

NOUTJOT

103
novl4

Let.

house No. 80 Clark sreet, containing 13

No, SO Kxebaugo St.. Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of ohunbia,
will attend to the prosecution of » laims before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at

1

BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
State St., Boston. 27 South St., New York

septlldtf

HENRY F. T. MERRILL,
COUNSELOR AT LAW,

SHIP»

To load Lumber at Portland, Bangor,
•Machias. Calais, Montreal, and South
era Ports, for the River.Platte.
Also, To loau toal, at Pictou, Lingan, and Port
Caledonia for New York, Boston, the Souond ports,
and St John, Ν. B.

large brick

A

For Sale

—

Centenary Edition;

St. Lawrence House.

Vessels Wanted.

store in the Rackleff Block, corner
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
first floor, clegantlv finished and adaptol to jobbing
dry goods or otber similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

Congress Street,

Washington.

MATTOCKS & FOX,
88 Middle street.

STORE TO LET.

has removed to

M.

once.

THE

WEDNESDAY

us his pencil which was
sharpened to a painful degree
tenuity. We wrote ; occasionally pausing for words to express our ideas—

—

splendid line of

—

house on State Street, occupied by tlie undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.

THE

Vases, Toilet Setts, Silver Glass Ware,
Glass Setts, Goblets, &e.,

Waverly Novels,

For Sale.

Presents

AT

GLASS

tf

Portland, Sep. lbth, 1872.

bed-room to accommodate an aged
couple, in a house with some quiet family; rent
not to exceed
per month. Any person having
such rooms to leVmav hear of a customer by calling at
or addressing No. 63 Cumberland street.
Possession
wanted March 1,1873, but rent may begin when the
room s arc engaged.
dec leod2 w*

A Few Good Rents

A

BINDINGS.

ROOM and

A

and Cloth

CO,,

sep24

THE PRESS.

Eureka Dollar Store.

Morocco, Calf, library

ALLEN HAINES.

WASTED.

premises. Particularly suited for a physician.
nov13tf
Apply to GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.

BOOKS.

to Loan ! ! !

GEO. R. DAY18 &

A

AFIItôT

Holiday
—

We are prepared to loan money in enmi
from 9100 to any amount desired, on first
class mortage» in Portland Cape Elizabeth, Weetbrook, or Deering. Parties deHirouM of building can also be accommoda
ted with loans.

Boarders Wanted·

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

MISCELLANEOU S.

Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

PLEASANT Parlor tc let with board in a private family ; alsri rooms with board for single
gentlemen. Within five minutes walk'ot the City
Building. Address E. O., Box 1003, Portland P. O.
novC
tf

For Kent.
CLASS residence, centrally located, containing 13 rooms, bath room. <fcc., stable on

F

(Opposite the Paik.)
Office Hours from 8 to 10 A. M., and2
»P.

NO. 2 GRAY STREET.

dec20tf

AT

A

BUSINESS CARDS.

207

*20,000

the P. S. & Γ. R. R. a SILVER WATCH,
The owne»· can have the same by calling on the
Ticket Master of the P. S. & P., proving property
and paying char es.
dec3tf

To Let.
PLEASANT rent of 7 rooms, on Wilmot near
Congress Street. F»r riarticulars call on
nolOlf
L. Τ AY LOR.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

No.

1872.

ST AND AR Ό

Middle Street.

No. 165

Found.

A

f

M.

25.

BULLETIN.

Wanted
COOK. Enquire ul

A

For Rent.
GOOD Dwelling Houso. No. 24 High Street, con13
finished
rooms, well arranged, hard
taining
and soft wa'er, good drainage.
a
Also, good private stable, containing two stalls,
carriage house, harness room, water. &c. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
% Exchange Street.
deo20-3w

length

STOCKMAN,

DECEMBER

MISCELLANEOUS.

ESTATE.

Geo. R. Davis & Co.'s

The ûnJer will be

DARLING'S,

tf

ae23

To Let.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

C. W.

tosf.

SMALL TENEMENT with Sebago water.
LARGE PAULE TIPPET.
A Convenient
for small family. Enquire at
A rewurdud bv leaving it at
THIS OFFICE.
de24tf
M. & A. P.

At 109

Γρ published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

REAL

MORNfNG

___

PORTLAND PU Β 1.1» OING CO.,
Terms:

WEDNESDAY

&oldy

say in

praise

of the

"Goldy Books,"

but are

that they will have a warm welcome;
and on Christmas morning little heads will
bend over their page*, and little red lips read
all about Goldy, with "rhetorical pauses" bo
fore the hard words.
Published by E. P. Dutton A Co., Ν. Y,
For sale by Augustus Robinson.

sure

j

Why Jenks Jiever Married.
a woman is α tremenduous
bajis,"
said Jenks
"When she's right she™ the
Tightest thing that floats.
When she's
wrong, she's the biggest naisance that plows
the sea, even if she's little and don't
φ-aw
two feet of water. Perhaps it isn't
just the
thing to say to a boy like you, but yo-i'll never speak of it, if 1 should tell
you a little
something?"
never
!"
I assured hiin.
"Oh,
"Well, I s' pose I might have been a married man," and Jenks avoided my eyes by
pretending to discover a horseshoe in tho
"1 think

road.

"Youdon't say so!" I exclaimed in undisit had never occurred
to me that such a inan as Jenks could
marry.
"Yes, I waited on a girl one?,"
"Was she beautiful? 1 inquired.
"Well, I should say fair to middling," re-

guised astonishment,for

sponded Jfcnks, pusreing hie lips as it determined Ό render a candid judgment.
"Fair
to middling, barring a-few freckles."

"But you didh't leave her for freckles?" I
said.
"No, I didn't leave her for the freckles.
She was a good girl, and I waited on her. It
don't seem possible now that 1 ev r ra'aly
waited on a girl, but X did."
"And why didn't you marry her?" I in-

quired warmly.

"It wasn't my fault," said Jenks.

"She

good girl."
•Then why didn't you marry her?" I in-

was a

sisted.

"Well, there was another fellow got to
hanging round, and—you know how such
things go. I was busy, and—didn't tejid up
very"well, I s'pose—and—"he got tired waiting for me—or something—and the other fellow married her, but I've never blamed her.
She's been sorry enoegh, I guess."
Jenks gave a sigh ot mingled regret and
pity, and the subject wae dropped.—Dr. Holland'« new story, in Scribner'i for January.
Bl'RINESS NOTICES.

There are no diseases of the urino-genital
organs, be what tbL>y may, but what can be expelled from the system by Smolandir's Bu-

Aggravaoed cases of kiduey, bladder and
glandular diseases, mental and physical debility, diabetes, gravel and female irregularities
readily succumb by au occasional dose of thU
extraordinary -.nodiclue. In a word, it restores
health to the human frame.
doo24-eodlw
CHtr.

The CiSTAuiuw°roi,i»-were half horse
They consorted with animals
conquered mankind—lived upon.the flowers of
the century plant—made one of their [number
Ciod of the healing art—transferred their
name and home to the constellation
Centauriut,
and raised the divll generally. But
[the great
Centaur Liniment for stiff joints,
rheumatism,
swellings and lameness upntPman and beast is
now astonishing the world.
And astonishes
because he does its work.
and half man.

Children cut—for Pitcher's Castoria.
It
cures wind colic and
cause# natural
sleep. It Is a substitute for
castor oil
deo34r«nUw&wlt

regnlates the stomach,

·

■■

•THE PEESS.
WEDStiSI)AY MORMSU, DEC. 26, '72.
tfv Kit γ regular attache of the Press is furnished
witb a card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pillen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
manager β will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

Journal, as

have information that several "bummeiV* are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Ptt'KS, and we have no disposition to be, even pastively, a party to such l'raud.
we

Wb do not rea l anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all c^sesin lispensabie, not necessarily for publication
b*U as a guaranty of good faith.
·»
cannot undertake to return or preserve comu-iicawouK that

_a

Cliristiu

not

are

use

iu tlie Lui led States.
Harper"a Jla iuzine
is a profuse'y illustrated article in which the
methods of celebrating the Christmas festival in different countries are set forth witb
great minuteness of detail. Enjoyment is
the distinctive characteristic of the festival
always and everywhere, and the h&ppiuess of
children is ever the central idea. Ir othei
times, and now in other lands, every quaint

greate»t of the

holidays.

So much every one
deduces from the summary ot Christ-

observances given in the article to wiiich
we have referred.
But there intrudes itsell
the further reflection that Americans, true
t > the utiliiaiian spirit that influences them

mas

In otlier mutters, have
all its superstitions and

thoroughly

the

as

stepped Christmas of
imaginative elements
fourth of July itself.

St. Nicholas alias Santa Claus alias Kiiss

Kringle,

who still holds

precarious domin-

a

ion over the infant mind in connection with
the st eking hung in the chiinuey corner, is
the sule survivor of all the old

mystic powers
formerly held undisputed sway. And
the American baby is so much of a "positivist"' and skeptic from his very cradle that he
merely affects a respect for this la-it. long line
of deposed monarchs. Bles» you, the little
chubby man who peeps out from his b'.anke s
at, a late hour, and sees the stealthy parent
u urping the office of childhood's
patron
that

β
a

lint in a most realistic way, understands the
legorical nature of Kriss Kringle as well as

his elders. But for the purpose of indulging
t'ie fancies of the old people and encouraging
the lavish bestowal of toys and bonbons, the
nu? little diplomatist affects credjjjity, peer?
curiously up the chimney to discover traces
of the jollv saint's descent, and only privately puts the inlant thumb derisively on
the infant nose.
In America Christmas

has fallen off from

the old time elaborateness of revelry much
more than in England.
In Great Britain the

spirit of tradition is still strong en .ugh to keep
the yule-log burning, to clothe the mistleti β
peculiar virtues,

with it»

and to

popularize

thî Christmas carol.

There the Lord of Mitfamiliar près 'nee, aqd the boar's
head is brought in with due observance ol
the ancient rites. The graceful pages of
ral·; is still

a

have made

all familiar

Irving
pontic atmosphere that gives
us

with the

such a charm to
the Christmas season across the water. But

"we are a practical people." The central
idea of Cbri'tmas being the conferring of
happiness, the American reaches the goal by
the shortest cut. He eliminates everything
in life that a lawyer might call surplusage.
Accordingly he sweeps all the old Christmas
"ru bish" away and replaces it by three
grand observances—the Christmas greeting
for the morning, the Christmas dinner for
tbe day and the Christmas tree for the evening. The first of these answers for an ex-

pression of general good will, while the
second and third offer the means of conferring benefiti in the most direct and practical
Christmas thus become* to

manner.

extent

a

carnival of

practical

a

great

benevolence.

Gifts are often ill bestowed or

given too lavtokens of regard to those who need
them not, instead of to those whose hard
fate might be a little relieved by even one
ishly

as

But
day's indulgence in ease and luxury.
tendency is good, and it is safe to claim
Miat in the genuine philanthropy of our
Christmas, as in other respec s, we are entitf'i'l to indulgence in the great na ional boast
"
>Ve whip the Universe." Even the inmates
o" priions are remembered.
Instead of the
η una ining mummeries, barn half in superthe

st t 011 and half in reminiscences of t :e Roman
saturnalia and other heathen rites—instead
of elaborating the details of mystic

symbolism

and puerile mystery plays—instead of booz ng
over
wassail bowls and
inebriating
mioning forth to see the cattle kneel
at
midni ,ht— the
American
sees
to
it that
the be^ ar
feasts
as
royally
for

He makes
pr
day,
it his care that the widow's bin is full of coal,
as a

nee

st 1 <'St.

>

on

and thit lier ragged boy has
clot

war η

ling,

a

id

anew

suit of

that

all the

es-ecially

to
feel
made
the
cheering influences of human sympithy and
is
as
respect. The tiew Christmas
much an improvement on 'the old, as
are

poor

Christmas, ex-

Tub

cepting that old farmer" who announced
:hrough the Maine Farmer, with an air so
mpressively prophetic, that thia was sure to
oe an "opeu winter with no snow before
"

Christmas."
the name of

The Kennebec Journal gives
Hon. W. W. Bolster, now of Lewiston, recently Prteident of the Senate, as one of the
candidates for Reporter of Decisions.

Our >ew York Letter.
PISTOL—THE POLICY

SHOPS ANI) THEIR KEEPEUS.

New Yokk, Dec. 23,1872.
Murder! Murder! ! The knife and the

pistol are doing their horrid work more profusely thau ever before. The latest assinv
tion of one policy shop-keeper by another wag
one of the most atrocious and malignant
butcheries of which the annals of crime furnish any record. These two men are representatives of a class who live in habitual aud

scarcely disguised violation of law, pursuing
a calling \vhich brings them under a severe
penal statute, and yet they are never molested, and become so accustomed to driving

their nefarious trade without interference
that (hey hardly realize that they are chronic
wrong doers. For a quarter of a century 6r
here to

this business has been pursued
large extent, and men have realized fortunes by it. Benj. Wood is the leader and
chief of the policy dealers, and ,he as you
know has not only escaped conviction, but

a

has been sent to the State Senate and the

United States House of Representatives and
day an oracle and authority among
Democratic politicians.
Next to the rum shop, or to use a somewhat
vulgar but extremely expressive slang phrase,
tlie gin mill, the policy shop in New York
city is the most demoralizing agency for desp:>iling its poor, ignorant,credulous victims of
their scanty earnings. The most inveterate
patrons of this mystic craft are the black
people in whom a certain vein of credulity or
superstition runs which makes them susceptible to the fascinations of a game of chance.
They '"play policy" in their dreams, aDdbet
on the numbers revolved in the midst of their
*
bi'okeu slumbers. Like many other species
of gambling this passion-'grows by what it
feeds on" and these poor creatures endure"
hunger and nakedness that thev may continue to buy chances in lotteries that never
win, and invest in numbei^ that are prover-

is ίο this

υιαιι,γ

uuiuukj.

Thriving on such delusions of the poer,
your policy shop keeper revels in diamonds,
drives fast horses, occasionally sports his
yacht and gives entertainments to the
Judges and prosecuting officers of the Criminal courts within whose bar he ought to be
answering for his offenses. Sometimes perhaps he receives a gentle warning, the effect
of which he perfectly understands. He buys
immunity from further attack as cheaply as
he can and charges whatever disbursement
be is compelled to make ta "Black Mail account."
The murderer in this case appears to be
of the average type of his class, got up in

one

the somewhat flashy cosume which taey
affect and to have had his demoniac spirit
kindl id within him by the successful rivalry
of a former partner. Uuusedto either moral
or legal restraints, accusto ned to look upon
law breaking as a thing of course under certain circun stances, it cannot be supposed

to

There was

a

the track for the

Speakership of

the next

The Press says that Horace Mayuard will be brought for vard in ultra protectionship interes and the New York Her-

aid affirms that the Southern

Republican

ma:n jers are general y ignored by Mr. Blaine
excep*.a few favorites—waich will be generally held as the highest evidence ot Lis goi.d

There

sense.

Hjuse will

is

little fear that

begin it«

with

career

b under ai to select any other
Speaker tha Mr. Blaine who

the

next

palpable a
gentleman lor
is so signally
so

qualified.
The Lewiston J <urnal says that the attorney who appears before a Legislative committee in behalf of any meuure, or the party that brinjs his scheme before the mem-

bers of the Legislature

on

its own

merits

offering

any inducement than its
m erits for its support should not be called a
without

money, or

lobbyist is a man who tor hire
position, party influence,
promises to bring about certain

measures

that he ha» no interest in and ar-

ranges thi

preliminaries by

lobbyist.

The

makes

of official

use

combinations

are

which

formed and

legislative
unjust legisla-

tion secured.
The New York Herald

publishes what it

terms an official list of the stockholders of

«the credit mobilier with the dividends received. It comprises about one hundred
names, but among them is not one of the
prominent Congressmen who were "charged
with

having stock.

The nearest

it is the credit of 150 shares and

approach to
large divi-

dends to Charles H. Neilson, a son-in-law of
James Brooks.
The list is furnished by
Thomas C. Durant. If this list is correct,

production of the books of the company
will sbow nothing ol the concealed transactl ons which have been charged.

the

If Mr. Barnura's giraffes and hippopotami
hail been in Texas giving the "greatest moral
shows in the world," as this venerable showman avers with all the emphasis of poster
type in the papers of that region, that they
were, those ancient curiosities would not
have sizzled in New York Tuesday night.

The Oxford Democrat infoms the Legisla-

delegation from that county, that the
boarding-house beepers at Augnsta will be
glad to see them January 1st, and kindly informs these gentlemen of the safest and best
route ιΛίιβ State capital.
tive

The Oxford Democrat thinks the project
of the Maine Central to obtain a charter
from Lewiston into Oxford
to which

County,
Norway correspondent referred in a recent
letter, is feasible and important in view of
The excessively cold spell has been attended with

large number of fires scattered all
over the country, caused by carelessness in
the construction of buildings.
a

A Man Undertakes to Worry a Rat to
Death with his Τεετπ—The Result.—A story
is told by the Preston, Out., Guardian which is
to say the least, quite as unpleasant as sensational. A number of persons being congregated in the kitchen of an inn in that town, the
conversation turned upon rats and ratting. One
of the company having boasted that he was in
of '"the largest rat that those present
ad ever seen."
A man named Baron, "rendered fool-hard y by drink," declared he could
k 11 the biggest rat that could be procured. An
immense old rat was accordingly withdrawn
from its cage with much difficulty, and having
beeu secured to a nail in the table by a niece of
striftgf passed through its thigh. Baron set
about his task, and contriving to get hold of the
rat with his teeth "about the middle of its
back," killed it, not before the infuriated creature had bitten him severely
through the cheek.
He thought little of the wound at the
t.me, but
in a week or ten days it gave him intense
pain,
and he is now in Blackburn infirmary
suffering
from hydrophobia.
It is to be hoped that his
melancholy fate will lead others in Preston and
elsewhere to reflect that worrying rats to death
is not only an unintellectual amusement, but
also an amusement attended with uo inconsiderable personal risk

Eossession

subsequently hesitated, asked for three
days betore committing himself irrevocibly,

Too

THE FIFTH AVENUE HOTEL

FIEE.

At the time of tUe lire in the Fifth Avenue Hotel the Herald .fas ev.flently t-iirsting
for a fresh excitement.
Accordingly it
pitched into the proprietors of that excellent
inn, with a ferocity that bordered on the diabolical.

guilty

They

cause

accused of bjing the
calamity which led to the

were

ot the

suffi ca'.ion of eleven

oceupi
some

o.

their

servant) wh

d one of the upper dormitories.
For
days the paper raved and stormed

against

are

baptismal

Nevdeveloped in the inves-

>

Jay

The balances

on

linister say there would be a nave in the new
hurcli, she observed that "she knew who the

£6,474,981, against £3,551,310 last year.

Congressman Fryo

KENNEBEC

ahead of
îe amount at this time last year, which doesn't
iok much as if the price could go higher.
The Delaware Indians live in frame houses,
coats

and

tons

The Kennebec Journal says that
Elijah Lowe
Sr. Co. of Ba ugor, experienced movers of buildings, have made au examination of the chapel
at the Insane
Hospital, and offer to move the
building to the rear of the hospital, between
the north aud south wiugs, for the sum of $0000.
At the annual meeting of the Monmouth
Mutual Fire Insurance
Company Hon. John
May was chosen President; J. G Blossom,
Secretary; Charles T. Fox, Treasurer; John
May of Winthrop, S. Holmes of Dixtield, G.
W. King aud W. S. Woodbury of Monmouth,
and Aug. Sprague of Greene, directors f >r ,lie
ensuing year. Theold Monmouth is the largest
mutual company in the State, aud has beeu organized thirty-six years.

Ireland, which he says are the source of
great scandals, great dissipations, and.iunum<

rable sins."
From Democratic sources there are rumor»
f opposition to Senator Cameron's re-election.

Espaniolas,
Operas,

Geu. James A. Hall of Painariscotta, has
nearlv completed a new lecture entitled "Shall
we eftace the Record οί our Flag?"
OXFORD COUNTV.

Messrs. F. Κ Bennett and S. S. Yates of
Norway, have purchased the Eagle House at
Gorham, Ν. H., of Mr. Joseph Carpenter, and
have already taken possession of the same.
The Oxford Democrat says that petitions are
in circulation iu Oxford County aud other portions of the State, asking the Legislature to
enact a law prohibiting the winter
fishing in
auy of the tributaries of the Androscoggin
river.
The some

paper says that Frank Brown of
a dog which has
caught during
an eventtul life of 13 years 70
foxes, 115 coons
aud 6 wild cats.

|

OP

docHsn3w

—

FOB

SOMERSET COUNTY.

(PressCorrespondent ''Somerset.")
The grand jury came into court
Friday, having found ten indictments, and were discharged
from further attendance this term. Court adjourned over Tuesday on account of the snow
storm without transacting any business.
Capt. Samuel Parker of Skowhegan, is dangerously ill and little hopes of his recovery are
entertained.
WASHINGTON

PRESENTS

Kid Mittens,
Kid Gloves,
Otter Fur Top Kid Gloves,
Caster Gauntlets,
Ladies Doeskiu Gauntlets,
Buck Gauntlets,

Portland, Dec. 20th, 1872.
F. W. KINSMAN,
ESQ., Dear Sir:—Please send us

by freight

PARLOR
Tbe

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,
No. 199 Fore St., between Exchange and
Plum Streets.
THE BEST HOLIDAY GIFT !
Any

make to hie family, or a Young Manto bis friend, is a LIFE FOLIC7 with the Great

ι Gents' Kid Gloves, lined Fur Tops.
Gent's Cloth Gloves,
Gents' Kid Mittens,

MUTUAL·

AT

NEW
It ha·

Linen Hein Stitched Ilamilicr'fs,
Ladies' Linen ilandk'ls in boxes,
Motto and luitiar Handkl's,

ten gross

month.

a

Respectfully yours,
W.

$5,000,00
Is Offered for
Testimonial

a

F PniLLirs & Co.

—

flaiit îrniî
iJCtiULlUII•Worcestershire

AT

Travelling Bag*,
Shopping Bag·,
Basket·»
Shawl

Pocket Books
In great variety, «t very moderate rates.
dec'JO—lw^u

nUMCIPAL & REAL ESTATE
SECURITIES :
BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGESin ihe west., bearing 10 per
Improved Ileal Estate
interest, payable in the east, for sale bv
CHAULES M. HAWK ES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.
sep28snrf

of
cent,

Ladies' Silk Ties & hair Ilandk'ls,
Setts Collars and Cuffs,
Handk'l'and Glove Boxes,
Fans and Jewelry,

TO

Perfumery,
Fancy Boxes,
—

AT

Tke Front Office

Also

3 DEËBIKe BLOCK.

Belts,
·

Aprons,
Ottaman Patterns,
*

Slipper Patterns,
Gaiters, Buskins,
Needle Books,
Spool Boxes,
Card Cases,
Lace Collars,

WHITE

!

Prepared

for

or

splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; η ο disappointment; no ridiculous

tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies tlie ill effects of
ba<l dyes washes. Produces Immediately a su»>erb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold bv all Druggists.

During

of my

Holidays,

sn

mar25-dly

CHRISTMAS (jîOODS !
choice lot of

HOLIDAYS !

JEWELRY !

Γ

•eptl2gntf.

Flour,

&

Commercial

10

CO.,

Street.

0

COAT, Ρ ANTS A* I

VEST

MAKERS WANTED
BEADY

ON

M

ABE

WORK.

OR1N 1IAWKES Λ CO.,
noTl tsnSjan

290 &

'292 Congre·· Street.

In Augusta. Dec. 18. T. W. Scribner of Portland
and Emma Tarbox of Auerusta.
In Augusta. Dtc. 14, Thoa. J. Ellis of Charleston
an·! Saran E. Fox of Augusta.
In Pittsfleld. Dec. 14, L. B. Brown aud Mrs. Amanda R. Qetchell.
In Fajette, Dec. 7, Augustus F. Jones and Annie
A. Judkins.
In Belfast, Dec. 11, Frederic Barker acd Miss Emma C. White.
In Sedgwick, Dec. 1, Kittriige Hooper of S. and
Mrs. Comfort T. Carier of Broqjclin.
In Farmington, Dec. 14, A. H. Dyer and Miss Em-

ma

H. Lowell.

JEWEL.BY,

GLASSES,

Ladies and Genie' Portinoniesf
Fancy Cutlery, A'c., &c.

decT

SWIFf,

UNDER MECHANICS' HALL.
8ii3w

GUNS,
POWDER,

3

CAPS.
BUT THEM AT 61 EXCHANGE ST.,

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN 8TEA1HER8
KAMI

FROM

FOR

Manhattan

J. B. LUCAS.
AND

JEWELRY 1

STOCK

..

Cleopatra

BOYS' WATCHES,

Vest Chain·,
Cold, Opera and Lcontini Chains,
Colli Jewelry in gen·,

Miniature Almnnar
Sun rises
Sun sets

5l

RINCM, NECK CHAINS,
ma-le to order In

CONGRESS

EDITIONS

—OF THE—

Standard Poets & Novelists.
Elegant Assortment

An

—OF—

HOLIDAY

BOOKS

GIFT

beautifully illustrated by

many

DALZIEL AND DORE.

Bibles and

Prayer

Books

In all Sizes and Styles.

A

Fine Line

Very

—OF—

Alburns

Photograph
Juvenile Toy

Books, &c., &c.

BEST ASSORTMENT

THE

—OF—

Library Inkstands
to be

found in Portland,

Writing Desks,

inst, barque Talavera.

STREET,

Mechanics' 11a 11.
su 3w

Backgammon
Boards,
Chess, &c.,
Russia Leather

Portmonies,

SPOKE1V.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Plain &*Fancy Stationery
—INCLUDING—

Piries Ex Super Tinted and the
Parisian Grand

Don't fail

on

the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-two, the
following matters
having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed al Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Portland on the third Tuesday of January next, at at ten of the cloclc in the forenoon, and
be heard thereon, and object if they see cause.
HENRY BARNES, late of Harps well, deceased,
Petition for allowance out of personal estate, presented by Mary W. Barnes, widow al'said deceased.
HENRIETTA K. LOVE WELL, minor child and
heir of Henry K. Lovewell, late of Harrison, dt
ceased. Second account presented for allowance by
Alpho 'β B. Lovewell, Guardian.
LEWIS GAY, late of Casco, deceased. Petition
for allowance out of personal estate, presented by
Polly Gay, widow of said deceased.
HENRY WITHAM, late of Caeco, deceased. Pet
tion that Spenser Decker may be appointed Administrator de boni» non, presented by Samuel S. Browne
& als, creditors of said deceased, as Trustees of the
School Fund oi said town of Casco.
ELIZABETH DUNNING, late of Brunswick, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey real
esftite, presented by Amherst Whitmore, Adminib-

tor.

Κ ESI AH H. BROWN, of Gorham. Abstracts of
and account, and petitions that the pam·
be verified and established, presented by Oliver
Pope, Guardian.
JOHN LOWERY, late of Deerins, deceased. First

inventory
may

Ed-

Jan

4

heirs of James Johnson, lale of Wcstbtook [now
Deering) deceased. First account presented for allowance by Ε izabeth E. Johnson, Guardian.
and

53
iiei-18

—

PURE

Administrator.

Deccuiber 2$.
2.05 AM
7.15 AM

·

Tuesday, Dec. 34.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Chase, Bennett, Halifax, NS—passenger»
ind m'lae to John l'orteous.
Sch Impudence, (Br) Baker, Boston, to load for St
inlin. NB.
Sch Rxlmena. Infills, Boston, to load for Machine.
Sch Sea Flower, Sunvey, Boston.
Sch Uosella, Stanley. Cranberry Isles.
OLEARKD.
Barque Ellen Stevens, Skinner, Matanzas—Isaac

PRICES LOWER
than in any other store in
This

Made

Expressly
—

tively

assert that the

ïmery.

Sch Edw Waite, York, Cardenas—A L Hobeon.
9cb A & M QÙBae», fuw,
Mwrii Bead.

PURE.

public

Shall be Ma isfieil witli their Purchases.

LOOK AT THE PRICES 1
2000 Pound* of extra broken

Cand;,

29

varieties,

war-

ranted from Pure Sngrar, at 25c pr. lb.
"
"
Best Cream Almonds,
Best Chocolate Creams,
Best Jordan Perfections,

"
"

"

Best Mixed Candy,
Best Peppermints,

44

"

44

"

..."

44

Gum

"

44

44

Fresh and Nice.

are

give home manufacture

82

a

liberal share of pat-

Exchange Street,

John S. Litchfield.

dec23

J.

3t

&

E.
have

a

BARROUR,

R.

large assortment of

WENS', WOMENS',
ΑΧΏ

annexed.

BOYS'

—

CHILDIiKNS'

Rubber Boots & Shoes,
8

EXCHANGE ST.
tPcbt

nov2fl

IIAWES & CKACiI\
—

w

HAVE

:

—

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
kinds, Music Books, Folios, and Sheet Music
large variety for Sauta Claus to deal out in the

f nil
a

olidayi at

WILLIAM ROSS, Clerk,
hue
the

ALPHEUS A. GOULD, late of Windham,
and given
the County of Cumberland, deceased,
conclu as the law direct*. All pernone having deare
deoeaeed,
required
nands upon the estate of said
Indebted to said
ό exhibit the saine ; and all persons
to
Wftate are callod upon to make payment
WILLIAM H. VjLûJfJîT, Adm'r
*Wwvw«eii
W tad ham, pwv. i7Ui,

Holidays,

—

FOX BLOCK,

each other business as nnylerally come before them, will be heid at the office of j
&ops & Sturdivant. 179 Oommercial St., Portland, on
I'uesday the seventh day of January 1*73, at 3 o'clock

η

n

best of materials lnve been used, aud I posi-

No.

ro

^rust

IS

WARRANTED
The

lale of Portland, deceased,
allowance by Daniel Chase.

hereby given, that the subscriber
Limstif
J1 'dy appointed and taken unon
of Administrator of the ostate of

for the

AND

ronage at

HE Annual

is

Portland.

stock of Candies has be

COME ΟΛΕ, COME ALL·,

meeting of the Portland & Wa'.doboΓthe Steamboat
Co., lor the choice oî Directors, and
transaction of

XTOTICE

OF

MOW FOR SALE AT

ind

Portland de Waldoboro Steam-

P. M.
de25

(ltfanl

*

JOHN A. WATERMAN, Judge.
A true
*
copy of the original Order.
Attest, WM. K. NEAL, Register.
de2S
w.iw.30

Jan 11

un-

CANDIES !

rhese Candies

Gould, Administrator.

Jan 4

continue

0

Drops,
Sit Lozenges,

SIMEON HALL, late of Portland, deceased.
Final
uicount presented foi allowance
by Ezekiel Robineen.
Administrator with the Will

CHASE,

to

before purchasing.

6000 POUNDS

Β ·

GEORGE FROST, tote ofWes; brook, deceased. Petition lor license to sell and convey real estate,
presented by Thomas Quimby, Administrator with the
Will annexed.
GEORGE RIGGS, late of Westbrook, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of personal estate, presedted by Grace Rigg·, widow of said deceased.
PARKER LIBBY. late of Cape Elizabeth, deleased. First and fnal account presented for allowwce by James W. Johnson, Admin ietrator with the
Will annexed.
ELIZA P. BUSII,fete of Portland, deceasod. Pe:ition that James T. McCobb maybe appointed Administrator, presented by CharlesH, Stebbins, creditor of said deceased.
WILLIAM KIMBALL, late of Portland, decoded,
Second account and private claim of Alfoid Dyer
igainst said estate presented for allowance by Aliord
Dyer and Augasius E. Stevens, Executors.
ENOCH C. MOODY, minor child and heir of
Lucy
S.Moody, late of Portland, deceased. Petition for
icense to sell and convey real estate,
presented by
Franklin C. Meody, Guardian.
BRITTANNIA MOOKE, late of Portland, de•eased. First account present© j fnr allowance
by
John M.

DAVID T.
Account preseuted for

and examine

DAVIS,
Exchange Street.

in

DANIEL WEAVER, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of personal estate, presented by Charlotte Weaver, widow of said deceased
HEZEKIA.I BllEWER, late of Feeport. deceased. Petiiion tor assignment of dower in real
estate, presented by Margaret E. Brewer, widow oi
said deceased.
SARAH BLANCHARD, late of Windham, dec ased.
First acc >nnt presented for allowance by
Alice B. True, Administratrix with the Will annexed.
EPHRAIM MORRISON, late of Cumberland, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey real
estate, pre^nted by Isaac W. Morrison, Administra-

co can

HALL L.

a

allowance by

(Quadrille.

Everything m^rlccd down and sale
til after the Holidays.

of Probate held at Portland, within
for the County of Cumberland
AT andCourt
the third

Tuesday |of December,

7.20 I Moon rises
4.33 I High water

I'OBT OF PORTLAND.

largo variety of

"WEBER" «and other emT·
nent makers,
Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,
3 Cahoon Black, opposite City
flail,
AT SMDVCSP PMIGKg
mjtf
«ml;

MAWOS.
HANOS.
MANOS.

CHOICE

;or

4c.

GEO. A. HARMON»
317

18th

boat Co.

Studs, Sleeve Buttons, Seal Rings,
Jewelry

Portland....Liverpool

New York. .Havana
New York. .Havaua

MARIISTE NEWS.

Large stock of

S

PATR

New York. .Liverpool
Dec 25
New York. .Liverpool
Dec 25
Abyssinia
Canada
New York. .Liverpool
Dec 25
Holsatia
New York. .Hamburg
Dec 2S
Columbia
New York. .Havana
Dec 26
New York. Port Prince Dec 26
Weybosset
City of Limerick.. New York. Liverpool
Dec 26
Peruvian
Portland... Liverpool
Dec 28
Oceanic
New Yorft. Liverpool
Dec 28
New York.. Hav & YCruz.Dec 28
City of Mexico
Australia
New York. .Glasgow
Dec 28
of
New York. .Liverpool
Paris
City
Dec 28
New York. .Havre
5t Laurient
Dec 28
Deutscliland
New York. .Bremen
Dec 28
Sarmatian
City of Havana

jADIES' gold watch fs,
GENTS' GOLD WATCHES,

*Jair

Ross, Wyman,

BESSIE F. JOHNSON & ALS.. minor children

In Gardiner. Dec. 18. Mrs. Mary J., wife of I. Herrick Huntington, aged 45 years.
In Farmimrdale, Dec. 13, Mr. James Stone, aged 82
yea re 4 months.
In Watorville, Dec. 17, William Varney, aged 23
years.
In China, Dec. 11, Mr. John Abbott, aged 66 vears
9 months.
In this city, Dec. 23, Mrs. Susan, relict of the late
Cant. Stephen Hutchinson, aged 80 years.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternojn at 2 o'clock,
at her late residence on Tyng "street.
In Parsonsfield, Dec 10, Coe Taylor, aged 84 years.
Iu Chelsea, Dec. 21, Mary M. Dorau.

t^The funeral services of the late Mrs. C. H.
Holland will take place this Wednesday afternoon at
o'clock, at No. 14 St. Lawrence street.

SHOT,.

OLID

;

and final account presented for
ward P. Brings, Administrator.

DIED.

1'eal Jet and Imitation Bracelets,

K. fë.

BOOKS !

'trator.

JYTARRIKD.

In Kockland, Dec. 15, Pearl H. Spear and Mary A.
Meservey, both of Thomaston.
In Sidney, Dec. 15, Maynard W. Qoff of Sidney and
Sadie C. Η-aîey of Bowdoin.

GOODS 1

niRCRGTE JEWELRY,
Bàft fc WHITBY JEWELRY,

OPERA.

Greatly Reduced Prices.

PereouH interested in either of the
Estates hereinafter nnmeds

received and for sale at wholesale by

163
dec21—snlw*

sntf

THE

—AT—

To all

Small Packages.

ALDRICH

BLOCK.

sn

FANCY

aad

of

A Book tor JE very Ulan.
The "SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PKESERVATION," a Medical Treatise on the Qause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline iu Man, Nervous aud Physical
Impotency,
Debility,Hypochondria,
Seminal Weakness, and all other
Spermatorrhfeasor
diseases ailsinjpfrom the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
only oue on this class of ills
worth reading. 190th editiou, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only §1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. Ν. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skill and experience.

JEWELRY

Patten, Wyman.

PROBATE NOTICES,

MLeiliiim and Pea Beans, Blue and White
Canada Peas, and a full assortment
Just

A

John

Dec 19, oft Carysfort Reef, brig Anna M
Knight,
from New Orleans tor New York.
Dec 17, off Carysfort Reef, brig Carrie Purington,
ot Topsham, from Cardenas for New York.
Dec 19, lat 32 25, Ion 77 50, brig Persis
Hinkley, fm
Jacksonville for New York.

seloction in

choice lot of Pine Apple Cheese. A'so Worcester County make, small size for family use.

LOWEST PRICES

FOR

own

A

ANDERSON'S,

dec7

To Let

Large

—AT—

Under

HE commodious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate postssinu given.
ELLAS THOMAS & CO
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
Or ol
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.

Cl«l at St John, NB,
Stanley, Londou.

DAIRY &r FACTORY CHEESE

—AT—

PRESENTS

ldg.

5ew York and Termont Batter

OFFERED—

tlie

VERY

inst, ship

regular assortment of

Φ

SOLD By The GALLON ONLY

se28-eodtf

CÏIAS. BATCHELOR. Prop., Λ. Γ.
d&w
Ivr
s Ν

Oertl

—WILL 13E

Immediate Application.

D. M. YEOMANS,
General Eastern Agent,
83 Commercial ht. Portland.

Ar at Havre 23d

ΒATCHE LOR'S HAIR DYE.

Ladies' Furnishing Goods,

Color,

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.

doc7entf

BUTTER AND CHEESR

••Id

Any Desired Shade

SM fm Yokohama 10th ult, ship Magnet, Crosby,
London.
Sid fm Kong Kong Oct 30, barques S D Carlton.
Freeman, New York; Nov 5. Penang, Patten, Portland, O; 11th, ship Old Dominion, Moise, Singapore;
12th, Flying Eagle.y,ewis, Manila.

at the

This

NEYV HOLIDAY GOODS,
our

Enquire

ton.

AND A GREAT VARIETY OF OTHER

which together with

Third story.

in the

New Orleans.
On,
date, tt>e undersigned will carry j
Cld at Helsingfors 2Cth ult, ship Wm Cummiugs,
on a strictly Banking business, at the Banking !
Miller, Leith.
Roon.s now occupied by the Second National Bank,
Sid fm Vile 4th inst, brig Rocky Glenn, Dorr, (Irorn
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the "BANK
Hamburg) for Demarara, having repaired.
OF PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits
Off Plymouth 6th inst, ship Sunrise, Clark, from
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the
for New York.
Hamburg
Business.
Banking
At Buenos Avres 15th ult, barque Nellie May, Blair
W. N. GOOLD.
une ; brig H C Sibley, Colson, do ; and others.
Portland, June 24th, 1872.
Sid fm Montevideo 15th ult, barque Aberdeen,
jun23newlt then sn tf
Treat, (from Bangor) for Buenos Ayree.
At Para 29th ult, sch Martha M Heath, Niehola, for
If you want a nice Photograph or Tin
New York few days.
Ar at Aquin 5th inst, sch Altoona, Fitzgerald, from
Type, go to A M. McKenny/a 161 Middle Street.
Wilmington.
He warrents them as good as can be made in PortAt Mansanilla 9tb inst, brigs Ρ M Tinker, Bernard,
land.
&25-eodtfsn
for Boston or New York A J
for Bos-

Children's Wool Hose, all kinds,
Gents' Wool and Merino Hose,

Aycrill Chemical Paint Co.,

PUREST

FOREIGN PORTS.

BANK OF PORTLAND.

tllST RECEIVED FROiTI NEW YORK.

Manufacturers of

Wm Deming, Mitchell, Hoboken;
Frances, Hunt, Calais.
23d, sch LizzÎb G. Gilchrist, Portland.
CI 124th, sch Belle, (Br) Gatcomb, Portland ; Lucy
Jane, Rhoades, Rockland.

STOCK

and after this

Ladies' all Wool & ITIerino Hose,

Sleeve Battons,

rooms

RETAIL

Elizabethport;

Canal

the second floor in the

Out Sale

—OF—

Eliza
Cld

LET.

Bauk.

Hoop Skirts and Corsets,
French Paniers and Bustles,

NEW

eodsnly

on

HOLIDAYS!

Closing

Somes.
Ar 21st. barque John F Pearson, Gould, Buenos
Avres 56 da\~s for Boston.
V IN Ε Y ARD-HA V EN —Ar 22d, schs Mauna Loa,
Chadbourne, So Ambov for Boston; Julia Ε Gamage,
Pitcher. So Amboy for do : M M Pote, Abbott, and
Benj Reed, Adams, from Hoboken for do; Speedwell,
Spauldin.», New York tor do; Ella, Humphrey, Hoboken for Portland; Ring Dove, Swain, Calais ior
New York, (lost part of deck load laths); Ned Sumler. Pinkham, Rockland for do; Eastern Belle. Parker, Bucksport for do; Fred Dunbar, Perkins Bangor
for New Haven.
Ar 23d, schs Bramhall, Hamilton, Elizabethport for
Salem; Annie Amsden, Bangs, Portland for New
York.
NANTUCKET—Ar 14th. schs Onward, Gorham.
New York; Sarah Hall, Mclnnis, Baugor; H Means.
Leland. Bangor for New York, to repair.
BOSTON—Ar 23d, schs Nathl Stever.s, Saunders,

tocks & Fox.

are cautioned to avoid the numerous
Counterfeits and Imitât ions offered for sale.

octl6

BE

THE

FOR

Havana; Willie Luce, Willcts Providence.
Below 2lst. brig Nigretta. from Havana.
Cld 21st, sch Grace Webster, C.ark, Martinique,
(and sailed.)
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, sch L & D Fisk, Baker, Portland.
Cld 21st, barque Devonshire, Havener, New York.
At Delaware Breakwater 21st. schs Seventy-Six,
troin Georgetown, SC, for Thomaston ; Uncle Tom,
from Bangor for New York.
Sid tin Newcastle. Del, 21st, schs Hope On, for
Portland; Onward, for Portsmouth.
Passed down 21st, schs Gertrude Plummer, and
Nellie^ Dinsraore.
ELIZABETHPORT —Ar iOth, sch Kate Grant,
Grant, New York.
NEW YORK—Ar22d, barque Jane Adaline. Hutchinson. Fortune Island 13 days; Tlios Pope, Richardson, Monrovia; Henry, Wase. Calais.
Ar 23d. brigs Don Quixote, Ray, Malaga ; Manilas.
Nichols. Guantannmo.
Ar 23d, shiu Charlotte W White, Griffin, Calcutta;
barques Sarah, Cbeney, Buenos A ν res ; Sarah, Nichols. Montevideo: Southern Bftle. Maurice. Monrovia:
S W Hoibrook, Polleys, lnagua; brig Tubal Cain,
Stone, Liverpool 70 (lavs.
NEW HAVEN-Ar 21st, schs Tabitha & Hanna,
Dill, Eastport; Mary Tice, Dunham, Port Johnson.
PROVIDENCE—At 22d, schs Pareppa, Packard,
Mobile; M A Witlmm, Kelley, Baltimore; "William
Arthur, McDuffie, Portland.
Sid 22d, schs Loretta Fish, Wiley, Brunswick, Ga,
to load for Norfolk.
FALL RIVER—Ar 22d, brig Zavilla Williams,
Veazie. Elizabethport.
NEWPORT—Ar 22d. schs Silver Heels, Newman,
Elizabethport for Boeton; AUston, Fitzgerald, Port
Johnson for do.
In port 23d. schs Andrew Peters, Hopkins, Providence tor New York; Marcellas. Sherman, Ellsworth
for Philadelphia; Edward Everett, Drink water, and
Cocheco, Cooper, Camden/for New York; W Τ Emerson, l>orr, Ban jor lor New Haven.
VINEYARD HA ΝΈΝ-Ar 23d, brig Mary Ε Pennell, Eaton, Femandina 13 davs tor Boston ; Spartel,
Smith; Scio. Smit.b, and Bertha·) Fellows. Smith.
Whitiug tor New York; Col Eddy, M"Bean, Portland
tor do; Quoddy, Fanning, and Neptune Biide, Grierson, Calais for do; Claia Jane, McAllep, do for do.
(th»latter full of water, having been on the Hedge
Fence.)
Returned, schs Fannie Pike, Ivy Bell, and John

National Bank Building, recently occupied by Mat-

—

ANDERSON'S,

WATCHES

DÛNCAX'S βΟΛ», New
York,
Agents for the United States.

Strap·,

Wallet·,

—

Buyers

JOHN

splendid line of

Elegant Trunks, in New Designs,

3 DEERIKG BLOCK.

Sept 18-entf

Sauce

CO.,

&

MIDDLE STREET,

A

ANDERSON'S,

from

CEA * PERBI*8'

DUBAN

Satchel·,

CLOCKS IN CREAT VARIETY

Portland, naine.
F. W. Kinsman, Esq., Auguste, Me.
Dear Sir:—I was attacked with a
lung fever
whieli left me with a most distressing
such as
I never had bef >re. I could get n</ cough,
rest day nor
night. I iiiel many remedies out could
no relief. A friend advised me to use Adam songet
β Botanic
Cough Balsam. I took buta few doses before it effected a thorough cure. I can safely
recommend it
to every one afflicted with a cough.
(Si^ncu)
W. H. To γμαν.
We. the undersigned, having known Mr. W.
Totman for several .«ears would certify that his H.
case
was considered a very critical
one, and that he was
cured by that most excellent
remedy,
Adamson's
Balsam.
Heurv Tnckey, 33 Paris Street,
Portland; F-ank
H. Booily, Westbroofe; Geo.
Hodson, 31 Paris Street,
Portlanl; W. P. Mansfield, Portland.
For sale by all Druggiats.
decl8—sneodtf

R.

GIFT.

Holiday Goods,

Ladies' merino Underwear,
Children's ITIerino Underwear,
Seamless and Felt Skirts,
Children's Cashmere Hoods,
Nubias and Cashmere Scarfs,
Children's Worsted Jackets,

BIBBER

Remedy.

BEST

—

3 DEEUINO BLOCK.

REWARD
better

real and substantial value.*

171

ANDERSON'S,

W. PERKlAS.

Mr. Frank Kinsman,
Dear Sir:—Our sal s for Adamson'a Balsam in·
increaoe every week. Pleane send us five
ss.
If
the sales continue to increase in the futuregr<
as
have in the past three months, we shall have to they
buy

YORK.

Oiler purchasers of

A Lace

AT

a

—

THE

J.

Haudki's,
Oeiits' Handkl's in boxes,
Children's Fancr Handkl's,
—

INSURANCE

Î^See Advertincmcut Something worth
de20snlw
knowing," in auother column.

3 DEEBIW BLOCK.

Embroidered

or

—

—

ANDERSON'S,

LIFE

COMPANY,

Ladies' Berlin GaunUcts,

Large.
This makes 15 gross Small since Oct.
14th, and 29
grosj Small and 2 groes of Large during ihe year.
Yours truly,
J.

man can

Children's Cloth Gloves,
Mittens for Boys' & Girls',
—

for

and

w52w^w

New York.
Sid 22d, brig Mary C Rosevelt, Roberts, Baltimore.
In port i9th. ships Intrepid, Simmons, and Ida
Lilly. Otis, for Liverpool; Richard III, Hubbard, tor
do; Uncle Joe, Kendall, for Havre; barques InvestiFord, tor do; Walter, Berry, for uoston; sch
gator,
Β F Lowell. Falker, for a Northern poit.
WILMINGTON—Cld 20th, sch Mercy Τ Trundy,
Warren, Matanzas.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 21st. brig Liz"zie H Kimb&ll, Lunt, (from Norfolk) lor Barbadoes;
sch S S Bickniore. Barter, do for do.
ALEXANDRIA—»Sld 21st, sch Clara W El well,
Gilee, Boston.
Ar 2utli,Reii Addie M Bird, Merrill, Windsor. NS.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, schs Cora Etta, Sleeper,

STOVES!

Very Beat in the market,
aale at Low Price· by

DEERIXG BLOCK.

5 srosaADAraSON'H
Small
BALSAM,
"
"
1
"

Offiee of W. F Phillips &
Co.,
Wholesale Druggists,
131, 13Γ» and 13S Middle Street.
Portland, Dec. 14th, 1872.

sntf

i^vV ORLEANS—A r 16th inst, ship Kate Prince,
Hamilton, Bristol, Eng; Ella S Thayer, Thompson,
Havana.
Pu,.NSACOLA—Ar 16th, brig Rio Grande, McLellan. Havana.
Ar 18th, sch Β F Waite, Aylward, Havana.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 15th, sch Walter Palmer,
Call, New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 22d. barque Endeavor,Mountfort, Baltimore tor New Orléans; sch Lilly, Hughes,

octl9-entf

3 DEERING
deçl6

Members of LIGONIA LODGE NO. 5 are requested to meet at Odd Fellows Hall on Friday next a«. one
o'clock P. M., for the purpose of attending the funeral of our deceased Bro. P. G. ABEL
SAWYER,
Funeral services at Swedenborgiau
Church, New
at
2
o'clock.
High Street,
Members ot other Lodges are
respectfully invited
to join with us in the ceremonies on tbis occaeim.
By order of the N. G.
WILLIAM K. NEAL, Sec'y.
Portland, Dec. 21th, 1872.
de25snW&F2t

DIcGLlNCHT, Prop.

PATRICK

del9

ANDERSON'S,
3

SPECIAL NOTICES.
I. Ο. Ο. F.

CATTLE

Ν®. Ï Fore Street, Opposite PortGas Works.

Monday evening.

amount of interesting ami
amusing light reading,
and the calendar, astronomical
calculations, chronological items, &c.. are pre a red with great care, ;.nd
will be fjuud entirely accurate. The issue of Hostetter's Alaiauac f r Ï87<i will
probably be the largest
editi >n oi a medical work ever published in
any
The proprietors, Messrs. Host.tter
cmntry.
Smith, Pittsburgh, L'a., on receipt of a two cent
stamp, will forward a copy by mail to any person
who cannot procure one in hie
neighborhood.

FOR

AT—

—

The Times says that Mr. Tenney, for
mauy
years a resident of Milltown, met with an accident Saturday week which resulted
fatally. He
was struck in the side
by the shaft ©f a sleigh,
auij. although his injuries were not considered
dangerous at the time, he died from their effects

Valuable iVIedical Treatise.
The edition for 1873 of the sterling medical annual known as Hostetter's Aimanac is now
ready,
and may be obt ined. free of cost, of
druggists ana
general country, dealers in all parts of tlie Uni e-.l
Spates and British America, and indeed in
every civilized portion of tlie Western Hemisphere. This Almanac has'>t*en issued regularly at ilie commencement of every year for ab >ut one-flfih of a
century.
It combines with the Roundest,
practice advice for
the preservation and res oration of
health, a large

48 EICHANCE
ByBEET.

FEED

S,

3 DEERIHU BLOCK.

COUNTY.

A

usual.

—

Α IN" I) Ε R S Ο TST

(Press Correspondence.)

yet.

as

Casco Brewery,

HOLIDAY

Jail contains but twenty-two in-

Mail communication away from railroads is
irregular and frequently interrupted.
It is generally believed that the
people will
have no difficulty in resisting the annexation ot
territory to our couuty, for it is very
foreign
certain that most of the towns which it is
proposed to annex to ns are as much opposed to
the scheme as we are.
There is one school district in
Wellington in
which there are eight preachersof the
Gospel—
six males and two females—all without
par
ochial charges. That is certainly a
very moral
and religious school district, as it
ought to be.
Turkey raising is becoming a profit:ble source
of income to our farmers. One man in Parkman has on hand about 100 fat fellows
ready
for the Portland market. Numerous smaller
lots are being fitted for death.
are
fatted
They
mostly 011 potatoes and meal.
#
Daniel Haines of Parkman, is
making lots of
easy money bj*raising nice apple trees. He
grafts them when they are two or three years
old, and sfclls them when a year or two older
for forty cents apiece. The
Remand for his
trees greatly exceeds his
supply.

single pairs.

and

sets

AT
—

χ ne

as

Sciaeors in

Guns and Sporting Goods

USEFUL AND FANCY ARTICLES

oa

The roads are all
thoroughly blocked up. The
storm of Saturday night, followed
by the high
wiud oC Sunday, kept the churches closed in
the daytime and lutm elfectual
embargo
upon huuJreds of eveniug courtship sittings.
Dr. Thompson and Esquire
Everett, both of
Dover, are said to be candidates for a seat in
the Executive Council, but the
geueral impression is that the Doctor has got tlie inside track.
Albeit the Squire is a first rate fellow, but he
is wauted for another position in
September.
Considerable excitemeut exists over the contemplated Wiscasset railroad, which is to have
its northern terminus at some unknown
point
in this county—when it is built.
The teams around Moosehead are said to be
having a hard time, from the great depth of
snow and unfrozen mud at the bottom.
The
open winter, so freely predicted, has not set in

Pocket

G. L. BAILEY,
—

Another case of· variluid is reported in Baugor, aud Alleu Woodworth died of the disease

wnig wants tnat "old farmer" who prophesied in the Maim Farmer that there would he
no
now to remain on the
.ground until after
Christmas!
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.

ASTORIA, O—Cld 11th inst, ship Zouave, Swain,
Liverpool.

Knires, Razors,

GRAND OPENING

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

i mates.

Skates,

%

town.

SKATES.
Acme Club and Common

APOTHECARIES,

on execution and will he Hold
at publ'c
JL auction 01» Saturday, tbe
thirty-firat (31st)da> ci
January, A. P. 1873, at four o'clock in the afternoc 1
sat the Sheriff's Office in Portland in »aid
county, a i
Ith·1 right in equity I which Wilson Libbv, of Fa'.·
mouth in »aid county, hats or had the 22d da> « t
March, A· D. iP71î, at ten o'cloc and flfl\-ttve irniutoi iu the forenoon, being the time of the attacl
,ment of the wme on the original writ in the netfen
ou which said Execution was obtained t· red π m
the following described mortgaged real estate siuiated iu the town» of CuuiborT-uid ami Falmouth ia
sai-i county and bounded as follows,
viz:—Beginnii <
at a point on the enst side line of the
county π 1
leading from Morris n'a Hill to Portland and twenty |
rods southerly from tbe west corner ot the
house-Itr,
occuï led by George Abbott; thence rutin:
formerly
southerly on the line of aalu road one hundred u id%
f-rtv-nine (14fl) roiif!. more ot loss, to the cross τα I
leading to the dwelliug bouso of M. W. Leighton in
said i'alniouth ; thence eas erlT on the line of sïjiii
road, forty-eig t (43) rode, to th'; road leading by the
dwelling house of H. L. Abbott; thence northeasttriy
on the line of said road aevcn' v-iour
rode, more or
leaa to a point nineteen roda and six links sh< rt of
the south corner of Rufus Legrow's land; 'the η re
north, forty-four degrees west, hv land now or formerly ofWm.T. Hall, eigfatv-cight rods to the tii st
mentioned bounds. Containing tliim-vx
,,
n,
and b· in? the same conveved to aakl Libby by Wm.
T. Hall, by deed, dated Nov. 6. 1869, and |rocorded in
Cumberland rtegietry 01 Deeds book 372. page 527, to
which deed and record reference is hereby made for
a tiore particular description of said property.
WM. L. PEN Ν ELL. Deputy Sheriff.
Dated at aaid Portland this 23d day of Dec. 187?.'

DOMESTIC? PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 17thinst, barqueMalleville,
Patten. Callao
Cld 16th, ship Elizabeth Cashing, Colby, Queens-

394 Congreu Ntreet and 91 Free
Htreet,
nov"
PORTLAND, ME.
sntf

30'1 Congress Street, Portland, Maine.
decl7
sntf

1Γ11A KEN

plies.

Have removed their office to Booms over George W.
Whittier's Dru,' Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Macaiaster is now
ready at bis new office to
wail on thoHe requiring his
proieasional services.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,

A. G. SCHLOTTERBECK A CO.,

Sheriff's Sale.
State of Maine, \
C MBERLAM), 8β, I

Bean.

KIEJIOBAIKDl.

BROS.,
DKIsTXISTS,

Conchas,
Panetelas,

A C

Sch Mage lan, from Elizabeth port. Tor Boston, was
unU by collision 23d, off Hart Island.
Brig Tubal Cain, (of Yarmouth) Stone, at Ν York
'rom Liverpool, came the middle parage an J bail
itrong Ν VV gal» s ; was 21 days west of Bermuda, ana
ost and split sails, stove bulwarks, cabin lights, ana
sprung fore and main topmasts.
Barque Sarah, Cbeney, at New York from Buenos
\yies, reports heavy weather on the coast and had
•abin tilled with water.
Sch H Means, which got ashore at Tuckernuck
12th inst, is at Nantucket undergoing repairs.
Sch Frnnconia, before reported ashore at Vinoyard
Highlands, was hauled oil 22d without damage atter
iischarging deckload.
Bai que Endeavor, Monutfort, from Baltimore for
New Orleans, put into Charleston 22d inst, for sup-

MACALAStITr

and a very large variety of Domestic Cigars, all of
which are to be sold at very greatly reduced prices,
far below the usual rates, making it au object for any
smoker to supply himself at our store. To those purchasing cigars by he box we are prepared to offer
especial inducements.

Waterford, has

Monday.
The County

SAILED—Barque

REMOVAL·.

Cabana's,
Figaros,

Savannah—Ryan
McFarland,

Γ·1ιη Porteous.

DENTAL· NOTICE.

Regalia Britanica.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

'has Sawyer.
Sch Rising Sun, Jones. Savanuab—Cbns
Sawyer.
Sch Sequin, Rogers,
& Kelsev.
Sch Ρ C Copetoud, (Br)
St John, NE—

docllsncltd

oftered for sale in this city,
comprising the folbrands :

LINCOLN COUNTY.

stand-up collars, fail

business and compromise at fifty cents on
ie dollar, and are getting quite civilized.
Cardinal Cullen is tryiDg to break up "wakes'

were

COUNTY.

now one of the handschool houses to he four.d in the State.
It will cost when completed about
5515,000, and
will he ready for occupancy about the middle
of January.

somest

AND

The coal production is 4,124,632

«

holidays

at

Winthrop village has

nee.

cut-away

spends his

Sch Hannie Wentbrook, McFarland, Charleston—

NOTICES.

order,

lowing

Henry Clay,
Pariagas,
Brevas,

—

Business—The elect on of officers for the ensuing
year and the transaction of such other business as
may legally coine before the meeting.
Per
HENRY <J. HOUSTON,
Post Adjt. and Clerk of Corporation,

CIGARS
ever

————

9

Public notice is hereby given that the Annual
meeting of th Corporation known as Bosworlh Post
No. 2, Department of Maine, G. A. R., will bo held
at Grand Army Hall (Mechanics' Building), Portland
on FRIDAY", Dec.27th, 1872, at 7* P. M.

received tlie finest assortment of

!

his home in Lewiston.
A Mechanic Falls correspondent
says that a
disreputable woman was expelled from that village because she took too deep an interest in
auother woman's husband.

boy of

ear

Just

■"

1

Boswonh Post Mo. «, Department
of Maine, G. A. R.

CHOICE IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC

The same paper says that J. B.
Tracy, a well
known merchout of that city, is
dangerously
ill

fifteen and a girl of thirteen years
ere married at Westerly, R. L, a few evenings
A

Wanted.
An experienced SALESMAN to travel for a
Wholesale Grocery House In this city. Address " L,"
Press oltiee.
dec2±sntf

NEWS.

1

SPECIAL

ATTENTION SMOKERS!

ANDROSCOGGTN COUNTY.

arty was."

national in·
amounted to
in the same

November 30

S15 to

highly sensitive temperaments.
Female clerks are to be employed id the vaious departments of the State Government of
'ennsyUania during the next administtation.
Gen. O. O. Howard loves and honors Senator
'omeroy "as a Christian statesman." Senator
'omeroy is just now a candidate for re-election,
nd if the Legislature of Kansas feel like send
îg a missionary to the heathen in Washington
ren. Howard's opinion ought to go far toward
etermining their choice.—Ν. Y. Commercial·.
One day when Mrs. Partington heard the

Yarmouth.

in 1871.

and

η

accountability.

April
645,034.035, against £42,800,567
period last ye r. The expenditure during the
tame time was £45,584,935, against £46,737,430

girl

bis to resume his seat during the present sesion.
The New York Commercial says that the IlerId't report of "Duryea's funeral" is another
roof of the emotional effects of weak gin baths

ors.
Who can tell how soon "rings" will be
ormed within such boards whereby the property may be misappropriated in the same way
ω has been done in the Erie case.
Confi
Jenee is too largely ihe basis of all business
;ransactions to be shaken and destroyed
;hrough the misconduct of men intrusted
with Urge pecuniary interests. If we are to
irfservc it we must do so by holding all fi
luciary trustees to a rigid

30,

a

ear-old lady in the city of New York.
Lewis D. Campbell, Representative in Con.
ress from the Third District of
Ohio, is so ill
s to be confined to his bed at
his home at
lamilton. It is doubtful whether he will be

dollar in the stock of

1 to Nov,

for

the

i"remont and daughter of Thomas Hart
Benton,
rho in his day was familiarly ku v.vn as "Old
lullion," is said to be the finest looking forty-

orporations controlled by boards of Direct-

from

boy

at

and an eye like a hawk. He dresses in the
xtreme of fashion and is sometimes called
Seau Lewis.
Jessie Benton Fremont, wife of John Charles

Company, opens a new chapter in the biogra>hy of the class he belongs to,|and will go into
listory as the greatest piece of effrontery
I supver exhibited by a dashing criminal.
>ose there was nothing for the directors to
lo but to take the money, and forego the
irosecution ; but if is a painful alternative.
Vhat a precedent to establish for the future
reatment of great railway defaulters! If
hese things go on much longer no capitalist

:ome

A

on

3ould's restitution of between seve/i and
line millions of dollars to the Erie Railway

Eevektje—The

fout.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Schuylkill

The Journal says that a Lisbon farmer nam:d Addison Metealf, has sold 19,563 pounds of
squash this season.

a

*

COMPOUNDING FELONY.

The English

driving

"big organ," a relic of the first Boston
Fubilee, was destroyed with the Tabernacle of
Dr. Talmage, Brooklyn.
Governor Lewis, of Alabama, who is now in
lot water with the General Assembly of that
itate, is represented as being a tall, well-built,
landsome man, with a clear, florid dbmplex·

pathy.
Naturally, just such gentlemen as these
are peculiarly sensitive to any allegation reflecting on their kindness to their employees,
and for their sakes I shali be glad when the
truth, as set before the public through the investigation now in progress vindicates them
from every aspersion, and makes it apparent
that they have omitted nothing wbich the
highest sentiments of Christian philanthropy
demanded of them in the trying crisis they
weie suddenly subjected to.

fill dare to invest a

STATE

The

he call ο kindness as ihe summer's wind ο
blow into the flung up window", and as
ready as any men who dwell among us to
lend a he pi g han > or a generous parse to
any g.»od bject that app als to human sym-

acknowledgement implied

was

The Marquis of Queensbury has been fined
;wenty shillings for striking Tom Toby, a poice detective in the face, at the
Charing Cross
ïotel.

1

in

man

&oot.
Uncle Ben Wade has no daughter.
Hence
She report that "she was shortly to be led to the
il tar," &c., is slightly fabulous.

tigation before the Fire Marshal, and as they
are being revealed at the pendiug inquest <iy
the Coroner, demonstrate, what every jody
wh -iuew the men might have been certain
of; i.e.,"that there had been no inhumanity,
neglect or snort coining of ai. y kind on tne
part of lhe"prc>prieto.s of the house. Messrs.
Darling and Griswold are among the most
exemplary an public spirited of New York
citizens. Understanding to absolute perfectio the difficult and intricate art of 'keeping a hotel", they have never forgotten how
to be gentlemen.
They are both men jf
broad andju .icious libj ality "as prompt to

The cool

a

News and Other Items.
Two Dubuque fathers swapped babies

them in column after column.

ertheless the facts

Bad.—Recently

in a field in Lewiston, when the wheel
struck a stump and rnved it from its base,when
out rolled a
pile^if glittering coin. The man
thinking lie had struck one of Capt. Kid's reservoirs, began buiidiug air-castles while be
picked up the glittering treasure. With a
cheprful air he
precipitated nimself and treasure homewai'3, but linally discovered that the
heap of coin he had fallen upon was a pile of
pewter dollars, the production probably of
so'Me cou aterfe iters who had discovered that
pewter was "no go" and had hidden their "filthy lucre" in }he decaying stump. All is not
gold or silver that glitters.—Journal.
cart

let it be so consider-

ed then."

a

the future railroad syste n of the State.

a large circle of friends and
rela ions iu tho Kennebec Valley, who will
learn with deep regret of his sad death.]

controlling interest in the Tribune. It was
believed and stated that the arrangement
was actually concluded on the
16th, l hat Mr.

declination, said, "well,

« juse.

him, and he leaves

a

and that on being answered that his demand
for lime, if persisted in must be deemed a

Republican papers are predicting that Mr.
Blaine will not have unmolested walk over

Lincoln's and Mr. Johnson's administrations.
He was a man highly esteemed by all who-knew

of

rest of the year without any diminution of its
wir >ith, we need look noion;er Tor the mil-

Prêta and other half and half

[Mr. Eastman was formerly a resident of
Hallowell, and was United States Consul at
Queenstown, Ireland, we belive, through Mr.

be-

Colfax

Fokxey's

was

Canal street, near Washington. He
at one time United States Consul at Dubon

lin.

great deal of surprise felt here

negotiations
proprietors

broker

a

prevent.

Mr. Colfax and the new

tween

the day the papple saw something in the shape
of a haycock, of great size, revolving through
the air. It was accompanied by fire and a greatdeal of smoke, and sometimes was seen high
in the air aiyj at others near the ground. It
made a great noise, something like a railway
train travelling, and progressed with great rapidity. As the terrific visitant passed along it
tore up nu.nerous large trees, id one instance
taking ten to fifteen tons of earth with a tree,
and more than a hundred yards of stone wall
were
thrown down. (In England stone wall
means solid masonry. ) It was accompanied oy
a dense smoke.
There was a heavy raiu at the
time, and a few miuutes before a vivid flash of
For
a mile and a half there are
lightning.
traces of the destruction caused by the phenomenon, which seems to have traveled almost in a
straight line from south to north. It was followed by a wiirlwind that swept everything
before it, and a pond it passed was dried up,
stones carried a distance of forty yards, and
railings knocked down. The people were greatly alarmed—some of them say the noise was
terrific—aud they thought the earth was about
to open and swallow
everything up. After
travelling for about two miles the fira meteor,
as the local
paper calls it, seems to have expended itself.

son can be found lor the suicide, as his financial affairs are reported to b? in good condition
and his family relations were ploasant.
Mr.
Eastman came to Chicago from Maine, shortly
after the great fire, and commenced busiuess as

THE TRIBUNE EDITORSHIP.

at the sudden cassation of

Extraordinary .Phenomenon in England.
—The town of King Sutton, Eng., appears to
have recently been visited by what we call a
tornado in this country. About one o'clock in

Suicide of a Maine Mas in Chicago.—A
despatch from Chicago says that E. G. Eastman, a prominent private bauker of that city,
and Vice President of the city savings bank,
died at his residence Tuesday evening from a
dose of arsnic taken Saturday night.
No rea-

that homicide was in ested in his mind, with
any such awful turpitude, as better men are
woit to associate with the idea of it, even
under ex reme provo ation. He has now to
confront a public opinion which has been
aroused by the frequency of murder to the
absolute necessity of punishing it rigorouslyand what is more dangerous for him a new
publij prosecutor within a four days will displace the slu gish and apparently torpid
District Attorney during whose administration deaths by violence hive lieen more frequen than during any preceding few years.
If Mr. Phelps sigualizes his officiai career
by urging on a speedy trial of such malefactors as Simmons, King, and all themore recent offenders, whose desperate crimes call so
loudly for vengeance, he wili inspire evil
doers with some fear of and respect for
the liw and we may look far a diminu:ion in the number of terrible homicides
which have been occurring with startling
rapidity of late.
iVevertheless we cannot expect a law-abiding spirit in a community where so many
statutes are a dead letter.. While the policy
sh >p, the gambling saloon, the dance house,
and other fruitful nurseries of profligacy and
vice en oy the toleration of the meu whose
business it is to execute all laws, murdereis
will grow in these very schools of iniquity
and the gallows must try to cure what inert

officials neglected

Bangor.

to

wealthy

otes to elect him.

A Maine Man in Distress.—i.'he Boston
Herald of Saturday says:
Last Thursday morning, as a well-known
metal merchant of the North End was on his
way to his place of business, he was met by a
pale, well-uressed man, who asked hiui for
1'ooJ. After some questioning, he told the following story: He arrived iu this city from
New York last Tuesday morning, with his wife
and infant child, who had gone on there from
their home in Maine to administer to his wants,
he then being confined there by a severe sickness. Their money wasiost or stolen while iu
New York, and he wipte to a brother seacaptain in this city for aid. The cfiptaiu answered by promising him and his family a free
passage from this port to Machias, their home,
and named the day of nailing. He arrived, as
stated above, on Tuesday, and learned that the
vessel had sailed. Here he was with his wife
and child, with but sfl in his pocket, and he an
invalid. Not knowing what to do or where to
go, he stopped a gentleman on the street and
asked for lodgings. The kind-hearted stranger
took them to a hotel not far from Dock-square,
and paid their lodging for two nights; but the
inn-keeper had no food to give away, so they
lived on Wednesday and Thursday o.i what
that $1 would buy. This is the story as it was
told to the merchant. He took the sick man
to his office, immediately began an investigation, and found the case eveu worse than represented. To make a long story short, the merchant and his partner and clerks raised a goodly sum of money, and, through the kindness
of the Superintendent of a well-known road,
procured a free passage for him and his little

family

a

onnty, aspires to the honor, and that he will
1 le supported by the Democrats as against
1 Cameron, and will obtain suftiélent
Kepnblican

connected with the mail service below
Cezar
Falls, to mail several decoy leters to
to
Kezar Falls, one
addressed
iVni. Barker, which was opened by a man bearng that name, others were addressed to fictiions names, one of them was scarcely sealed—
ust stuck together, and had money which was
iounterfeitj sticking out of it conspicuously.
So one claimed tho bogus letters, aud Mr. S.
preparatory to sending them away as the· law
lirects, pushed the money into the letter out of
iight with his pen-holder, and sealed the letter
more securely with
mucijage—without breaking the slight seal it already had, if in any way
On the same day the dethe
letter.
listurbing
tective appeared and claimed the letters, when
the man who mailed them testified that the
letter alwve described was not just as he mailed
it. For this a gray-haired man,—a Trial Justice—whose good name can be safely sworn to
bv a tiiousand of the best citizens of Cornish,
Parsonficld, Hiram. Porter, Brownfield and
Freedom, is torn from his sick family and carMr. S. besides his own
ried off like a felon.
ill-health and poverty, has to bear the burden
of support of three orphan grand children, one
tosally deaf; also a daughter who has been perfectly deaf, and nearly nelpless for years.

Gov. Peru am has completed the preparation of his annual Address to the Legislature.

more

J t is said that Charlemagne Towers,
: nil prominent lîepublicau lawyer of

ons

the Senate by Mr. liamsey.

THE KNIFE AND THE

i

Kezar Falls

Postmaster.—L. A.
V 'alsworth, Esq., writes the Oxford Democ ■αί relative
to tlie arrest of Mr. Sargent, tlie
t ostinaster at Kezar Fall?, on tho charge of
impering with letters. Letters and money
ad been lost somewhere in the mails passing
nat point or to be delivered there.
In view of
tlie fact an officer was induced by some per-

The journals that have advocated the postal telegraph scheme arc very generally and
decidedly opposed to the bill introduced into

the steam car is on the stage coach, and if i s
humanizing influ nee coul .be extended to tue

lennium.

m

merry

s

device, every effort of lancy and the imagination, every extravagance of song and story
are employed in heightening the joys of the

as

a

l.

In the last number of

quickly

ΥΓϊ wish everybody

do!2
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Dissolution.
HE firm of Geo. Wyer λ Co., is this dnv dissolved
bntine** will be conby mulua consent. unThe
1er the old firm

Γnued at the old stand,
eo.

Wyer who

runt β <j(

alone is authoi ized

tfte tiiin.

to

name, by
settle tin a«.

flBORGE WYER,
U 1. ilPhrtMliYN

A Grievance —The following rather pro·
ne iuced communication is a sample of a good
many tliat we receive on these subjects aud
quite likely there may be good ground for complaint. At tne same time we would suggest
that the companies probably suffer more in-
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CITY AND VICINITY.

prevent a full, perfect and constaut supply of
water and gas. However, we will give our
correspondent a heariug and this is what he

obtained at the Periodical Depots of Pessenden Bros., Marquis, Itobineon, Brjnell & Ç·.
Went
Andrews,
worth, Glendenniug Moses, Honderion, and Chisholin Bros., on all trains tJaatruu out 01
be

the city.
At
of Pillsbury.
At S ic > of L, Hodgdou.
At WatorriUe, of,J. S. Carter.
At tiorliam, or News Agent.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of W. F. Stanwood,

Biddeford,

New

Adrerlimemeut» To -Day,

entertainment
Cadet Ball—City Hall.

column·

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
I. O. O. F.—Ligonia Lodge.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Admin istator's Notice.
Portland & Waldoboro Steamboat Co.
Sheriff's Sale—Wm. L. Pennell}

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Trotters- Plum Street Stables.

Religious Notice.
Jerusalem Church.—Services on Christat 11 o'clock, Sermon by Rev. Mr: Hayden.
St. Stephens Churcii.—Chris? mas Sei vices
Christmas Eve. at
7J o'clock. Christmas Day at 10£,
withsermon an I Holy
Communion.
New

ines

Day

Stephen's Day Thursday,

St.

vice with Carols at 7 p.

Christmas Tree

ser-

Public iuviied.

m

The

Concrete Street M. E. Society and Sabbath
School will have a Christmas Tree at their Church
this evening. Free to all.

Tuesday.—Martin M. Brown.

Intoxication.

30

John Mull an ey.
Intoxication. 30 days. Execution of sentence suspended.
Carleton.
Thomas Griffin. Search and seizure. Fined $50.Appealed.
Williams.
Cornelius Conlev. Single sale.
Fined $30. Appealed.
Williams.
William Haywood. Allowing his team to be on a
way without a driver. Discharged.
Clifford.
Williams.

jotting·.

Merry Christmas.
We

that it was Mr. Davis,
private watchman of tli3 Portland Machine
Works, who pulled the drunken man from the
railroad track on Commercial street, and thus
saved liis life.
In accordance with
usage no paper will be
issued from tjiis office to-morrow.
Arctic temperature yesterday.

"Tiny
day.
It

informed

are

Tim" will be a

much-quoted boy to-

Anserine flesh is the staple provender to-day.

yesterday with all who had occasion to venture into the streets.
Mr. C. H, Gorham will
begin his annual
piano sale on Tuesday, January 7th, 1873.
We are indebted to
Smith of the Peruwas c

iniDon

Capt.
English holly and mistletoe,
those plants so intimately blended with
English Christmas days and with the old-time ceremonies of the Druids.
They open up to us a
picture of holidays at the "old home" over the
vian,

for

water

tality
nent.

lot of

a

and of that free-hearted English
hospiof which Capt. Smith is so fit an
expo-

Gov. Perham was in the
his way to Augusta.
The ball at Fluent Hall
ly attended by our most

city

last

to-night

night

will be

on

large-

prominent citizens.

Tickets

can be obtained at the hall.
The oratorio of the Messiah is to be
sung entire, the first time it \*as over done in the United States—several very fine choruses have usually been omitted.

About thirty barrels of liquor were seized at
the Boston boat yesterday.
One or two runaways yesterday.
The flag on Odd Fellows' Hall was at half
mast

yesterday

in memory of ttie

late D. R.

Stevens.

Sleighing
many

was

excellent

yesterday, and very
people improved the opportunity for a

sleigh ride.

bleeding.
Jonas H. Perlep, now of
Michigan, passes
Christmas in this city.
Hon. Ε. B. Washburne, Minister to
France,
has ordered a painting
by Harry Brown.
nose

street at Peak's Island has been
laid out sixty feet wide from a
point near the
grave yard, through the orchard by the Seaside
House, in the rear of the Union House, and a
short distance beyond. Here it stops because
some of the land owners won't
give the land.
The music at the Catholic Cathedral to-day
will be given by Miss Nellie Barker, soprano
Mrs. J. A. Ellison, contralto; Messrs. Howard
and Will Stockbiidge, tenors; Messrs Coffin
and Ira Stockbridge, bassos, and the full Cathedral chorus. Mr. C. A. Libby, jr., presides at
the organ.
new

Sleigh-riders will
excellent sleighing

be glad to learn that it is
from this city to the Kirkwood House. We understand several excursions to that resort are on the tapis, the winter
arrangements for parties having been completed at the house.
The Boston train was nearly two hours late
last evening.
Two new cases of small pox were reported
One patient will be discharged from
the hospital to-day. This will leave six cases
at that institution, four of which number are
critical. There has been one death this week.
The streets presented a very animated ap-

yesterday.

pearance last evening, being crowded
Christmas gift purchasers.

with

are

unusually abund-

ant this Christmas.
Three Portraits.
Mr. Woodman, the
Chicago artist who is sojourning with us, has
completed his portrait of Collector Washburn,
a id placed it on exhibition at Schumachers'
gallery. We have spoken heretofore of the
fidelity of the portrait and of its depth of color.
Now that it is finished, its merits are still more
—

striking and, judging from the delighted
pressions of the spectators which greeted
ears,

our

estimate

corresponds

with the

exour

popular

opinion.
Mr. Woodman has also completed an admirable portrait of John W. Lane, Esq., and has on
his easel, awaiting the finishing touches, an
excelleut one of the late Judge M. D. L. Lane.
The first named is remarkable for its depth and
riel^tess of color, as well as for its wonderful
accuracy. The eyes are particularly well renThe portrait of Judge Lane merits the
dered.
higher praise, because the artist never saw the

original.

♦

Sir. Woodmanris now
which, we trust, will be
sjon as finished.

engaged on a landscape
placed on exhibition as

Α.—The triends of the Mercantile
Library Association are reminded that the
Annual Assembly of the Association occurs on
Friday evening at City Hall. The Hajl will be
decorated and the supper furnished by Saun
ders. The tickets are limited to two hundred
M. L.

and fifty and can be obtaiued only of the following named gentlemen: M. N. Rich, M. B.
Cooiidge, Wm. E. Wood, John C. Procter. C.
W. Roberts, James F. Hawkes, \V. R. Wood,
James R. Ellison, Fred E. Jones, John B.

Small, C. H. Haskell, A. E. Webb, C. A'.Libbey jr., James T. Lewis, John A. Emery, H.
H. Lowell and Geo. A. Jones. Members oi
the Association can obtain their tickets of the
Treasurer John C. Procter.

Correction.—The following programme foi
Christmas week is the programme at St. Luke';
and not at the Cathedral of the Conceptiou, a;
stated in our yesterday's :ssue.
Wednesday,

Holy communion

full service and sermon at 10-3(1

at 7 a. m.

a. m.

; eveninj

prayer at 5 p. m.
Thursday. '"St. Stephen's Day." services a
2 and 5 p. m.
Fridry. Feast of St. John the Evangelists
9 a. m. ; children's festival at 4 p. ni.
Sai
Saturday. "Holy Innocents' Day."
vices at 9 a. m., and 5 p. in.
Josu Billings.—The fourth entertainmen
of the Army and Navy course, which comes oi
to-morrow evening, consists of a lecture b
Josh Billings" on "What I know about ho
tels." It is said to be one of his most uniqu
and
mirth-provoking efforts, being an admira
bip mixture of fun, wit and
good sense, an
"brimful" of sharp hits. Those who have eve
heard the irresistible "Josh" will not neg'ec
the opportunity of
hearing him again. Tbos
who have never heard him
should by all mean
embrace this chance.
A Genuine Christmas
ΡκΕίΕΝτ,—ΤΙιβ pu
in the 3d class Park street
Grammar schoo
observing that one of their classmates had no
as good boots as the average in the school

plis

the worthy boy a downright good pair of cov
hides yesterday as a Christma· present
Sir τj Okrletwae to Αυββ bopi!

WiwanMt Happy.
Wiscasset, Dec. 24.—Ira I>. Sturgls, Esq.,

President of the Kennebec Land and Lumber
Co. and associated with Messrs. A.& W.Spraguo
in the purchase of the Coburn timber lands, bas
this day concluded arrangements for building
at Birch Point, Wiscassqt, a steam saw mill,
with a capacity to manufacture from fifteeu to
The
twenty million feet of lumber annually.
mill is to ba tho largest steam saw mill in the
in 1S7:>.
It will
State, and is to be

cefcpletefl

be

that the affair will be well managed in every respect. Chandler furnishes the music and
Webster and Saunders the refreshments.

summer

lyn

Tïiç

The mercury, Sunday night, ran down to four
below zero, and mtieh of the time since it has
beeffat night in the same neighborhood.. At
Richmond, the mercury indicated nine degrees
below zero this morning.
There is probably

WASHINGTON.
President anil the Open Winter.
WASHlîfGT'.fc, Dee. 2s.—The Tresident telegraphed from Slifflin, Pa., this morning, that
he was detained there by snow and ice, but expected to reach Washington in the late train
The

more snow on the ground in this vicinity at
this date, thau for the last twenty-five years at
least.
Coldest Night of (he Season.
Augusta, Dec. 24.—Th's is the coldest night
of the eeason here. The ice in the Kennebec is

to-night.

Christmas.
Little business was transacted in the Departments this morning, and they closed at noon
until Thursday.

from fifteen to twenty inches thick.
Beports
from the lumbering districts up tlio river say
that there is from three to three and a half feet
of snow in the woods.

Treasury Balances.
The balances in the Treasury to-day are, currency, $.~,08:>.!(8; coin, $71,259,763; special deposits of legal tenders- for the redemption of
certificates of depjsit, $28,285,000.

Council in ebssioii.
The Governor and Executive Council are in
session for the purpose of confirming nominations, and closing up the business of the year.
A hearing will be given during the session ou
several ρ ardon cases.
The Executive

The ladies and gentlemen of the Casco street
church give an entertaining aud unique entertainment this evening consistingof cantata and
tableaux illustrative of the life of Queen Esther·
The costumes are rich and tho music tine.
The ladles of the Allen Mission hold their
annual Christinas Festival this evening, aud
give a free supper to the children. This is a
very worthy charity, and we trust our citizens
will give it a hear y support.
The Express.—The Transcript says: "The
little steamer Express, under the management
of Capt. Oliver, is a great convenience to the
people residing on the islands in our harbor;
she makes two trips per day to Peak's Island,
and has very comfortable accommodation^, a
vast improvement on the passage by open boat
in former winters. We came up from Peak's
Island in her during the heavy storm of Friday

week, with more speed and comfort than we
could fget to our residence at Woodford's Corner in the horse cars : the Express does a good
work for vessels coming on the coast in tbe
stormy

schooner was
Hearing
beating about outside one stormy evening last
week, Capt. Oliver, on his trip up, with conseut
that

season.

a

of the passengers, put out afier her, and
coming
up with her off Broad Cove, where she was in
of
danger
going ashore, he towed her iuto the
harbor through the darkness aud storm ; the
sea was rough and the boat pitched Into it so
heavily that one of the lady passengers said
she was scared five dollars worth, and one of

physiciaus who

board thought his
scare was worth at least two dollars!"
was on

Tight

Squeezing.—Yesterday a
vender, slightly oblivious as to facts

charcoal
and inarticulate as to speech from the result of a wrestle
with bold John Barleycorn, drove up to the
place of business of one of our wholesale fruitdealers to take an order for charcoal. The
merchant gave an order for two barrels of the
sooty fuel. Shortly after the charcoal man returned and presented a bill for eleven busjels.
"Eleven bushels!" exclaimed the astonished
merchant, "how in the world did you ever get
eleven bushels iuto two barrels?" "Well Mister it were a tight squeeze, but I shook H down
well," was the reply. The man evidently measured as well as saw double.
Horrible.—We were informed as we entered tbe office just before going to press, that
eight horses, ordered by a Commercial street
firm, arrived in this city to-day over tlie Eastern
railroad. Owing to neglect or carelessness, the
animals had not been hitched and the frightened horses kicked each other so severely that
two were dead when the train arrived, one so
badly hurt that he is not expected to survive,
We give
and the others more or less injured.
the story as it was told to us without vouching
it
was
for
too late
us to infor its accuracy, as
vestigate the matter.—Advertiser.
Rev. John Allen.—We m t this venerable
and earnest minister on the street yesterday,
walking with a step as elastic and firm as a
man of forty and as erect as a soldier although
he is now 73 years oi age. Last Sunday he
preached three sermons, attended two prayer
meetings and tells us that after that amount of

pitching

into a camp meet-

i"K·"

:
Sebago was shut off from twenty houses yesterday on account of waste of water. 1 he
company is determined to stop this reckless
aud, in view of fire risks, almost criminal
waste.
Consumers will do well to remember
that it costs two dollars to have the water turned on again.
The Park St. society will hold its annual
Christmas reunion at Army & Navy Hall Congres» St. on Friday eveniug. Articles of food
and for decoration should be sent in as early as
4 p. M. Committees will be in attendance to
receive all contributions.
The

Markets.—Turkeys

sold

at 28 cents a
pound yesterday, geese at 25 cents, chickens Î3
cents, prairie chickens 81.25 a pair, quail $4.10
A dozen, aud pigeons $3.00 a dozen. The supi ly
was not very large, tho'the demand was active.
Gcrham.
The Methodist Sunday Scheol exhibition will
be held at their church on Friday evening next,

Telegraph manager

The Cold.

The following telegram was received by the
chief signal offleer, this afternoon, from Cairo,
Illinois:
"The Columbus ice gorge broke at 8-30
o'clock, this evening, 23d, and the Ohio River
is rapidly rising."

"Lucy

Lightning!"

Shaker!

other well-known
trotters compriso the livery stock at Plum
Street stables, and also some of the most^elegant sleighs ever seen in thi3 vicinity.
See

and

the

inducement offered by Geo. A.
Whitney & Co., in their advertisement.
dee23-eod2w

Gentlemen's»Furnisliing Goods for
mas presents, cheap at Burleigh's, 89

ChristMiddle

Street.
The

che:>,. it and best Paint in tha wo Id is
the Averill Chemical.
For sale at 83, Commercial St., Portland, tf
Clothing for Men
Burleigh's, 89 Middle Street.
All kinds

and Koys at

Save youb buildings by painting them be
fore winter comes on, with the Averill Chemical Paint.
For sale at 83 Commercial St., Portland.» tf
The Purest and Sweetest Cod-Liver O'i·
is Hazard's aud Caswell's, made on the seashore from fresh seleoted livers, by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York.
It is absolutely
pure aud siccçi. Patients who have once taken
it prefer it te all others. Physicians have decided it superior to any of the other oils in
market.
covl4-12vr
#

Elmwood and all other best
Burleigh' 89 Middle Street.

style collars, at

Chapped Hands, faoe, rough skin, pimples,
ringworm, salt-rheum and other cutaneous affections cured, and tbe skin made soft and
smooth, by using the Juniper Tar Soap,made
by Caswell, Hazard & Co., New York.
Be
sure to get the
Juniper Tar Snap, ns there are
many worthless imitations made with comme»
tar.
novl4-12w

Master Youb Cough at oncc with Hale's
Honey of Horchn<""l and Tar. Every affection
of the lungs, chest or throat tending to consumption, is not only relieved but absolutely
obliterated by this wonderful vegetable pulmonic. Sold by all Druggists.
dec20eodlw&wlt
Advertisers naturally seek the means ο
reaching the largest number of readers, anJ
those of the best quality. The Daily Press
fills the bill iu both particulars boMer thaa anj
utter daily joatutl ia Mai·»·

MU-

of the Fire.
«

New York, Dec. 24.—The fire at Barnum's
circus commenced about four o'clock, and in
half an hour the entire building, through constructed of iron, was in ruins.
The flames
quickly spread to the building on either side of
Grace Chapel, on the easterly side, which ma
burned to the ground, and the Lawrence mansion on the westerly side was se-ionsly damagThe fire ran through the block to 13th
ed.
street, destroying the carriage factories of
Miner & Stevens aud F. Grotes. The loss will
amount to
fully half a million of dollars. The
details of the hre are as follows:
The fire was first observed by a policeman at
4.20 this morning, bursting through the roof of
Barnum's circus, immediately over where tho
giraffes were kept, aud iustaLtly after the animals and birds began howling aud screaching in
a terrible manner.
Three alarms were sent out
but the flames spread with such lightning-like
rapidity that almost before the firemen could
get water, Barnum's circus was a thing of the
past. Some of the firemen who were first on
the ground state that the roars of the animals
were frightful to listen to (luring the short time
{hat they listened, but they Were speedily put
out of misery by the rapidity with which the
tinder-like structure in which thoy were caged
was destroyed.
The only animals saved were
As these beasts
iwo elephants and a camel.
were led out by the keepers a very large space
was given tliem by the firemen, policemen and
citizens. They were conveyed to a place of
The animals were very docile and
safety.
tractable.
The front of the building was two stories in
height and composed nearly altogether of corrugated iron and wood, which with that portion
of the building used as a circus, was totally destroyed, the whole building burning as a tinder
box. Nothing could be done to save any more
of tb". animals, and the firemen state that they
would sooner risk falling walls any time than
enter that buriimjç dp π of b casts.
Those in the vicinity were unable to stand
within a hundred feet of the burning building,
tho heat was so intense, which is verified by
the fact that the windows of the Academy of
Music were cracked by the heat, the doors blistered, and the bill-boards in front of the Academy burned.
The tire next extended to the church adjoining, known as Grace Chapel, or Church of the
Redemption, and although the firemen used
their utmost endeavors to save the building,
they were unavailing, as it shared almost the
same fate as the circus.
Only the front walls
were left standing.
The fire next spread to the
mansion of Mrs. Lawrence, consuming it, then
to an iron-front building occupied by F. Grote,
ivory dealer, which with a rear building occupied by the same was destroyed. It thence
spread to Miner & Stevens' carriage factory on
Thirteenth Stree., the rear portion of which
was burned, with $30,000 worth of carriages.
Curley's carriage factory adjoiuing was also

slightly damaged.

Barnum's loss is

variously

!

estimated at fro tu

in friuges, lost all their stock.
Thousands of people visited the ruins during
the day, and a large body of police were on duty
to keep the firemen from being impeded in their

ers

duty.

It is reported that Barnum's insurance on
animals is $25,000, the two elephants and camel
saved covering one-half of that.
The fire in 14th street originated in the boiler
Barnum's Menagerie.
The giraffes
room of
cage was opened but the animals were too
frightened to escape and all four perished.
They were valued at $80,000. Barnum's agents
estimates his loss at $3j0,000. All the peformers lost their wardrobes,many being very valuable. About 150 people were thrown out of employment by the burning of Barnum's show.
It appears that Barnum's insurance on the
building and contents is iu the neighborhood of
$90,000. In his report for November,Fire Marshal McSped m called attention to the unsafe
condition of Barnum's Museum and the danger
of the surrounding property from it.
A Bijijj! Iuiiiclmei't Qua*heil·
In the case of Hugh Smith, jointly indicted
with Peter B. Sweeney, Tweed and others, an
application was made some weeks ago to quash
the indictment principally on the ground that
the extended term of Judge Bedford's grand

jury

was

tue

all

illegal.

j

Christina*·

uaurva, uiu&cis,

public institutions
day until Thursday.

uuiiu.

kuiu

iuvjiu

nuu

closed at three o'clock to-

Fires.
Li nek'3 box factory anl Funk's piano factory on 19th street, were burned last night. Loss
810,000; insured. Barker's elevator.*in Brooklyn. was burned last night. Loss $20,000.
Castgrove's grocery aid dwelling on 9th Avenue were burned this morning.
Ljss $5000.
There was a fire in the large building on
Duane street to-day, which .caused a loss of

$30,000.

Several small fires have also occurred in different parts of the city to day.
A building in Duane street was partially
burned to-day, which caused damage to Sperling's cloth ware house of $20,000; insured.
The Palisade Hotel, near Englewood, Ν. J.,
was burned this morning.
It was the largest
one
iij the vicinity.
Tho*. Farrell, keeper in the Ward's Island
Lunatic Asylum, who was held on two indictments for homicide of patients under his charge
was suffered to go on his own|recognizance, the
principal witness against him having diid.
The Irish-Anderson poisoning case went to
the jury this afternoon. A disagreement is ex-

pected.

:

Λ Train Breaks Down

a

Bridge.

Cleveland, Dee. 24.—Train
Cro«s Cut road, leaving Corry

No. 6 on tho
at one o'clock
this aftcacoon, run through the high trestle
over Goo,-,e Creek. The trestle is some forty
feet high. The train is a wreck below and is
burning. It is reported that eight or nine persons were killed and a number wounded.
Later.—Tho accident on the Cross Cut road
occ' rred at Goose Creek, a few rods south of
Prospect station, and eight miles fromBrocton.
Two cars were burned as far as learned, and
four men were killed, named Con. Mahoney,
roadmaster; P. Taylor, baggage master; Mark
Haight, of Brocton, and E. Bell, of Sherman,
S.Ï. Fay Inlanders, the conductor," is dying,
and E. Bacon, mail agent, is dangerously
injured. Others are also injured, whose names
cannot be learned.
Latest.- Up to the present time the dead
bodies of nineteen persons have been recovered,
some of whom are
frightfully bruised, and
thirty-five persons are known to have been

wounded,

some

seriously.

The Ntorm in Michigan.
St. Joseph, Dec. 24.—The situation on the
railroad last night remained unchanged, all the
road cleared out Sunday has filled again. Snow,
accompanied by high wind, has fallen continuously for the past three days. The storm exceeds any ever know iu this part of the State.—
The main difficulty on the railroad is between
Colonia and Brightman, a distance of 23 miles.
Drifts are from three to ten feet deep. The
worst place is between Pentwater and Montague. All the trains were withdrawn last
night,ifbut the storm euds by inoruing,the road
will be cleared by Weduesday
The thermometer is 20 below zero, and it is
feared that the fruit crop is ruined.
The Alabama Quarrel.
Montgomery, Dec. 24.—In view of the present action of the Court House assemblage in
authorizing the issue of two million dollars of
bonds the Daily Advertiser (Democratic organ)
warns capitalists
against inventing in the

bonds.

IIBTEOKOLOGICAL.
I*HO η ABILITIES FOR THE NEXT TW'EXTT-FOUR
HOURS.

Dep't, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officek, Washington, D. C.,

War

I)ee. 24. <8.00 P. M.VJ
Probabilities—For the South Atlantic States,
to
northeasterly
southeasterly winds, cloudy
weather and rain, and probably snow over
northern North Carolina. For the Gulf States,
northerly winds and partly cloudy Weather,

with rain from southern Louisiana to Florida
and Georgia, but clearing weather on Wednes
For the Middle
day afternoon and night.
States, winds veering to the easterly with increasing cloudiness and probably snow from
Virginia to southern New York. For New
England, northerly to easterly winds and increasing cloudiness.
From Tennessee to Ohio
and lower Michigan, southerly winds, rising
temperature and increasing cloudiuess. From
Like Michigon to Missouri and westward, diminishing pressure rising temperatuie, increasing southed}' winds and cloudiness and very
probably threatening weather.

FOKE IGN.
The Wrecked Hteamcr.
London, Dec. 25.—The vessel wrecked at the
m lutli of the river Gironde,
Saturday, reported
in a Paris despatch yesterday as the Liverpool
packet Germania, was beyoud question the
Allan line steamship Germany, from Liverpool
th > 17th inst., for Havana and New Orleans,
with leave to call at Coruuna and Santauder.
Montreal, Dec. 24.—The Messrs. Allan received a cable dispatch yesterday,
announ^ng
the loss of their steamship Germany on the
coast of France.
The despatch states that the
passengers and crew were saved.
The Slavery Question.
Madrid, Dec. 24.—During the session of the
Cortes yesterday, Senor Martos, Minister of
Foreign Affairs, announced that the government had takeu measures to prevent persons
purchasing slaves in Porto Rico and conveying
them te Cuba.
Senor Dias asked if the owners of slaves in
Porto Kico were to be indemnified for the
property they would lose by the passage of the bill
providing for the emancipation of the slaves of
that island.
Martos requested Dias to postpone his question until the debate on the bill opened in the

Injunction Refused.
Little Rock, Ark., Dec. 24.—Hon. William
M. Harrison, a candidate on the Reform State
ticket for the position of Associate Justice of
the Supreme Court at the recent election, today filed a complaint before H. C. Caldwell, U.
S. District Judge for the eastern division of
Arkansas, praying for an injunction to prevent
M. L. Stevenson and E. J. Earle, Republican
candidates, whose elections have been announced by the State Department from exercising
the duties of the office; also asking for a reCortes.
straining order to prevent Acting Governor
and
of
State
Johnson
from
Hadley
Secretary
MINOR TEL.EGKAMS.
altering or changing"tho original returns, and
Sixteen Brooklyn politician were arrested
asking for a mandamus to compel them to produce in court the orignal returns, statements,
Monday night at a cockfight, upon which the
police raided.
etc., in reference to tlie election.
The bill charges the Governor Secretary of
The Aldermen of Brooklyn, Monday, adopted
a resolution
State, Registers, County Clerks and Judges of
enquiring of Mayor Powell by
with
what
Election,
authority he opened negotiations for the
confederating together and
fraudulently depriving thousands of citizens to purchase of valuable land near the Navy Yard
of the general government.
vote, of changing and altering the returns, and
preventing returns from being made from four !
The oil producers and refiners have combined
counties, by which the complainant avers that ! to
keep up the price of crude oil at 84 per barhe was deprived of the benefit of
votes.
rel.
10,000
The council moved for a temporary
injunction
A fire at Fond du Lac, Wis., destroyed the
till the motion could be hearcf and argued, on
stores of Fowler, grocer; Brown & Susson, agthe ground that the defendants would deface
ricultural
the records after being apprised of these proimplement dealers; Trowbridge, jeweller; Wilkins, photographer, and several officeedings, unless restrained. Judge Caldwell ces.
Loss $25,000; insured about half.
refused a temporary injunction, but directed
the parties to be served with a copy of the
Santaua and Big Tree, Kiowa chiefs, who
complaint, and said he would hear the matter have been confined in St. Louis three months,
on Monday.
left last night for the Texas penitentiary.
River Frozen.
Christinas nromisp-A τ" ΐχ» * nj
rnl\J ol)
servedm Boston as a holiday. All the
To-dnj was the ooMest in twenty-flve years.
daily
The river is frozen.
papers
from
suspend
publication
Wednesday
%
1
irorning till Thursday noon.
Fire iu Pnwtncltct.
The presence of mind of Miss Dunham, feProvidence, R. L, Dec. 24.—A large wooden male principal of a public school in Jersej City,
manufactory in Pawtucket, owned by Alrny which was burned Thursday, prevented a panic
Brothers, was nearly destroyed by tire this after- among the children and saved many lives.
noon.
The two lower stories were unoccupied
The water pipes in the cooking range of
except for storage. Tim upper story was occuDavis' restauraut,in Chicago, exploded
Tuesday
pied by Η. E. Bishop & Co., for the manufac- morning, tearing the range and kitchen
to
ture of reed and harness, who were insured for
pieces and badly scalding Mary Burns, a ser$9,400, half covering the loss.
vant. A new range was put in and a fire kindled when a second explosion occurred,
Frozen to Death.
though
but little damage wa- done.
Mrs. Mary Kearney was found last night in
an open lot in
It
is
stated that the
Pawtucket, scantily clothed,
government has withbarefooted, an(V frozen to death. An inquest drawn from the arbitration in the caso of the
will be held.
Wright Indian bountv frauds, by which Wright
obtained about a half millions dollars, which he
Contesting a Will.
still holds.
(·
Tho will of Edward Harris, of Woonsocket,
A Washington despatch states the reported
was presented to the Court of Probate
to-day. coalition
of
South
American States to force
Opposition was made to proving, and the case
was postponed to Jan. 14th.
Spain to relinquish the rule over Cuba, is unknown to diplomatic representatives.
The postal treaty between France and the
Disaster from the Rise iu the Ohio River.
United States will not be signed by tljp authorMadison, Ind., Dec. 24.—The rise in the ities of the latter until after the meeting
of the
Ohio river reached hereabout 1.30 this afterAssembly.
noon, breaking up a gorge in the river, the
At
a meeting of the oil
producers and refiners
huge cakes of ice carrying everything before held at Oil
City, Pa., Tuesday, the producers
them. Steamers General Buell and Nat Wilto pump only twelve hours
agreed
and
per day and
the ferry boat Belle of Milton were
liams,
not to open any additioual wells for the ensusunk. Steamer Henry Probasco, lying at the
ing ninety days.
marine ways, was carried by the ice 200 or 300
The mercury at St. Louis, Tuesday morning,
yards down the river, where she was secured
was 12° to 16° below zero.
extra
cables.
by
Damage slight.
Several barges and floats were also carried
away or sunk. The Gen. Buell lies in four feet
of water and if the river jreceeds will probably
FINANCIAL AN» COMMERCIAL.
be saved.

$21)0,000 to 3300.000, but Barnum is not iu
town; loss to the Lawrence estate $20,000, insured; Grote's loss $300,000, insnred for
8120.000; Reed & Co., varnish dealers, lost all
their fixtures aud stock; Jackson & Co., deal-

/in

Trotters.—"Wonder!" "Houest

The Cold Snap ia Chicago.
Chicago, Dec. 24.—The weather last night
was colder than Saturday.
The thermometer at
11 p. m., was 13 below.
The thermometers
around tho city are marked 20 and below.
Sn New York.
New York, Dec. 24—Last night was the
coldest of the season thus far. .Considerable
ice made in the harbor, and even the larger
ferry boats have difficulty in navigating.
Iu Indiana—Sixty Locomotives Frozen up
—Cattle Frozcu to Death.
Cincinnati, Dec. 24.—A special from Wabash
Ind., says that upwards of sixty locomotives
are frozen up and out of wate'r between Huntington and Peru, lud., on the Toledo, Wabash
and Western Railroad, for nearly forty-eight
hours.
Cattle, hogs and sheep were frozen to
death.
There were no fatal cases of freezing
among the employees, though many had limbs
badly frozen.
In Cincinnati.
The thermometer here at sevffti o'clock this
morning was at zero.
Off the Jersey Const.
Cape May, N. J., Dec. 24.—The schooner
Carrie Gibbs, from New York for Charlestown,
arrived off Five Mile Beach in distress, her
crew being frozen.
Assistance was rendered
by crews from the station bouses, and the
schooner put back to New York.

Watched*

ANOTHER MAN TRAP

A|(|!UIB>

IN THE ARCTIC REGIONS.

SEUM.
Particulars

tviniui

Several claim agents and attorneys are endeavoring to induce Secretary Boutweil to modify his order relative to tlieir official intercoursa
with the Treasury Department.

NEW YORK.

Dec. 27.
TIISCBr.liA.'VEOtM NOTICES.

.«UAiuua

An informal but very pleasant affair came
off this evening in the operating room of the
Western Union Telegraph office, the occasion
being the presentation of a beautiful gold watch
to Edwin F. L:ighton, night manager, by the
operators under his charge as a token of their
appreciation of his mauagemeut.

BURNING OF BARNUM'S

arrests.

A pair of carriage horses rau away in Brooklast night, and jumped into the East River,
drowning Sirs. C. F. Adams, au occupant of
the carrage, and themselves.
The rumor that six girls lost their lives in
the Centre street tire, happily proves untrue.

and winter.
"«>11»'il Wiuicr.-»
Bath, Dec. 21.—Tie weather for the past
few days has been bitterly cold for this region.

operated

Various iflaltere.

Samuel Si. Laugliton seriously stabbed a policeman while ejecting him from the Bowery
Theatre last night, and one Bernard fatally
stabbed Owen Sic Bride for ejecting him from
the latter's rum shop.
Illicit distilleries are again starting in Brooklyn. One was captured last night, but there
were no

of selections from the
operas of "Martha" aud "II Trovatore," and a
miscellaneous concert The second act of
"Martha" and the fourth act of "II Trovatore"
MASSACHUSETTS.
will be rendered in costume.
The troupe is
highly spoken of wherever it has been, and the
Various ÎTlntten.
entertainment lias received unqualified approv- I
Boston, Deo 24.—Juitee Gray of the Sua I.
No lover ofjfoperatic music will fail to atpreme Court refuses to dissolve the injunction anil decides that the affairs of the Mechantend.
ics Mutual Fire Ins. Co., must be wound uj>
The Uraud Christmas Ball at Fluent Hall
by the receivers.
this evening presents unusal attractions to all
The full report of tho committee for the recou'it of votes of ths recent municipal election
who delight to "trip the light fantastic toe"
confirms
tho election of Hanry L. Pierce,
(we have a suspiciou that this quotation has
Mayor, by 7:1 mnjjrity; the election of Njwcon
been used before, but it is a good ono and will
Talbot, Street C jm.nissioner, b.v 1213 plurality,
bear repetition). The names of tho members of and choice of»rhos. Garfield Alderman by 178
votes over Roland Worthington.
the committee of arrangements are guarantees

labor he "felt like

The Rollihg Mills, the Kerosene Works, the
Atwood Lead Company and the Presumpscot
Iron Works very generously furnished all theii
employees with turkevs yesterday. The number of turkeys about 250.

Evergreen decorations

Opera troupe give a

eveniug, consisting

our

There was a slight "scrimmage" on Commercial street yesterday, which resulted in a little

The

Amusmexts.—The Ricbings*
first-class cntertaiument ai Music Hall this afternoon and

Concert and

days.

■s rie I

J

says:
The Water Company growl in the winter because their patrons turn on the water when
the thermometer is down to zero to keep their
pipes from freezing up, which they have to repair at their own expense, let alone the inconis
venience; and in the summer the pressure
so weak that residents in the upper part of the
withfloors
second
city can't get water on their
Is the scarciout lugging it up by the pailful.
ty of water the l'auit of their customers? No.
It is the capital on which the Company started
into business, and if they can't keep a full
stock, enough to supply all necessary demands,
why thev had better shut up shop, particularly
if they can't make their pipes largo enough or
strong enough to bear the necessary pressure
to give all their customers a sufficient supply in
the summer when they need it most.
How about that infernal monopoly, the Gas
Company? They are prompt enough about
collecting their bills, and that is about all.
The writer solemnly avers that the pressure of
?as in the neighborhood of Emery street has
been reduced two-thirds—that it takes three
burners to obtain the former light of one; aud
Now
we don't think the quality is excellent.
in^the name of conscience, if corporations
have such au article, aud in view of the high
rates charged for consumption, and the enormous annual proiits of the Portland Gas Company, let some steps be taken to give consumers
a fair equivalent for their money.
J. W.

Christmbs

ITluuicipnl Court.
JUDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.

MATTERS IN MAINE.

convenience tban anybody else from the obstacles, incident to the season partially, which

Τ UK PBKSS

May

BY TELEGRAPH.

Elmtra, Dec. 24.—Λ disastrous flro oconrred
this morning. Twelve wooden buildings in the
business portion of the city, on the bank of the
river
between Railroad Avenue and Slain
street, were completely burned. They were occupied as carpenters shops, furniture establishments, ornamental plasterer manufactories and
η variety of other busines.
Anion* these the
Pennsylvania House, a large hotel, was dewho occupied
A
number
of
families
stroyed.
the upper portions of the buildings were turned
into the streets, causing bitter distress from
cold. Loss $50,000; insurance 510,000.

The entire block on the west side of Centre
street, between Leonard and Worth, was burned this evening.- The flames broke out near
the boiler in the basement of the building 81,
83 and 85 Centre streot, and speedily communicated with the upper floors, whence they spread
to the adjoining buildings 87, 8!) and"91, also
70 and 77 Centre street, 130 and 132 Leonard
In 81, 83 and 85 the following parties
street
are losers: New York Newspaper
Union, Aiken
& Cremer, Milwaukee, Dun, Barlow & Co.'s
Archer
& Co,'s hookprinting office, Anderson,
bindery; in 87 James Gallagher, dealer ίΛ brass
in 89 and 91 wure tfe law offic s of
goods:
Howe & Hammell, Howe & Shorter and Edward Price, and the liquor store of George
Middleton; No. 79 was occupied by Ε. B. Cummins, as a paint shop and dwelling; and 77,
130 and 132 Leonard street were occupied by
numerous families, and the first floor as groceries. Two girls employed in ihe building where
the fire coinmgnccd were seriously injured, also
two men, one of whom, Benjamin Ballou,
probably fatally. There is a rumor that lix
girls perished in the flames, but the report
Total loss estimated at
needs confirmât! jn.
$000 000.
Thirty-eight young women employed in the
upper stories of 81, 83 and 83 Centre street fled
down th : stair cat-and by the fire escape
when the alarm was given. Two fell several
feet from the ground and were severely injured. A rumor was spread that several were unable to escape and were burned to
death, but it
is not authenticated. The building was a mere
shell and filled with infiamable matter. Tho
flames burst from every window,
threatening
the office t.f the New York Clipper, opposite"
i.nd other buildings.
James Pike, a printer,
residing at 43 Franklin street, was struck on
the head by a falling brick, fracturing his skull.
He will probably die. No, 132 Leonard street,
a tenement, was
damaged #10,OUO. Tutal lose

Varions matters.
Pattebson, N. J., Dec. 24.—Wm. Collier,
charged with setting his rolling mill ou fire
Monday evening, was released this afternoon on
$12,300 bail. It is understood that he has beea
indicted oy the Grand Jury.
Henry L Mullis was -vrrjstod on suspicion of
having set fire this inoraiug to a furniture
store.
The foundry of the Grant L icotnotive Works
was on'fire this afternoon by the
upsetting of a"
ladle of molteu iron, bat the flames were soon

extinguished.

Various 31 alters.
London, Dec. 24.—Next Thursday as well as
Thursday of this week will be observed as a
close holiday.
The examination of Robert
Bowles of tlie firm of Bowles Bros., lias again
been postponed for one week. The prisoner has
round bail for that time and has been released.
The CnrliHtfl.
Madrid, Dec. 24.—Despatches received by
the government from the Provinces, give accounts of the dispersing of various Carlist hands
by tire troops.
The Republican band iu Murcia has been surprised and taken up. » %
Precautious Aga'nst Fire.
Philadelphia, Dec. 24.—The Law Committee of (founeil have agreed to present an ordinance to the Councils, making it unlawful in
city limits to build cornices or other constructions for connecting. Roofs 01· walls enclosing
joint connections are to bennada of brick or
other incombustible matter. Roofs are to be
constructed of slate or oth -r incombustible material, and mansards or buildings over thirtyfive feet high are to be made iu all parts of iucombustible material.

Rnilrond Wreck.
Cincinnati, Dec. 24.—A special to the Times
from Jacksonville, Ind., says that a freight
train of thirteen cars and a locomotive, on the
Jeffersonville, Madison & Indianapolis railroad
jumped the track at Henrysville. The engineer,
fireman and brakeman were instantly killed,
and the cars and engine wrecked.

Foreign Exporta.
FMATANZAS. Bark Elleu Stevens-5400 box shook
78(J shooks and heads, 612 bbls potatoes, 2850 hoops
4600 lbs codfish, 12 kits mackerel, 450 boxes herriug.
CARDENAS.
Sclir Edward Waite—6000 box
phooks, 3000 sliooks and heads, 2450 pairs heading, 64
empty casks, 2U0 boxes herring, 8 bbls lia'to.
ST. JOHN. NB. Schr Ρ C Copeland—15C0 bbls
flour, 100 do oatmeal.
Forci?» ïmportn·
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Chase—24—10 pkgs mdse,
2 boxes codfish. 15 bbls mackerel, 58 half bbls, do to
John Port eous.
Kcccipt* by Railroad* nn<l Slennabonts.
Steamer Franconia, from New York—2000 dry
hides, 25 bales Calcutta hides, 32 do rags, 160 rolis
leather, 5'iO buri blocks, 300 bdls hoops, 5υ do paper,
80 do s. b >aias, 250 half chtsts tea, 10 hlids molassss,
25 bbls brimstone, 25 do sugar, 11 hhds skins, 2 casks
paint, 50 bags pepper, 21 do nuts, 10 do shot, 70 kegs
soda, 150 b >xes ràisiu3, 50 do tin plate, 25 do drugs,
20 <to haï dv. aro, 1 large cast iron cylinder, 17 bars
iron, 2 pianos, 150 pCKgs sundries.

Council Indicted.
Dec. 24.—This afternoon the
grand jury returned an indictment against all
the members of the Common Council, charging them with maintaining a nuisance in permitting the Girard Avenue bridge be opened to
travel iu its preseut condition.
Common

Philadelphia,

Milwaukee.
Milwaukee, Deo. 24.—The oldest inhabitants
declare the weather to-day the coldest ever
In the morning the thermometer was
known.
30 degrees bolow, but moderated this afternoon
At

to zero.

Vessel Rnuk,
Fortress Monroe, Dec. 24.—The brig Echo,
from Demarara,' sunk an unknown vessel off
Hat;i^ras on the 20th. The captain was drowued but the crew were saved.
Destructive Fire.
Fort Scott, Kaus., Dec. 24.
Fourteen
houses were destroyed by fire at Fontania,Kans.
stated
not
yesterday morning. Low
; bo ineuxaaco.
—

3^c_

Receipts—5,000 bblfl flour, 44,000 bush wheat, 54,47,000 bush oate, 20,000 bush rye, 17,0(J0

000 bush corn,
bush barley.

Shipments—5,000 bbls flour, 19,000 buph wheat,,5000
bush corn, 18,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush rye, 9,000
ush barley.

Cincinnati, Dec. 24.—Provisions—Por at 11 75 bid
12 00 asked. Lard quiet and steady; steamat 7 @
74c; kettle 7* @ 7}e. Bulk Meats steady and unchanged. Bacon—jobbing sales of shoulders 4jc; old clear
rib sides 7g; clear sides 8$. Green Meats quiet and
unchanged ; shoulders at 3}e ; sides 4^c. Hams at 6*
@ 8*c. Live Hogs firm at 3 70 @ 3 »5, mostly 3 75 @
3 80. Whiskey steady at 88c.
lOLBDO, Dec. 24.—Flour firm and in fair demand.

Wheat—No 2 White Wabash 1 79 @ 1 80;No 3 do 167 ;
exrta White Michigan 180; No 2 do 167* @168;
Amber Michigan Dec 1 67 ; do Jan 1 67} @ 1 68.—
Oats
Corn dull ; high Mixed, new, 30c ; low do 36}c.
dull; No 2 at 31} (&, 31}.
Receipts—0,000 bbls Hour, 9,000 bush wheat, 8,000
bush corn, 0000 bush oats.
Shipments—2,000 bbls flour, 4,000 bush wheat, 6,busli torn, 6,000 bush oats.
Detroit, Dec. 21.—'Wheat quiet and unchanged;
No 1 White at 1 71*; extra wanted at 1 81. Corn quiet
and unchanged at 41*c. Oats dull aud unchanged at

34c.
No

shipments.
Charleston,Dec. 24.— Cotton quiet and steady;
Middling uplands 19ic.
Savannah, Dec. 21.—Cotton quiet and firm; Middling upands at 19c.
Mobile, Dec 21.—Cotton firm ; Middling uplands
19*c.
receipts

Nfcw

49}.

Frankfort, Dec. 24.—United States 5-20'e, 1862
95}.
London, Dec. 24—5.00 P. M.—Consols and American securities closed unchanged. Erie 49}.
Liverpool, Dec. 24—5.00 P. M.—Cotton closed
unchanged.
at

Freights.
Charleston, Dec. 20.—Freights to Liverpool by
Steam direct —d on uplands ;via New York |d ;ljd on
sea Inlands ; by sail direct id on up. Cotton ; |d on Sea
Islands ;to Havre by sail lc on Up. Coastwise—to Ν Y
lb on uplands; $2 φ* tierce on Rice; 00c
by steam Jc
bbl on Resin ; $11 (a) 12 ·£> M on Lumber ; $12 @ 13 30
on Timber. To Boston,by steam, je \> tb on uplands;
50 ψ tierce on Rice ; 70c on Resin ; resawed stuff
13 @12
Phosphate $5 00 @5 50. To Providence by sail $10(«> 11
M on Boards; by steam,
via New York ft*. Vessels are iu demand to take
Lumber freights from Georgetown, S. C., Darien and
Satilla River, Ga., and Jacksonville,Fla., to Northern ports, and full rates are given ou Lumber and

Baltimore, Dec. 21.—There continues a great
scarcity of tonnage suitable for trans-Atlantic voyages, and the volume of bunsiess thereby curtailed.—
Tiie offerings to Liverpool are large, but there has
been no s ulings vessels on the berth far tho past
week. Ship Edg tr has been char ered to come roam I
from an outport; much of her cargo has been engaged ; we quote forOil < 'ake 3.to ; Maryland tobacco 30s ;
Grain
@ lOd ; Cark 42s fid. To Cork f »r orders
rates lirm at 7h ûd lor large vessels and 8s for medium size.
Several engagements have been made at
the above rates. We also note engagements of a
Norw bark to load tobacco to Bremen; ship Chloe,
just in from New York, also to load f >r Bremen at
35s: ship David St wai t to load Flour at Richmond at
81 25 $> bbl ; a schr for St. Thomas, Coal $5. Coastwise—Grain this side the Cape £c, around the Cape 11
@ 12c ; Coal to Boston $375 @ $4 φ1 ton.

9j

JANUARY

York, Dec. 24—Evening—Cotton dull ;

Middling uplands at 20Jc; sales 2410 bales. Flour—sales
10,850 bbls; State 5 65 @ 7 85; Round hoop Ohio 6 90
25 ; Western 5 65 @ 8 Co Southern 6 25 @ 12 50.
beat strong and le botter; sales 103,000 bush; No 2
Spring 1 58 φ 1 60; No 3 at 1 45; No 1 and 2 Mixed
162 ; Amber Western 1 80 @ 1 85.
Corn dull ; new
Mixed Western 65@65io; old do 65c; sales 46,000
Dusb. Oats easier; new White 47 @ 50c; old Western
45@47£e. Beef dull. Pork quiet; new mess 13 75'
Lard weak at 7} @ 8£e; kettle 84; sales 5500 tieroes.—
Butter Bteady ; State 24 @ 30c.
Whiskey easier;
Western free at 96
9t>ic, closing at 96Jc; sales 350
bbls. Rice quiet : Caroliua at 8$ @ 8io. Sugar dull ;
Muscovado 9 @ 9Jc ; refining
@ y|c. Coffee firmer ;
Rio at 15^ @ i8?e in Gold ; sales 18,000 lbs. Molasses
dull: Ν w Orleans 55 @ 68c. Navi». Stores —Spiritβ
Turpentine steady at 60j@ 61c; Rosin quiet at 3 75
for strained. Petroleum dull ; crude 11} @ 11 Jo ; relined at 27 @ 27ic. Tallow quiet at 8 @ Gfc; sales 30,ooo.
Freights to Liverpool steady; Grain per steam 9d;
sail do 8d.

f9

9}

Chicago Dec. 24.—Flour dull and unchanged.—
Wheat aoilve and higher but irregular ; No 1 Spring
1 23i ; No 2 do at 119 cash or Deo ; 119} for Jan ; No d
άο at 1 05(φ 1 W; rêtfetrted 93® Wc. Oowj In fair d»

ture at Anetlen
FRIDAY, Dcc. 27th, at 11 o'clock. A. M., will
be sol I at pnbMc *alc, Hou*e and Lot. No. 3
We»t Walnut Street. Houmj in good order and contains six rooms. Lot 75 ieet front, 50 i'eel to rear
line. A desirable location for a nnchanie. laboring
man, or for investment. Terms liberal and made

ON

kn

Feed the Hungry, Clothe the

uecio

BY

—

ON

Administrators' Sale.
FRIDAY. Dec, 2i)tb, at 10 o'clock A. M.,
salesroom of F. Ο Bailey Λ Co. I shall sell

ON

Christmas Evening, Dec. 25,
at tlieir Chapel, Locust St. The friends of the Mission an Λ a generous public are cordially invited to
send in don ttions of
pastry, cake and refreshments
011 the afternoon of Christinas
day. Admission 10
dec23dtd

centç.

belongiug

ceased.

Grand Christmas Ball

BANKER AND

6t

J. H. I2AILEV Λ CO.,

F LUENT

HALL

Commission

WEDNESDAY Eve. Bec. 25tli,

Music

COMMITTEE OF

Sewall C. S'rout,
Cant. Geo. W. Parker,
Nathan Cleaves,
Col. John C. Cobb,
Chas. F. Lîbby,
S. F. Merrill,

Ht-nry

de20

NO.

A

an

.I Saunders.

RANGEMENTS:

HEAD

Cantata and Tableaux.

CASfO

AT

CHUBCII,

of

QUEEN ESTHER.

Hocking Horses,
Sleds,
Dolls ^>1 ail Kinds,
of every description, in large

J. A. D Α Υ

!

Bargains for

MR. J. W. RAYMOND, will commence a
class for the instruction of Juvenilesin tho
accomplishment of Dancing on

\

WEDNE&OAVAFTEBNOON,
DEC. 18tb,

is

of

twelve

d*12

4th

Bohemian,

Cut & Plain

Plated

Glass,

Ware,

Smoking Setts,
Figures and Busts,
Toys, Games, &c., &c.
AND

EXAMINE.

éocSe

lw

MÀHER & '0'θΓ
SEAL

CAPS

AND

A

Turbans, Jockey, Alpine,
Scotch.» tlavalock Caps,
[Indigo Blue Color.]

TT

m

Also a Fine Ansorrmeiit of all the Liaient
Styles of Hate and Caps for Men and Boys
Wear at

Morris Bros. Minstrels.
Lon, Billy an:I Charley Morris, and their
Monste r organization,

TWENTY STAB ARTISTES,

and
eve-

ning.

Resevved Seats now ready at Hawes & Cragin's
Music R>om.
Ο HAS· A. JONES, Gen. Agent.

"THE

MESSIAH!"
of Handel's will be presented

II
05

Merchant

MONDAY

Has

a

STREET,

large stock

ALL,

which be will sell at greatly reduced prices for 30
Now is your time to buy, as I wish to make
ro>m for other business and my goods must be sola.
Garment* made in ilie most approved styles and
warrauted to fit. Cutting attended to at abort notice.

days.

Dec. 24th.

de24dlw

CARBOLIC AMULET
Λ Sure Guard Against

SmALL

sale by all Druggists.

200

as

soloists*

Mr.C.H.McLELLAN, Baritone,
J. L. MUA W. Β a *mo.
Pianist, Μη. JULIA Ν. OOSSE,
C vndnctor, Mr, Hermann Kotzsebmar.
Tickets of admission 75 ctn., for sale at Hawcs &
Cragin's, Ira C. StockbrMge's, and Abner Lowell's.
The sale ot reserved seats at $1.00 each, will com.Tir.

at 1. C. Stockbridge's on Thursday, Dec. 19.
Doors open at 6J; Performance commeuce at. 7J.

mence

THE

PORTLAND
will

convenient

CADETS

BALL
03Î

272

7»»

MAINE CENTRAL R. St. Cou.oli-

dated,

PACIFIC R. R....... 7-30'.

EUROPEAN & N. AM. R.

AT

ik

VIN-

I'm

Cold

ATCHISON,

7>.

TOPEKA A- S. V.

Cold

7'.

BY

MIDDLE

STREET.

Sent. 7-eodtf-n

BONDS.
Portland City

Rockland City
Bath City
St. Louis City
Leed* & Farniington, (Guaranteed,)
Maine Central, Consolidated.
Cook County^ Illinois,

.....

Clay County, Illinois,
Iowa Central, Gold,
Northern Pacific Gold,
■

...

West Wisconsin R. R., Gold,

Exchange

on

β'»
β'»
6's

6's

6's
7's
7's
7's
.7's
7.30's
7's

England, Scotland and Ire*
land.

WW. Ε.

BALE

BY

WOO», Ag't,

Sept 7-dtfis

67

Fxchnnsr Ht.

Portland
MANUFACTORIES.

therefore if cus-

satisfied,

that

THE LARGEST AND BEST
-AXD-

Tuesday Eveniug, December 31st,
—

β'.

R., Gold

DANVILLE

CSNNE9 R. R.

OLIt

DYER

7'»

,.

NORTHERN

Our stock is too large to enumerate,
tomers will give us a call they will bo
our stock is

—

PRICES

THE

LOWEST,

to be found in this city.
In order to keep our men at work through the Winter, we shall β *11 our stuffed Furuitnro at wholesale
prices, until the first of March, 1873.

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.

has removed to

MIDDLE

7'·

SPLENDID BARGAINS!

—

New Year's Eve,

FRENCH and YANKEE

REMOVAL.
.

LOUISVILLE, K.Y.,
COOK COUNTY

Having the largest stock of Furniture In Maine,
nearly all of our own manufacture, we are prepared
to Rive

declWSw

€

β>·

Encourage

dcc23eodlm

CLOCK*

8'*

βτ, ι.oris,

Grand Military and Civic

LOWELL'S,
301 Congress Street,
of

7>·

ZANESVILLE, OHIO

FUK

give thoir First

—

assortment

0>.

CLEVELAND, ΟΠΙΟ,

CADET BALL.

Just opened at

large

6'.

PORTIi.t.YD

Bankers and Brokers.

Mrs. H. V. WE Τ HERBE Ε, Soprano,
.Tirs. Il A BEL BCRNHATI
8opr»uo,
mire. FLORA E. BARRIT, Contralto,
Mr. S. THURSTON, Tcnorc,

FRENCH CLOCKS!

a

BONDS.
MTAT£ OF MAINE

IOO

Voices,
Germania Orchestra,

physicians,

SULLIVAN & LOTZ, Proprietors.
For

lw

TOR SALE

<ïecl6dt.d

composed of such Disinfectants as were used in the
Hospitals and Pest Wards of tne Army during the
lato War, and affording to the Individual Person the

that was secured to
and attendants. Put up in a
form to he carried about the person.

of

and the following talent

POX,

protection

BLANKETS QUILTS, TABLE
DAjHASK, TOWELS, and
DOMESTIC GOODS,
At Reduced. Prices.

SWAN & BARRETT.

EVENING, DEC. 30,

Chorus

The

of

WINTER GOODS, FOR
MEN AND BOÏS WEAR,

same
nurses

Grand

ΟΙοτββ.

of

A due assortment

The Performers comprise a

Tailor!

151 MIDDLE

Special Bargiins in Kid

—

dec2û—dtjan2

F. T. LITTLEFIELD,

GOODS

CENTRAI. IOTVA R. R Co d

—AT—

—

assortment of

Scarfs, Ties,
Fichus, Gloves,
Handkerchiefs, Hemstitched, Embroidered, and Initial.

CHICAGO,

HAYDN ASSOCIATION

Office.

good

de20

Alll the old Favorites still retained :
The JIORRI1 Β BOM.,
THEO. «IACKMON.
T. L'E*TR%NGE,
GEO. If. CLARENDON
and others. Look at some of our new and bright
lights ofMinsf relsy :
MATT WnfiKLER,

CITY

CO.'S.,

Post

THREE NIGHTS ONLY,
28th, and Jan. 1st.

r.O \t; A .YD SQUARE,
great BARGAINS.

F^ NCY

Dec. ίίΐΐι aud

This Grand Oratorio
to the public by the

For Ladles' and Gents' Wear.

MAHER &

HALL.

dec23d6t

b relias.

Lined Kid Gloves and Mitts

Opposite

~MTJSIC

BOB. BURDUE,
LOCI* illETLAR,
D AVE HOLBROOK
more to join us in Portland.
Change of Bill each

G Σα Ο "V" Ε S

Silk

to CLOSE at

dec21td

Plain and Gold Band China Setts,

CASHMERE ΑΪΠ» PAISLEY,

Aud

26th. Lecture by "Josh
"What I Know about HoIntroductory
by full Portland Band.
Evening tickets 50"cents. Reserved seats 25 cents extra. A few ciioiee seats can be secured at Rand &
Thomes'. Doors open 6.30, Concert 7.15, Lecture 7.45.

Vases. Toflet Setts.

FUR

Entertainment, Ariny
Navy Course,

for

consisting of

prepared to make popular prices for the Holidays,
having a splendid assortment of French
and English Dress Goods,

S H A W LS:
ti

evening Dec.
Presents ! tels!"
THURSDAY
Billings;" Subject,
Concert

Holiday

CALL

lee-

Holidays.

the

P. M.FROST,
Middle Street, Portland,

122

sons.

(33*· All tho fashionable Dances will "be taught.

4

rt2w

(Oppo. head Plnm St.)

;

HALL!

course

,

ΙΟ» MIDDLE ST.

Dancing Academy

o'clock. P. M.
Terms, Three dollars for tho

con-

Variety.

at 3

good» suitable

of

of the largest stocks to be found in the city,
sisting of

Toys

JUVENILE CLASS.

dtf is

of

large stock

Ladies' Work Baskets,
Writing1 Desks.
IlamlkT and Glove boxes,
Nice Porte-Monies,
Work Stands,
Children s Chairs
(both Rocks and IIi£b)

—

STREET

Life

PORTLAND.

large stock

a

FOR THE COMING HOLIDAYS!
One

Wednesday, Chbistmas Evexino, presenting

0ft

No. 2 Deering Block,

GLAUS!

FANCY GOODS ami TOYS

LANCASTER

THOMES,

—

Just received from importers,

The young Ladies and Gentlemen connected with
CASCO STKEET CHL'KCH and SOCIETY will
give an interesting and unique

Raymond's

RAND &

OF

SANTA

5t

del2

de24

QUARTERS
—

PERSIAN QUEEN.
The Cantata will be rendered by a Select Choir
consisting of Shaw, Joues and others. Distribution
of presents from the Christmas Tree will close the entertainment, and doubtless SANTA CLAUS will remember all who attend.
Tickets—Adults 25 cte. ; Children 15 cts.
dec23td

St.,

'j j HM'H WfiE ST It i: I. Γ.

Ne*t below Merchants' Exchange.
GEO. W. PAKK2B.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
KOTEftENCRM— Messrs. H. J. Ltbby & w., an 1 Hon
t'.··-·
m
·. Me.; Meiers. Le»nnrd
Cliarles P. Kiuibtl
ar-llt
<fc Co.. ami Lee &81iepard, Β >hi »ti.

Gen. Sam'l. »J. Anderson,
Col. A. \V. Brtvlburv,
Lient. C. J. Pennell,
Dr. S. C. Gordon,
H. \V. Ga«e,
John E. Uow,
L. H. Varney,

Cleaves,

B.

AUCTIONEERS

Chandler's Baud.

br

Refreshments sarved at Webster's

BROKER,

Exchange

Merchants,

—AND—

The Varied and Rich Costumes of tho olden times
will be faithfully reproduced in tho fifteen Tableaux
required to represent the tragic scenes in the life of

PAYSON,

O. BAILKÏ St CO., Auctioneer·.

F.
—

the

H. M.

to the estate of George J. Ordway, deII. M. BFARCK, Adrainisrafor.

The above Male wa» adjourned until S»'
arday, Dcc. 'iN(b. at name time and plac

decl3

The

—

» t

Furniture, Carpets, Beds, Bedding
Crockery, Glass Ware, Stoves,
&c.,

Tableaux and Cantata,

BOUGHT,

at

Weight, &€.,

Depot of U. Ί ttallway, we shall s< 11 for account of A. 11. Harris for non-payment of bill, 122
Pieces Sash, 110 Pieces Blinds, 67 Doors, 254 pound»
Chain, 2275 pounds Iron Window Weights.
By order of GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
32y F. Ο UAÏLKY & CO., Aum® „«,«·■.
td
dec 20

Naked.

hold their Amiunl Chi'i^tnaan Fr^livnl
and Free Mupprr to the Children, on

-AT

Sash

Auction.

-A-LXjEIST mission

by

Parian

m

FRIDAY, Dec. 27, at li o'clock, at Freight

will

On

a

sold imme-

after the salt: of House and Land, consisting
part of Feather Beile, Sheets, Pillow Case», Tabla
Covers, Bedsteads, Parlor and Cumrn η ( hairs.
Sofa, Secretary, Time Pieces, Centre and Common
Ta bliss, C
rpcts, Toilet Table, Light Stand. Child's
Carriage, Slirrors, Pictures, Crockery, Glassware,
Kitchen Drapery, «Sc., Ac.
»I. 9. BI RflEM, Anctionrr.
in

Do#rs, blinds,

THE LADIES OF THE

COUPONS

havo

The Furniture will be

at sale.

.wn

diately

CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL !

—

32

CO., Auctioneers.

A.

Cottage House, L.an<I and Furni-

Part I. Mlscellanooun Concert. Ρλβτ Π. The
of the Opera of Martha, ijn costume.)
PAut III. The Evening s Entertainment to con·
elude with the Fourth Act of (Jraud Opera by Verdi,
eutitled IL TliOVATORE, lu costuma, an<l the fullowlng splendid eaat ;
LEONORA.
Mrs. Caroline Rlchlnm Bernard.
ill·» Alines Palmer.
AZÛCENAi
Mr. Pierre Bernard.
MANRICO,·
COUNT DILUNI
Mr. H. H. Steward»™.
Admission: Afternoon at 2.30—50 nnd 75 cents.
Evening at 8—SO, 75 cent and il.00. Seats secured
at Box Office on and alter Dec. 19th, from 10 a. m. to
2 p. m,
decl9-30-21-23-!M-25

ENTERTAINMET

..

Domrstie ITIarket*,
New

By BUBGE8

wcond act

Boards.

Yovîi R!ock ntnl

—

HAVING

coin Sliver Ware in store No. D-j Middle street before
o'clock U is day
Cbri.sûnas, wj» en ill commence at
MONDAY, L> c. 23d, and continue uu.il all is sold
These goods arc guariutced a> represented. and are
the balance of the stock of a retail no use.
Γ. O. BAIfciJEY & CO., Auctioneers.
dco23
tf

CAUOLIIli BICHnCMlieUMBU,
The Gifted Prima Donna.
MISS ACflgS» PADIEC,
The Great Etiroi>can Contralto.
SIR. PIEBHG BfiBXABD,
The Favorite Tenor.
IB H.lTSWiBDgOKI,
Tile Popular Baritone.
MB. PRANK GILDER.
The Eminent Plaulst.

50;

F. T. LITTLEFIELD,

money Market·
New York, Dec. 24—Morninq.—Gold at 111}.—
Money at. 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange,long, 109J ;
do short 110§. Stocke strong. State stocks dull.
New York. Dec. 24—Eoenina.—Business in Wall
street was quiet ami closed easier than usual. All
departments of trade will be closed to-morrow.—
Money is comparatively easy at 7 per cent. Gold to
1-16, closing at J @1-32.
Sterling Exchange quiet
at 109i @ lu9g ior long an I 110| for short eight,.—
Gold steady all day at lllf @ 111}, carrying rates 1$
@ 5J per cent.. The clearances were $40,000,000.—
Treasury disbursements $ 112,000. Governments quiet
and firm. State bonds dull. Stocks
quiet and lower
wfth considerable realizing by parties closiug out
speculative ventures by holidays. The most active
shares wore Pacific Mail, Northwestern, Toledo and
Wabash aud New York Central.
The lollowiug were the quotations of Government
securities:
United States coupon 6's, 1S81
117|
United States5-20's 1S62
1124
United States 5-20's 1^64
1124
United States 5-20's 1865, old
112?
United States 5-20's 1865, new
United Stales 5-20's 1867.
United States 5-20's 1£68.
United States 5's. noy....
United States 10-40's.,coupon
*.*·...*
1UC4
Currency 6'*
.*..112f
The following were the closing quotations or
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co
803
Pacilie Mail
74}
Ν. Y."Central and Hudson River consolidated.... 97|
Erie.
6oj
Erie preferred
78
The following were the quotations for Pacific Kailroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds
102
Union Paci lie do
90}
Union Pacific stock
«····
37|
Union Pacific land grants
78}
Union Pacific
8θ£
incom^bonde
New

oi SoliiS Silver and
Plated Ware by Auction.
received instructions from Ο nsijpiees to
close the enure stock oi' lino solid sterling ;oi<i

or

Eartpvnn 9Inrketi.
London, Dec. 23—11 A. M.—Consols opened at 91}
91
for
@ i
money account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20's 1865, old, 92* ; do
92
do
;
1867,
10-40s, 88} : ne ν 5s, 89} ; Erie Railway at

Portland,
105

Closiug Sale

CHRISTMAS AFTERNOON & NIGHT.
The Richings' Concert and Opera,

Orleans, Dec. 24.—Cotton in moderate de-

Î2

AUCTION SALES.

MUSIC HALL, I3ee. Q5th

mand; Middling uplands 19*c.

fiï®sî»ai «lock jLiiet.

the Broker's Board, Dec. 24.]
[Sales
Eastern Railroad

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Barley

at

...

Louisiana the Second.
Little Rock, Ark., Dec. 24.—Some of the
reform candidates for State offices at the l'ceent
election commence proceedings before Ju ge
Caldwell of the United Statps Court to-day,similar to those before Judge Durrell of New Orleans, to restrain the State authorities from returning their opponents as elected.

mand and advanced; No 2 Mixed at 305 @30*
spot ; 30$ @ 30} Jan; rejected at 29c. Oats; No 2 at
21.
Rye firmer; No 2 at 01> @ 70c.
quiet and
Provisions dull and un
weak ; No 2 Fall 64 @ 65c.
11 50(a) u go on spot;
at
nominal
Fork
changed.
ottered at 11 87* for March. Lard steady at 8c cash
llams at 7*c for
Green hams—tdiouldeis sold at
16 lbs av, and 7* for 15 lbe av. Whiskey is steady at
89c.

CITY HALL.

STREET,

EXCHANGE

STREET,

(BETWEEN MIDDLE AND FOKE SXS.)

Opposite JInir Brothers.
dec23

46

MO.
deu23

2w

3w

TlÎËIGHS

MUSIC BY PORTLAND BAND.

!

Single and Double Trluimed and Un·
trimmed Sleigh»

Before the Ball the following programme will be
carried ou" :

at the lowest cash prices at
Wo. 22. Preble St., up stairs, Paint

new

Shop.

dec24dlw

A. F.

CLARK,

Ν Ο ΤICE.
of tho town of

payers
Deering are horeby
notified that all taxes
THE
property of 1871 remainthe 1st
of
tax

ou

ing unpaid

day
January 1873, the property will be advertised for sale to pay the same.
on

de2id«&wlw32

A. LEACH,
Collector for 1871.

Ladies Dresses and Cloak
aud Basted, fitting graceful and easy. New
Patterns constantly received. Samples f»bowc
and goods sent for from any of the leading Houses in
Boston aud New York. Suits and Cloaks mad* to
order.
L. R ISA RTIIt,
No. 3 Mrifefcw BuUcUetf. Um street·,

CUT

ucrvHOBw

Pwrti&&4*

Grand March br the Company wilb the

Corp».
Color Guard Faner Drill.
Company Drill, Capt. Ander«ois.
Drum

Formal Surrender of the command
bj
Capt. Anderson to Capt. Robinson.
Company Drill, Capt. Bobinson.
Drill by the marker*, height 4 feet 3
inches.
Beat by the Drum Carp·.
Fancy Zonare Drill.
Floor Tickets (sold by members ««'y)
Gentleman and Lody, $1 ; Gal ery tiskets, 50 cents;
for sale at the door anil at the usiial place".
Particulars in regard to tbo Γ/owiston Excursion in
Thursday'» Advertiser and 1'ridsy morning s i>aners.
dtJ
dec»
Ρ

JOB
Met.

ΙΛΓΙ*<* ,u««Sv tlwciKwi

at

this

New Orleans Molasses,
NEW YORK

Standard, Crushed,
Powdered
And

Pateut

Cut

Loaf

Sugar,

FOe SALE BY

Twitchell, Cbauipliu & Co.,
175 and 177 Commercial

Street.

tleclO—lw

HOLIDAY
lu great variety, selected from
New York, Just opended at

GOODSl"
the BEST STOCKS ts

LOWELL'S,
301
OaU

Oougreee Street.

«artΤ M

·

toMA

%

POETRY.

INSURANCE.

La Ν ο Yen a.
An i in the
'i

ATLANTIC

Λ a lowy street in the Eternal City—

Λ

twilight mild
an iinag \ a»tifl

liere »-tof»d
aad quaint and formal.
Mad una and tlie Child.

With

upturned

eves

The Trustees, in Conformity to the Charter of the Company, submit the
following Statement of its affairs
an the 31st day of December, 1871.
Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871,
$5,412,777 51
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,
2,033,675 18
Total nmount of Marine Premiums,
$7,446,452 69
No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks ; nor upon Fire Risks ûisconneeted with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
$5,375,793 24
Losses paid during the same period
$2,735,980 63
Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$973,21181
The Company lias the following Assets, viz :
United Slates and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and ofLer Stocks,
$8.113.240 00
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
3,379,050 CO
uea-i Estate
Real
J&siaie and
ana Bonds
uonas and Mortf*""rt"
Mortgages,
217,500 00
interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
11
366.739 -h
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
95
2,405.937
Cash in Bank.
01
274,315

serious, swarthy facos

and

Pifterari srood,

J be

Wrapped
*

of their sheepskin

in the browu folds

man-

t. 'es,

pi iyed on pipes

An J

of

wood|

iio.«e *ound rose up and fell in curious eadenee
Through all its shrilly range;
'I'l.e s-mz, their fa-hern knew of old tradition
.tiouotouous and

Toe
Si-w

strange:

dusky, low-roofed

how in the

Tt.ey King

stable

breathing warm
great eyes of patient, sileat wonder

oxen

λκ u

The babe

on

mother's

arm.

of epicee—
from far,
Λιμ kings
Uear.ied an i ronzed, bimt low beside the m#iger—
AL-ove them stood a star!

The ait

heavy

was

that

with the scent

·

like waters

Across the seas—across the years
in t his Now England home
Co^e-, blending with thech ldren's laugh, the plainlive

Piano

NOYES

Forte

and

Organ

Warerooms,

April next.
t
By order of the Beard,
J. D. JONES, President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres't.

EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

Rome.

Hovena-:?oug of

&

On (he Celebrated Picture by Leonardo
ft* η Viuei, Called the Virgia of the Bock·.
While young J ihn runs to greet
The 'teater infant's feet,
Ί ue ir.o>hcr s an ling by, with trembling passion
Ot <tev >ut admiration,
Beuo: s the en.'aûinj mystic play, and pretty adoration ;
Noi known as yet the full event
CI ib-ise bo low beginnings
From
hence wo d ite our wiunings,
I
won ioi's at the intent
Oi nose new ritefc, and what that strauge
ship meant.
Hu at her side
Ad a gel d <ili abide,
With sucb a perfect joy
A« η > dim doubts alloy—

Feb. 7, 1872.

AG-ENTS'. for

G

&

SONS.

ing

MANUFACTUEKRS OF

GRAND

AND

SQUARE

OF NEW YORK.

UPRIGHT

iho dark condition

b'-ind humanity,
A .; he surely knew
Α», t je b.es wonders should ensue,
Or be liai lately let', the upper sphere,
And bad read all the sovereign schemes and divine
riddles there.
—Char le $ Lamb.

THE

PIANO-FORTES.

Offered.

>

Ο

I IRST MORTGAGE «BONDS
—OK THE —

Northwestern
souslieastern It. R.

aud

Jacksonville,

HAVING ΤΗΙΒΤΓ YEARS TO EUX.

Hearing inte;osf at 7 percent, in Golii Cfiin, "of or
equal to the present staudard."
Coupon* payable in New York, London, or Franktori, on the Main, at. the option of the holder. When
de-inri, bonds will be registered by the Trustee—the
f armers' L >m and Trust Co. Interest payable Jan-

caiy 111 July.
Thi road is now completed from Jacksonville to a
it m'li u with the CHICAGO & ALTON Κ. H. at
Λ ei'iii·, a distance ol over 80 miles. The road, so far
i«s cou ple ed. is thoroughly equipped, EtfTIREMj λ î'ASD i'DB, aud in full operation, and it is
portion only, that b »nds aiuou itupon the
*ri«· r, > jsGM,IH!0 are u »w olt'ered at 85 and accrued inί or est in currency. Bonis upon the remaining porii ji: nj the r>a I will be s »'d -t a much higher price
sum wid be ottered on I ν upon completed roa I.
This
road traverses the
of fc*»e State,crosses all the
nio' ι important roads, controls the enormous coal
min. s at Verden, and its bon Is are most highly e«I by those whose investigation has been most
•ee·
We have personally examined every detail )1 this Company, and have gone
over
the en tu e line. We are consequently enabled to recom
end these b-nds as an absolutely perfect *e-

Pamphlets and further particulars may be had by

SO Exchange Place, Ν". Y.
declJ
deodAw4w
w51

Allan

Line.

CHICKERING & SONS' Piano-forte

Manufactory,

Agent)

larger, by nearly oue-third, tban any piano-forte manufactory in Aracrica, and more than
douille as large as any in Europe. It occupies four sides of an entire block. There are no
private
houses or buildings of any kind except their own; on the entire square, which
comprises an area
of five acres. The length of the front on Tremont Street is 275 feet. The
length of cach wing
is 202 feet. The entire building is five stories high
The depth of the main building, and also of
ach wing| isS2 feet.

of

PORTLAND,

CARRYING

OF

THE

Canadian and United Atate» Mails·

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool.

London

to

PERUVIAN, Capt. Nuiilh.
Will leave this port for Liverpool on
SATU St DA Y, Dcc. 'i8»t,
Immediately after the arrival of the Train of th€
previous day from Montreal.
to

Londonderry and Liverpool,

Cabin

coidi jg to accommodations)
$70
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to

(ac-

to

India Street.
nov29tf

No. 3

Pox Mand. Nov. 19tli, 1872.

for

System
On

Beginners

The PIANOFORTE, By

MASON & HOADLEY.
Toi;- thorough and practical method, has acquired s
<if
>kn ii IMPUTATION as one of kihe very best In·
sf»wj1ion Books.
Sells largely.
Published with
Am jj ican, als » wifli Foreign Fingering. Price $3.01

GEMS OF STRAUSS ! !
The surprising success of this brilliant book con
tin ν es. Edi i »n after edi* ion is eagcrlv called for.
25G :»rge pages of the liest Strauss Music. Price,
iî'ds, $2.50; CL, $3.Ou; Fine Gilt f >r presents, $4.00.

ll'iM iRSOX'S

SINGING

material for the instruction of evesinging Classi s. Wi :ely used. Cost
Church Mus.c Book. Price 75 ceuts.

loi» lhani

Winner's New Schools
—FOR

THi—

Fiaro-Forte. Cabinet Organ, lOeledcon,
Un'tnr, t'oraet, Violin. ·< i fe, Arcordivin, 1«<τηιηιι Aerordcoii, Clarionet, Flute. Flaveolei. Price of each
book 75 cents.
Three little works are great favorites, because tlKy
me λ* cap, are full of eas« and lively music and have
( niio'h of instructive matter for the wants of amateure.
rhc above books

mailed, poet-paid, for the retail

OLIVER D1TSON & CO., Boston
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
aec21d&w2w
w52
tc
3

Α
A

Τ ΥΆ

Λ·

k

"*TTrr*l»m 1

υΐ^Λ Till

manufact urer of

<=@353

Yaclil & Boat Sails,

Awnings, Verandahs,
TENTS AND

FLAGS.

■

>

i'osiers, Transparencies, &e,
m

tr'Tfiil» lo let.

Exchange Street,!

A l orders
i.'iil 73

by

mail

promptly attended

to.

eodtf

CONVERTIBLE

MIDLAND

/ per cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
ih great roa Is running from New York City—on
I i'·.
;ird larye^t road ii> New York State. The most
Λ

M

able bond of all ibe Midland issues,

atlording the

liigc l incuneaud promising the greatest proiit.
Pt tee, 65 and interest
Wv letieve them one of the safest and most profit
»·ίο i o vestments offered in this market for years.

Λ!

L.EN,STEPHENS&Co
BANKERS,
SOLE AGENTS FOR TBIS LOAΛ,

21 FINE
1vl5dtf

Purs.lysis

ST.
New

York.

ami Deformities Cnred

The :J\ient Springs Ileal·h Institute is localed near
itie (own of Amherst, Mass., for the trea ment and
cιΓε ol
Paralysis in all it- forms, Spinal Diseases.
nra-ted 0 ids and Limbs. Crooked Feet ami
n i mods,
Enlarged Ooints, Wry Keck. Curvatures
>r the Spine,
Spine. llm
llii> Diseases, Hickcts,
Hickcts St. Vitus'!·
md all deformities.
I aujtu
>nd
deformities, Nouralsria,
Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
j.; Lameness, Nervous
—, G
Goftt, ConvulDiseases,
«eases nt the
ii.«eases
τι*, 1 >i
Brain, Heart and Lungs, Canvsfceria, etc.
..w,
v-teria,
ete^
Α
A, p|y to GEORGE W. RHODES, M. D.,
Amherst,
or; ο K. G. FAXON, ESQ., Ag nt for the Inslitute
No. 1 Pcmbeiton bquare, Boston.

ocH5-d&wl2w

w42

C A. ît i> ^02 τ
ΐκ·
ΒΚΑΤ Wosdb».—The New England Carnet
< o., established over _a quarter of a cent
ury ago, having ex» ended much time, talent and money, to prod-ire a stylish an I durable carpet at a low price, aft.M y κ are of experimenting with the best
artizens,
have rought out a carpet which they_ have named
εη
will be known as 4QIÎ K."JIAI¥ TAPENTKV
ή··*? exact imitation of Solid Brussels, the first
thou-and pieces of which in order to introduce them
ν id
e sold 'or 37 £ cents per yard.— amples sent by
mail in receipt of lu ceuts, or ΰ different patterns 5U
Λ.

c

Κ ΛΥ

.nis.

WKW OGLA\|> CARPKT CO.,
S73 ^Vanbiugtca Street. Boston, Mnsi.
Iecl3
d4w

frcfoasfo

S>ye

Works,

Ott

$5,749

OO

Are now offered at Reduced Rates at

Ο η e-I? rice

System

41,00 0
OF THESE

Standard Piano

HORACE GREELEY

INSTRUMENT,

Fortes

Have been made and sold since 1823. and

Eighty«one
f S.OOO
ti,10§

OO
37

First Premiums

Have been awarded to

our

unable from lack of time

or if

convenience,

or

Tbese Pianos
concedcd to be

The trustees have decided to issue Policies for the
"f S30.000 on approved lives and hereafter
to discontinue the i sue of TONTINE POLICIES,
this plan having proved unsatisfactory.
Old Policy-holders and all others desiring Life Insurance or any information on the subject are requested to call at my office for documents which we cheer-

send for the

are

still regarded and universally

and

are bo pronounced by all the
great artiste.
Dr. Franz Liszt says: "I consider the Chickering Piano kuperier to any made in
Europe or Amer
ica. and am
c oovinced that
they were justly
entitled to the First Prize.

fully

W. D.

We this

day issue

NEW CATALOGUE, in which we print our VERY LOWEST
PRICES,
and from which we make no Discounts or Deviation whatever.
Our object is to furnish toour Patrons the
very best Piauos which cau bo manufactured, and
at the very Lowest Prices which will
yield us a fair remuneration.

Being convinced

a

that the

prevailing system
Instruments to charge very High Prices, and
just, we have adopted the

ONE

among Manufacturers of and Dealers in Musical
make Large Discounts, is wholly wrong and un-

LITTLE,

PRICE

«M!

St.

decis40 1-3 Exchange

I

H
H
H
H

WT

il

c

believing this to be the proper course, which will secure JUSTICE to the
lish a STANDARD PRICE for the Pianos of the
Chickering

C

be offered for sale.

iRNowi

purchaser, and estabmanufacture, wherever the^jpay

IMPORTANT CAUTION.
All who desire to

purchase

a

Chickering Piano

will

C

please

read the

following.
manufacturers bitterly oppose onr one-price system, and are
using ever^ effort to deceive
lhe public in regard to its operations, and other reasons for adopting it.
#

They

Pianos.
in the

make cheap Pianos. This is true. But they mean by "cheap;" inferior
false, for all our instruments are thoroughly made, in the largest manufactory
World, by the most accomplished workmen, and of the finest ajd long seasoned materials
say
This is

we

CHRISTMAS

c
C
C

cCOGIA
C

2d. To prevent all from purchasing the Chickering Pianos, these dealers will take off sufficient
discount to bring their price» within a few dollars of our prices. Thsy will do this for the love
they bear to the public and from their disinterested desire to save them from buyiug a poor

C

To

competition,

and has

We therefore put the

tricmplied both here aud in Europe.
public on their guard, against the falsifications

The Reasons
Thousands of people about
same

Piano Forte

now

to-day for $475,

of interested

parties.

asking how it is that CHICKERING & SONS can sell the
which a few weeks ago ruled at $600?
are

Third, On the several acres of land attached to our Factory, we have stored a two years's supply of lumber, and as we deal direct by contract with the lumbermen, we give tbem time to cut
the wood at their convenience, and to ship it when freight is at its lowest
price. In this we have
a vast advantage ovei other manufacturers.
.Fourth, As "strikes" are not recognised in Boston, we do not suffer from enforced inoreased
per centage of wages, from time to time.
Fifth and lastly. We have not lowered

our prices; we have
simply taken off the discount
which most purchasers demanded, and have placed our instruments at a
price which affords us a
fair profit, and throws off the fictitious discount to the purchasers.
The Chickering Pianos are still the same sterling instruments, but we have a settled
price all
over the United States, to those who wish to
fair and
buy. And this is, after

all,

straight-

dealings.

A

WOBD,TO PIAIVO

World,

and

to-day enjoy

in both

hemispheres

the same

prominence which they have always held.
Their uniform success has been due to legitimate eauses. Inventivo
talent, thoroughness in
every detail of work, the use of the best materials, constant attention to the latest advances of
the applied sciences, liberality in the pay of competent workmen and in the
purchase of stock
and a long accumulated experience, have accounted for the success of the
CHICKERINGS

at the

$25.00

ς;

€

this

E.^fiiaition

C

C
thousands

(;

C
Eleaant Presents.

C

C
ί1

oust

ç

ιmm ενβε

Is

C
Q
^

Grand

one

GOODS.

List of

that

few articles

a

BEST,

90 CENTS EACH :
(]
C Elfpauî Photograph Albums,

^

Very large sized

Wax

Dolls,

Folios,

ÇMniic

Work

Boxes,

^
J
H

We know how to Bay and

]f
H
H
JJ

the State.

,q
know

how <o Sell.

Come and

See if

we

Don't.

H

HASSAN,"
H
Η

129 Middle & β Temple Sts.

BENE HT

was

dtd

Registered

10 Per Cent. Bonds of Otoe Co., Neb.

Thalberg,

GUARANTEED BY

THE

NEBRASKA CITY NAT'L BANK.

Also Kansas and Nebraska Bridge and School
Bonds, and other choice investment securities for sale
it prices that willpay over 12 per cent, on the amount
nvested.
THOS. P. ELLIS & CO., Bankers,
No. 14 Pine Street, New York.
decl7d&wlm w5t

first brought into notice in

Notice·
of the Cumberland County Agricultural Society, are hereby notified that their
mnual meeting, for tho election of officers, ard the
ransaction of any oih r business that may properly
;oirie before them, will be held at the office of Frank
Suyt'8, Esq., Portland Savings Bank Building, Portland, Tuesday, December4Uai, 1872, at 10 o'clock A.

ΓΙΓΕ

members

VI.

SAMUEL DING LEY, See'y.
del9d&wtd51
Sebago Lake, Dec. 18lh, 1872.

BONDS.
City and County Bonds registered
MISSOURI
der the laws passed at last session ot the Legislator.
un

Semi-annual Interest Coupons and Principal
provided for by State taxation, and paid by the
State Treasurer "in New Υογκ. There is no expense
for collecting and no tax deduction. Present indebtedness is small and therefore easily paid and must remain so under the registration laws of the State.
Bonds recommended tor safety ils well as profitableness, bearing ten per cent interest, and selling at
rates that give prospect of a profitable advance in
prices. This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into those more remunerative.
Orders and inquiries promptly attended to.
CHARLGS in.

mch22dtf

would respectfully announce that
is already organized in another Mill and
Γ HEhetosubscriber
fill all orders for Bar Mills Oak

•eady

as

before the fire.

THE

BAILEY & NOYES,

WALKER,

•-alcomaiue,

GENERAL' AGENTS^

IMPORTE»,

^xs Destruction

BOSTON

history of this renowned city, from its earliest setlement to the present time. Sample copies by mail
WM. FLINT & CO., Spiingfield, Mass.
>0 ctn.
decl4
t4w
J90 made Dec. 3d by

one

Piano for Sale.
flret-class, 7 ctavc Piano for gale

NEW,
term*.
•epgttif

agont selling

HORACE GRE£LE¥ & FAMILY
l fine engraving, 22x28 in., sent by mail for SI.00
mail Button hole & Sewing Machine Thread
gutters, and Needle Threading Thimble, price 25
lentscucb. Circulars cf various other Novelties
nailed frequently to all old and newagents, address
AMERICAN novelty CO., 302 Broadway, Ν. τ.
docl4
t4w
,Ve also

"SOUTHERN

PINE

LUMBER!

OF ALL KINDS
iirnished by the cargo, at short notice, at lowest

women

wanted

everywhere.

exclusively assigned,

for circular and terms!
New York ; Boston, Mass. ;

early

send

J. B. FORD & CO.,
Chicago, 111. ; San Frandcc!4fd4w

cisco, Cal.

on

easy

ίΜ· Q· PAliLEBf

It is not a physic which may "ive
relief
to the sufferer for the first few no es, temporary
but wliich, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakening the invalid, nor is it adoctored
liquor
which, under the popular name of "Bitters" is so
extensively palmed off on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a most powerful Tonie aud
alterative* pronounced so by the leadiug medical
authorities of London aud Pans, and has been
long
used by tho regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

Dr. Wells

BY

Be dect&rcd, but for
coughs, colds, sore throat, j
hoarseness and bronchial didiculties, use only

WELLS' CARBOLIC

Tablets

102

Argus Copy.

Oom'l Street.
detteodlra

SLEIGHS !

For Sale at ten per cent
•ought iu the city.

Nov, 21et, 1872.

À Great Offer ! X? Bnadw* N^y!',
ill dispose of 10«

y
PIANOS, MELODEOXS. and
ORGANS, of six first-class makers, including Waters', at very low price for cash, or part cash and
balance in small monthly instalments. New-1octave first aass PIANOS, modern
improvement, for
9X75 cash. Now ready a CONCERTO PARLOR
ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect tone
ever made. Illustrated
Catalogues mailed. Sheet

not

cheaper

than

can

be
be

JOHN ADAMS, Sacearappa.
nov2L'eod2m*

F

m «eut»!

at

Bemuninç

UiU

leading

MARES THE WEAK STRONG.,
Τ/ιΛνΐ'ϋ vlan Syrup, a Protect-'
ed Solution of the Protoxide of,
Iron, is so combined an to have
the character of an aliment, aa
easily digested

_

tions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, liver Coraplaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhoea, Boils, Nervous Affections,
and Fevers, Humors,
Chills
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys ami
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or alow
state of the system. Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, vigor, and neio
life into all parts of the system,
r.nd building up an Iron Con-

chase.

And this applicant, in behalf of said United
States,
further prays, that on the return day soecitiect in I
said notice r iury may be empannelled in the maimer 1
now provide α by law to assess the val e of said tract
of land at its fair market value, and all
damages sustained by the owner of the lands so appropriated by
|
reason of such appropriation, and that such other
:
and further proceedings may ne had in
pursuance of f
the aioresaia acts of the Legislature of the State of
Maine, as may be requisite to convey to said United
States of America a good and absolute title to the
abeve described tract ot land against all peisons
whatsoever; and so will ever pray.
Dated at Portland, in the County of
Cumberland,
the twenty-ninth day of October. A. D. 1872.

I

ctitution.
Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from

NATHAN WEBB,
the District of

Attorney oi the United States for
Maine.

weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and women; and
in valids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
See that each bottle has PERU*
ViAN SYRUP blown in the giaaa,

STATE or MAINE·
CfMBEBLAND.

BS.

Uponthetoregoing application by Nathan Webb,
Attorney of the United States of America, it having
been Hatisfactorily made to appear to mo that the
•aid applicant is a duly authorized agent of said

United States to make the same, aud that the matters of fact therein set forth are true, and that it contains an accurate description of the lands proposed to
be purchased by the United States for the erection of
a fort and battery, together with the names of all
known or supposed owcers of said lands, it is
Ordered, That notice oi said application be given
to all persons interested in the lands therein described, and especially to Benjamin B. Dyer therein
named as supposed owner, îequiring them to come
forward in the Supreme Judicial Court in Portland
in the County of Cumberland, on Tuesday .the
eighth
day of April, A. D. 1873, being tho second Tuesday
of April next, at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, and tile
their objections, if any they have, to the proposed pnrchase by the said United States of said descr bed lands
by pubiicaiion of a true and attested copy of the
same application and of this order thereon, once in
each week for the space of four months in the Portland Daily Press, a newspaper published in Portland
nearest to where said land lies, the last publication to
be at least one week before raid eighth date of
Dated at Portland in the County of Cumberland
the thirtieth day of October, A. D. 1872.

I?amplilots Free.
j

SETH W. FOWLE &. SONS, Proprietors,
TVo· 1 Milton Place·, Soeto».
Bold

Drlguisth ukmskalli'.

zsy

d&weodly

novl2

MAf\K

April.

C. W. WALTON.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine
of application and order of Court
thereon.
Attest:
D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
A true copy

Ta Ibc Honorable Charles W. Walton
one of the Jnnlicei of tbe Supreme Judicial Court of the State of Maine.
The undersigned, Nathan Webb Attorney of the
United States of America, for the District or Maine,
a duiy authorized agent of said United States for this
purpose, respectfully represents that the United
States aforesaid are désirons of purchasing for the
erection of a fort and battery, a certain tract of land
situated in the town of Cape Elizabeth, in tho Counot

ty

Cumberland,

within the limits

of the State of

|

RELIABLE

CATA1ÏIÎ1I, BRONCHITIS,
X 3ST ΊΓ> Xa XT !E21ST 2S Jk.,
RAISING OF ϋ^ΰΟΙ»,
\y U 00 PI Ν G -C Ο Γ GII, C R Ο ϋ Γ,

jft-si'inrnvrA.,
IX

ALL

net,

1E1DIK9

OISvASKB

TO

CONSUMPTION.
The effecta to bo locked for by takln? the
>imrp Pectoral are, r. t;>:>tfcin-*an.i controlling
influence orei· η η y οοιΐ"!ι, piOtnotln** tleep,
allaying tho (J'V tichliiur f- nsaiiou i:i tlic throat,
f· \·^. <n or e*peclo· ut ion,
•raatlnjr a
increasing tlio intervals in tr/ccu tho pa;^xysrae
■i consul;»^ invi^ora
tS'.o wliolo rystem,
caving the conqtfi, and be/K^thing to posterity

Voafthy

of its greatest bleuir:.·*—sen nu lmu:»;
-uercby insuring immunity iïoui Consumption.

-Mic

55F

1

Wa

J. W. PERKINS A CO., Arwt.
&weow Cm
Portland, Me.

sepl6->TW\&F

GOUT and RHEUMATISM
excruciating pain of Qont and Rheumatism,
relieved in two hours, and enred in a few
days,
by the celebrated Englisn Medicine,

1UIE

Blair's Goat and Rheumatic Pills.
They require neither attention

any kin I and are certain to
any vital parts.

tacking

PKEPARi

or ennihiement of
prevent the disease at-

D

BY

PEOUT & HARSANT,
LONDON, ENGLAND,
and sold by all Draggists,
eodlyr

nov20

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!
ALL MAY 1IAVE BY USING DAILY

DISCOVERED

THURSTON'S
Ivory Pearl Tootli Powder.

oFMAINE.

AGENTS

FOR

REMEDY

Csuils, Colis, Hoarseness,

Wwith

? 77

assimilated

ami

with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quantity
of Nature's Own Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures "a thousand ills," simply
hi) Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid sécré-

conveying

Price,

no20

Cents per bottle,

25 and 50

Bcantiful, Soft,

eodlyr

Hair I

Glossy

%

W ANTE D.

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MAY HAVE IT

by constant

use

of

THOMPSON'S POMADE OPTIME
Price, 25

no20

and 59

Cents per Bottle,

eodlyx

LIGHT COLOIiEl) KID GLOVES
are very stylish when not soiled.

JOUVEN'S

Imrohase

INODOROUS

tkid

Glove

Cleaner

will renovate tliem
bottle. All sold by

thoroujlily. Price 25 cents per
Druggists and Fancy Dealers.
F. C. WELLS & CO., Sen York,
Wholesale Agents.

no20

eodlyr

Copartnership^

$25tfper

Special

itovl

^

*

•-tar

ο It is meeting with the greatest success;
there's WONKV IN IT.
Sond for our circulars,etc., which are sent
—free. Gto. MAcLean, Boston. de!7f4w

w3m\

MY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET
1*10

LEWIS' laet and best book,

ίνίχΓΡΑΙΚ,

PAIS,

CAMFIIOKINE.

The great discovery for tli· relief of pain and a sure
immediate cure for Rheumatism—Ohronio and
irate, Sprains, Sore Throat, Bruises. Chilblains,Pain
η Chest, Back or Limb.-'. Croun, St iff
Joints, Strains
ind

Burns and

Coasting

PROPRIETOR OF ΤΠΕ

Parisian Gallery of
Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition ef hi» lee Lui es,
containing most valuable information on ihe

HAS

causes,conséquences and treatment of diseases 11 the
reproductive system, with remarks on marring·, rnci
tlie various causes of the loss
qt' manhood, with lull
instructions for its complete restoration; also acb
jer on venereal
and the means of rure, b*\
infection,
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject
*'vcj
j'et published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed
*rec l0
my address for 25 cents. Address,

Dr. Joiit'fluàii's

,iî„n"ncorîi
junlWlrr

Notice.

dec!4t4w
kOBNTS WANTED. ACT AT ONCE. There
r a PILE of
money in it. The i-eople eYeryrhere are EAGKR to buy the authcutic
his·

*'

HOYT, Prop.,

203

Greenwich

ory of

.-F™* lOUGHS, COLUS, *c.
S5
CEiiTS.

Sept

"

"
44

Boyd street.
from Washington to Back Bay.
Chestnut, from Oxford st.
Elm, trom Oxford st.
New High, below Cumberland st.

Sewing· Machines
ANDBUTTEKICK'S

Patterns of Garments

Mellen st.
Pleasant to Center.
Atlantic to Fore.
dccl2«l'Jw
CITAS. CLARK. City

■

, uccefs

agents

are

having.

■ben, IfcMteu, Hue.

UUB&UU) MUOS., l'ubMM »

1T3

Mld<0«St„ U|. Stairs.

Clothingr Cleansed.
CleMMd and Repaired

at

akort aotice

dyed In thorougn
and all hln<l* ot
C1LOTHKS
A \i>o Secoed-band Clot bin* ic« sale.
a

aer

All order?

mun

will receive prompt and faithful atten
WILLIAM BROWN'
Federal st.,
Near the Park

southern pine li mber Γ

"
"

Marshal^

"nÔTICL·

Ships, Railroad Cars, Bridges, Factories, and
orhf>r building purposes, furnished by the curjjo
FOR
t

short notice.

VâiïlNiî.1^ WAITED.—Coastwise and ForIgn.

IlIRII.MKGADrKIV H IIKS

8 years In AFBIt'A with account of tlie .luring
Mini··
Over ttOO pnger,
rj tCxprdition
-"io.
only
» Belling beyond parallel.
CAUTION. Beware of insrior works. Thip is tlie only
complete and reliable
fork. Send f r ci cnlars, an<l neo
proof ami great

WIIDEB

PLUMM'
janl 731·

"°°

F χ,

1

ELIAS llOWfc

r__w

On Anderson, from Cumberland to Munioe.
"

Maw.

^R0NC1IIAL(
BR0>S'S
B-UCœ'T

in the Streets.

Marshal's Office.
\
Portland, Dec. 12th, 1872. i
following Btreets have beeu designated on
which boys can coaet with sleds
the wln»er, and on none other». If detect»! during
In coasting on
ither public etteete the
of the law will bo onpenalty
oreoiL

CoumiIU^,·» Office»

TTT

HE

"

Iruggists. REUBEN
It·., χ*. Y·

B. J. JOURDAIN,

LUKE A F. II. KKOAV\.
Nortli Brldgton, Me.. Dec. 2, 1872.
decl2tf

st in ihe most
luxury in everv
For 'sale by all

or

tl&wl2w

Dr.

INTENDING

LIVINGSTONE'S
η<1

Opening

middle ageil man of unexcéptlonaExperienced accountant and one
liomand dollars capital. Investigation Is invited.
Lddres? Box 2015 Portland Me.
n.iv21tf

Vrri3ie_B*aUy

State of Alain \ part icularly bounded and described
λ» follows:at a < onper bolt in a rock on
the southerly side of the road
from the county road to the Portland Head Light House, said copbolt
about
eleven
hundred
feet distant
being
per
from the county roaa known as the shoie ro d, thence
southerly at light angles with said Light House
road seven liundi ed and nineteen teet more or less t»
a copper bolt set in the line of a stone wall, which
wall is the southerly boundary of land now or formerly of Benjamin B. Dyer; thence easterly by said
stone w ill about four hundred and twenty-eiyht feet
to the sea shore; thence northeasterly by the sea
nhore to the point where the southerly side line of
the road from couuty road to the Light House
prolonged would strike the sea shore at low water line;
thence westerly on such prolongation of the southerly eide line of the road to the Light House to the first j
bounds; said described parcel of land containing
about nine acres. That the sole owner of said described tract «if land is supposed to be one Benjamin {
15. Dyer, of Cape Elizabeth aforesaid, and capable of
the same to said United States. That the
laid Benjamin B. Dyer, owner as aforesaid of said
tract of land, from disagreement in regard to the
price of the same, or from s >me other cause to this
applicant and to the sai l United States tfnknown,
hath refused and still rctuses to
convey said tract of
hind to said United States;
Wherefore, this applicant, in behalf ot said United
States, respectfully
prays your Honor to order notice
of this application, conformable with the
provisions
of the "Act of the Legislature of the State of Maine
entitled "An act for the relinquishment to theUnfled
States in certain cases of title to lands for sites of
li^ht stations 011 the coast and waters of the State,"
approved February 18,1871, aa amended by an act entitled "An Act to amend Chapter six hundred and
forty-nine of the private laws of one thousand eight
hundred and seveuty-one,
relating to liglit houses,"
approved February 20, 1872, to be published in some
newspaper in Portland, nearest to where said tract
of land lies, once in each week for the
space of four
mouths, which notice shall contain an accurate description of said tract of land, together with the ;
name of the supposod owner, and snail
require all
persons interested in said lands to come forward on a I
day to be specified in said notice and tile their objections, if any they should have, to the proposed pur- 1

LEGAL ADVICE!
Receipts,

e fresh in g odor and will not grease
lelicate fabric, which makes it a
«"amilv. Price 25 cents per Bwttle.

surpassed

Eron in fc&o Blood

Γ

Maine, particularly bounded and described as follows
Beginningat the sea shore at the Northeasterly
corner of a lot of land recently conveyed to the United States by Asa T. Webster", and the Southeasterly
corner of the parcel of land described in and conveyed
Music and Music Merchandise.
dec2-4irf
by a deed from Asa T. Webster to George C. Thompson, dated M*rch 23d, 1849 and recorded in Cumberland Registry ot Deeds, Book 216, Page 465, thence
FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.
by the division line between said two pieces of land
AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING BOOK
fiftv-tworods and flvelinks; thence,still folfor the best and
cheapest'Family Bible ever published Westerly
lowing said division line, North Wee.erly with an inwill be sent free of charge to any book
agent. It coucluded
angle of one hundred and eighteen degrees
tains nearly 500 fine Scripture
illustrations, and and thirty minutes ten rods to a copper
bolt set in
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, Adthe ledge; thence, North Easterly with an included
dress, stating experience, e*c.. and we will show you
angle of one hundred and thirty-eight degrees four
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISHhundred and forty-eight feet more or less to a copING CO. Piiila., Pa.
dec2 4wt
per bolt set in a rock : thence North Easterly with an
ΑΛΤ .ED AGE *T8 ,$200 per month to sell
included angle of one hundred and twenty-six degrees,
the IMPROVED AMERICAN FAMILY
three hundred and thirty feet more or less to low
KNITTING MACHINE. The simplest and best in
water mark ; thenee by low water mark following the
the World. Address American Knitting Machine
shore to tho first bounds: said described parcel of
land
Co., 345} Washington St., Boston, Mass.
de2t4w
containing about thirteen acres.
That the sole owner of said described tract of
land
is
supposed to be one George C. Thompson, a
LOOK
FREE TO ALL !
resident of said Cape Elizabeth and capablç cf conPER week to Agents, Male or Female.
the same to the said United States.
veying
To an wno Will Write fur an
That the oaiii George c, Thompson, owner as aforeAgency we
will send a copy of that " Wonder of Wonders.
said ol said tract of land, from disagreement in rethe
ILLUSTRATED HORN OF PLEANTY. It congard to the price of the same, or from some other
tains over fifty beautiful
illustrations, and will be cause to this applicant aud to he said United States
sent FREE to all who
unknown, hath refused and still refuses to
may write. Address I. GARconvey
SIDE, Patterson, N. J.
said tract of land to sai l United States.
ue2t4w
Wherefore this applicant in behalf of said United
States, respectfully prays your Honor to order notice
of this application conformable with the provisions of
the Act of the Legislature of the State of
&c.
Maine, entitled "An Act for the relinquishment to the United
·"·
An important enterprise, designated to
States in certain cases of title to lands for sites -oi
supply
public want long felt, has been established by light stations on tho coast and waters of the
State,"
the undersigned. Engagements have been made
approved February 18,1871, as amended by an act
leading professional men in the United
entitled "An Act to amend Chapter six hundred aud
States by which Medical and Legal Advice, Reof the private laws of one thousand
eight
>E5| eeipts, Formulas, and directions for manufactur- forty-nine
hundred and seventy-one, relating to light
^ ing dany article required may bo promptly sup- approved February 20, 1872, to be published houses,"
in soino
at trifling cost. This system has proved
pli
in
nearest
newspaper
to where said tract of
Portland,
0k highly successful in Euroi ean countries where land
lies, once in each week for the space of tour
|B| certain classes could not aft.»rd to pay the high mouths,
which notice shall contain an accurate deprices charged for nrofessional services. Our rescription of raid tract of laud, together with the name
ceipts will be the latost and best discovered,
of the supposed owner, and shall require all
persons
while our medical and legal instructions will
^
interested in said lands to come forward on a
day to
have the indor ement of gentlemen of wide repbe specified in said notice and flly their
objections, if
utation. Branch offices are about to be estabshould
to the proposed purchase.
any
they
have,
lished in otuer States. All correspondence that I
And this applicant, in behalf of said United States,
we receive will be regarded as
strictly confi- further
that on the return day specified in saia
ai/ dential. Each letter asking advice, whether notice, aprays,
jury may be empannelled in the manner
or Medical, should enclose One Dollar with
™ Legal
now provided
by law, to assess the value of said tract
stamp; Receipts and Formulas, Fifty Cents
of land at its fair market value, and all
damages susβ with stamp. If the questions asked
are comtained by the owner of the lands so appropriated
by
requiring an extended reply, a email addi- reason of such appropriation ; and that such other
^ plex,
ional bill will be sent.
and further
bo had in pursuance of
S*-nd for cir ulars. Address all letters to the I the aforesaidproceedings may
acts of the Legislature of the Sta»e of
fie A ill EBIC'AN ADVICE AGENCY,
Maine, as may be requisite to convey to said United
dec3-4wt
CALAIS, Maine.
States of Ame ri^a, a good and absolute title to the
above described tract of land against all persons
AGENTS WANTED.—Address for the most libwhatsoever: and so will ever pray.
eral terms ever offered. THE DISCOVERER
Dated at Portland, in the Couiity of
Cumberland,
the twanty-ninth day of October, A. D. 1872.
NATHAN WEBB.
of
the
United States for the District of
ui.fii.iu4iVJ.iiJ
in Λ.1' iHV/Λ- ΓΙΙΒ
Attorney
AUTOIl·
Maine.
turcs—THE STANLEY-LIVINGSTONE EXPEDITION to Africa. Large octavo vofttme just issued.
Contains Incidents of the Wonderful Career of the
STATE
Great Traveller, the Country, Animals, Natives,
CPMBERLA>D, ss.
Hunting, &c. Full Account of this moat interestthe
Upon
foregoing application by Nathan Webb,
ing part, of the Globe. Oui fit β HPT FOR 91. AdAttorney oi the United States of America, it having
dress UNION PUBLISHING CO., Chicago, ll!.;
been satisfactorily made to appear to me, that the
Pa.
or
;
Philadelphia,
said applicant is a duly authorized agent of the said
Springfield, Mass.
aec3-4w}
United States to make" tho same, and that the matters of fact therein set forth are true, and that it contains an acc urate description of the lands proposed to
For -most Important Book ever Published
purchased by the United^States for the erection of
"Every abe furt
llorw Owner's Cyclopedia." New House Disand battery, together with the names oi all
ease and all others of which the horse Ls
known or
subject,
supposed owners of said lauds, it is
Ordered, that notice of said application be given to
fully explained icith sucsessful treatment, every
all persons interested in the lands therein described
horse owner should buy it. Also New iVftaps of
U. S. and World., Ν. E. Township, and Charts,
and especially
to George C. Thompson, therein
Threads and Pictures, Largest Assortment for | named as supposed owner, requiring them to come
Agents in New Eng and. Apply at once for terms to forward iu the Supreme Judicial Court, in Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, on
». L·. GU£UN!»£Y, Publisher, Concord, Ν. H.
the eighth
day of April, A. D. 1873, bein» theTuesday,
secona Tuesday of
dec3-d4wt
April next, at eleven o'clock m tho forenoon, and file
"fllbO AG EIVTM want absolutely the best selling
their objections, if
Books? Send for circulars of Vent's Unaany they have, tc the proposed
by the said United States ot said described
bridged Illustrated Family Bible. Over llOO
of a true aud attested copy of
ands,
by
publication
pages 10 by 12 in., 200 pages Bible Aids, Ac. Arabthe same application and of this order thereon, once
esque S6 25; Gilt Edge, 1 clasp, $8 25; Full Gilt. 2
in each week for the space of four months in the Portclasps, $11 00. "Beldkv: the White Chief," for land Daily Press, a newspaper
published m.Portland,
Winter Evenings. 30th 1000 ready. The Amerinearest to where said land lies, the last publication to
can' Farmer's Horse Book: The Standard. 46th
be at least one week before said eighth
day of April
10001 h ready, Epizootic Treatments, &c.
C. F.
next.
VENT. Ν* Y. & Cineiunati. Vent & Goodrich, ChiDated at Portland, in the County of
Cumberland,
cago.
deo3-4wf
the thirtieth day of October, A. D. 1872.
C. W. WALTON,
Free Homes !
Cheap Farms I
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine.
On thAlno of the UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
A true oopy of application and order of Court
12,000,000 acres of the best Farming and mineral tfcereon.
Lands in America.
Attest:
η η' uroorvmcvr m—u
3*000.000 Acres in Nebraska, In the PlatU
ηονδ
Valley, now for sale.
oawW4mt ap8
Mild Climate, Fertile Soil,
Dissolution of
for Grain
growing and Stock Raising unsurpassed by "VfOTICE is hereby given that tho copartnership
any in the United States.
i.i heretofore existing under the firm name of EdCheaper in Price, more favorable terms
ward Nixon & Co., Soap Manufacturers, composed
given,
and more convenient to market than can be
found of eaid Edward Nixon and G«#>rge W. S. Nixon, ta
elsewhere.
hereby dissolved by mutual consent, and said Goorge
Free Jflomestcail* for Actual Settlers.
W. S Nixon is hereby authorized to settle the partThe best location f»r Colonies—soldiers entitled to
nership business.
a Homestead of JttO Acres.
EDWARD NIXON,
Send for the new Descriptive
GEORGE W. S. NIXON.
Pamphlet, with new
Dec.
maps, published iu English, German,
1872.
Portland,
Gth,
and
Swedish
Daniih, mailed free everywhere.
O. F. DAVIS,
I will continue to manufacture the Celebrated
Address,
Land Com'r U. P. R. R. Co.,
French Eclectic Laundry, and various brands of famOmaha, Neb.
de!7
t4w
ily Soaps, and Candles at tho old stand, cor. Greonleaf and Everett sis.
■β $ 75 to
month everywhere, male
Orders left at 229 Congress St., or at the Factory,
φ and female, to introduce the GENUINE IM
will be promptly attended to.
4^ PROV ED COMMON SENSE FA
MILY SEWING
de!2d2w
GEO. W. S. NIXON.
£5 MACHINE. This machine will stitch, hem, fell,
Cg tuck, quilt, cord, bind, braid, and embroider in a
ν most superior manner.
Price only $15.
^ licensed and warranted for Jive years. WeFully
wiil
I pay $1,000 for any machine that will srw a strongIn future to devote exclusive attenI er more beautiful, or more elastic seam than
tion to our Manufacturing Dopartment, we Khali
φ ours. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitch."
our Store Business to a final close as
bring
^3 second stitch can be cut, and still the clothEvery
rapidly as
caniircumstances will allow, and therefore offer for sale
gj net be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay
aur extensive stock of Merchandise, fresh ami in
s
from
$75 to $250 pei month and expenses,
φ agent
goodorder, comprising all varieties of Goods usually
a commission n om which twice
thai amount can
£gNor
Kept in Country Stores, and also to Rent tbe Store,
—be made. Address Secomb Λ Co..
Boston,
Mass.;
newly finished and furnished, for such a Term of
^3 Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago. III., or St. Louie, Mo.
Years as may bo agreed upon. The stand is an exdc!7
t4w
cellent one, commanding a large trade, and
good
;ransportation facilities.
among all classes. Old people, the middleLiberal inducements will be given. A
« aged.Jfeose who are just
Γ"Τ
flnjp
opening
enteriug life, and
s here presented to a good
party wishing to engage
'2 youtlEW both sexes buy and roau with the
η Country trade.
^greatest profit.

Scalds, Bunions,
frosted Feet, Catarrh, &c. It has a pleasant and

Carriages,
are

A Fine Business

Ρ

specific.

inflammation,Neuralgia,

!OH a young or
ble character.

JOft
aSe*.

as a

JOUX Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St,· New York,
Sole Agent for United States.
Price 25 cents a box
Send for circular.
dec2-4wt

&and

CURTIS & DAVIS,

Style, Fluish and Durability

TABLETS.

Worthless iiuitatioue are on the market, but
only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid tor
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
otbei weU known remedies, as in these tablets, and
φΙΙ parties are cautioned against using any other.
Via all ease» of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be freely used, their
cleansing and hea ing properties are astonishing.
Be warned, never neglect a coll, it is
easily
eared in it* incipient state, when it becomes chronic
the cure is exceedingly difficult, use Wells' Carbolic
the

—

or
η v.

Extract of Jurnbeba

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative agent.
In there want of action in your Liver St
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing-'scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotches, Felons,
Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take Jinrubeba to cleanse, purify and restore
tho vitiated blood to healthy action.
flare you a I>y*pepstic Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty of the Blood,
Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to tho weary sufferer.
Have you weakness of tlis Intestines?
You are in danger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bo wels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off tendency to
inflam ations.
Hav« you weakness of the Cteriue or
Urinary Organs ? You must procure instant relief or you are fiable to sufferiug worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep tho
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular
dec!3
4wt

prices.

&c.

HOLIDAY PRESENTS.
decl3
ivr

I

GUIDE

AOKNXS WANTED for

Fine Sleighs and

Materials of the best quality fur Oil and Water
3olor Painting, Drawing, Wax flower maklJig, De-

aAJOn.AwOmia

MOTHERS'

This is the best opportunity now offered to agents
to cauvass for a live book. Every Mother needs and
ivants it. It sells rapidly. Experienced canvassers
pronounce it the best selling book in the market.
Send for circulars and see our extra liberal terms.
Address Continental Publishing Co., 4 Bond St.,
M. Y. City.
dect4t4w

I have a stock 6î

ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
A.

chance!

promptly

127 Tremont Street, Boston.

IflE.

te your

OVTFITM FREE !
Agent» Wanted Everywhere for

B. C. JORDAN.

nov28dtf

4..

STREET, PORTLAND,

mw

The only book on the subject that tells the wholo
story. Don't be humbugged with any other. This
has nearly 800 ]>ages.
full page KngraviuxN and waps^J Price $3.50* The Prospectus will sell it at eisht. For first, choice of territory
address, at once, MUTUAL PUBLISHING, CO.,
Hartford, Coun.
dec!4t4w

OUT OF TIIE FIRE.

is

IIAWKE»,

î28 Exchange St., Portland.

—

PIANOS,

Municipal

LIVINGSTON LOST AND FOUND.

ACCOUNT BOOK,

save 20 per cent in the cost of living.
Price .$1.20 per dozen. Sent post-paid in packages
oi any number, to any part cf the United States or
British Provinces on receipt of order with price inclosed. Full particulars on application. Sample
copies bv mail post-pai 1 for 10 cents.
II. A. ItteKt WW Ε Y A CO., Publishers,
129 Middle St.. Portland. Me.
sep23-d&wtf

with an order by letter, can rely upon
though they were present and made their

"over-stringing"

SAM'L S. RICH.
HENRY C. NEWHALL,
JOHN F. RANDALL,
Committee on Laying Out New Streets.

dec20

jj
|jj
II

And numbers of other articles that can't bo
bought for $1.00 each at any store in
wt>

BENJ KINGSBURY, Jr.,
MARQUIS P. KING,
CHARLES MCCARTHY, Jr.,

'

Ii

Beautiful Writing Desks,

ç

century of public criticism.

nOViiU

g
jj
J[

As an economical measure it has no equal in the
interest of both buyer and seller. Its adoption will

MOST

EXCHANGE

11
H

1 at

we

M. to hear all parties interested and then determine
and adjudge whether public convenience requires that,
that part of Summer street should be discontinued,
and if they should so adjudge will then and there discon inue that part of Summer street and fix the damages as required by law.

goods,

LASTING, and consequently, THE CHEAPEST. Every per.
On desires to
get the fullest equitable value for their money—we say emphatically that no other
Piano manufactured in the world will
bring its cost if a person desires to sell, as quick as
the

Display of

HOLID4Ï

jj

Is a pass book designed for the use of all clashes of
dealers in every department of trade, and is an invaluable medium for encouraging cash payments for

%

CHICKERING
they are

store

PORTLAND."

OF

Η
Η
is hereby given that the J nnt Standi >g
NOTTCE
Committe on laying out new Streets to wfcom
g was
refered the petition of N. C. Rice, and others
Η praying that that part of Summer street lying between the track of the Boston and Maine
Η and West Commercial street, be discontinuedRailroad
as per
in City Civil Engineers office, will meet at
plan
Η Summer
street at its junction with "West Commerττ cial btreet, on Saturday the 28th iust, at 3£ o'clock P.

BY M. Y. JB. ST1MS0N.

Chickering & Sons first used the large scales for Square Pianos, from which has sprung all the
present excellence of that class of instruments.
Chickering & Sons have manufactured over 42,000 (forty-two thousand) Pianos, and it is call
culated by those curious on such subjects that this House has supplied
one-quarter of the instiuments in the United States. We claim for the
CHICKERINGS'. A conclusive proof of their WORTH, after the long test of half a cen-

that

of

D&W4w50

UlTY

c USEFUL PRESENTS,
g

Value of Property, $15,000.000.

that the plan of

dec7

THE

pianos pitted against those of European manufacture, at the
World's Fair in England, in 1851, when, in spite of prejudice and
competition, they took the
medal. The Chickeking Pianos revealed to the makers there the
system, first introduced by
this firm, of the complete iron frame; which was highly approved
of, and gave rise to the expression of "Pianos made after the Americau plan."
at

:

OF

Η

MUTUAL

These were the first American

was

Ji

Sugar Refinery.
Boston, Ea.'le Hotel,
others; and all
parties are warned, against buying or using Fire Ex
tinguishers of any kind, iu whiclr water impregnated
with Carbonic Acid Gas is used as the
Extinguishing
element, except those manufactured by our Company,or others duly licensed and anhorized by us,on
pain of immediate prosecution for infringement.
American Consolidated Fire Extinguisher Company.
22 South Market Street,
Boston.
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Bille in Equity have been
filed and suits commenced
against the Gardner and
national Extinguisher
Company as in fringing of tliis
uompany's rights—against
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Russian pianos.
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selections in person.
All the great artists who have visited America have used the Chickering
Pianos.
the greatest piano virtuoso, pronounced them UNEQUALLED IN THIS

]£

prices other dea'ers

CHEAP

cCOGIA

more than the deserved honors bestowed at the Freuch
Exposition, have contributed to
build up and sustain the confidence which is everywhere felt in the CHICK BRING
Pianos. It
is for tl.ii reason that not
only have exceptional instruments taken prizes innumerable on both sides
of the Atlantic, but that uuinstructed purchasers feel such a
degree of assurance in the splendid
an-1 enduring qualities of any instrument which bears the name of so
trustworthy a house.
We have thus expressed our estimate of the CHICKERING
Pianos, because the prices of these
instruments have just been reduced. Instead of yielding
slowly to the "beating down" of individual purchasers, as is generally done, they have established a fixed scale of
prices decidedly
ower than have obtained for several
years. This will save both the time and the patience of
buyer and seller alike, and will be much more satisfactory to both parties. Those who want the

best Pianos that can be produced and who may favor
being served promptly, and upon the same tekms as
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Why.

The reasons are many and sufficient:
F.rsl, We have the largest and most complete Factory in America—indeed in the world. In
this Factory every portion of the Piano ïorte is made, so that CHICKERING & SONS
pay no
middleman's profit, but take advantage of the first cost of everything.
tec<md. All the labor-saving machines which modern ingenuity has devised, have a place in
our Factory, so that all the parts of our instruments are produced at the lowest cost.
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11 K. 14th St., New York,
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PIANOS,

Every Piano warranted for five
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Has filled his store
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to all

UPRIGHT

our

which are, iu every particular, the finest instruments
of their class manufactured, and second
only to the
Grand Piano, for which they are a good substitute.
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We call especial attention to

H

Falsehood Ko. 1.

Falsehood (philanthropic) No. 2.
We say to the public, the best way to meet this is, to produce our price list, aud insist
upon
having a piano on the same terms! This will test their manufacturing philanthropy.
The house of Chickering & Sons can stand a great deal of opposition of this kind. Their
reputation gained by nearly fifty years of honorable aud successful business, has risen superior

& Sons' Mammoth

is more than one-third larger than
any other PianoForte Manufactory in the world, and
is, in every respect, the mest complete as regards machinery and
the facilities tor doing; the very best class of work.
Messrs. C. & Sons have, since the establishment oi
their business in 1823, made and sold 41,000 Pianos,
and these Standard Instruments are now offered at
Reduced Rates upon the 'One-Price System," tree
from all discounts and commissions: and
they are,
beyond all refutation, the very best and very
Cheapest First-Class Pianos now offered.
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Gen'l Agent for Maine & New Hampshire,
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The Standard Instruments of the World,
.*

fully furnish.

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.

Good

Firm

OVER ALL COMPETITORS.

914,10» 37

Total,
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Ρ·ΛΊ*Ι STREET.
We have bought out the above
establishment, with
a
the machinery and good will of
the
with all
the a titrable facilities, conducted bysame,
a
practical
cbcmlst an l dyeis: fully confident of
turning out
itn κ that cannot foil ot
giving satisfaction.
I Adies'dres-es colore land finished in a
«uperioi
vie. Gent's garments cleansed and colored without
bèint ripped,an I warranted not to smut,and pressed
jr superior style. Piano and table covers, Marseille* covers bleached and frame t ; blankets scoured
η J the wool raised. JOHH S. MILLER &
CO.,
sep26
Proprietors.

$*0,<U5

These 'Standard Instruments
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sum

American Pianos famous in the Old

PORTLAND.

$10,000 OO
ΙΟ,ϋΙ 5 Ο»

Should this Policy now become a cla'm, hi"» heirs
would realize upon this investment nearly $2500.00
more than 7
per cent, compound interest for all
the money paid to the Company.
4§
Result of Policy No. 14,470 on the life of the late

The name of CHECKERING has for half a
century been identified with the manufacture of
pianos in this country, in such a manneer that a history of the operations of the houSe would give
a fair record of the
history of American Piano-making. They were the first to make Pianos in
America; they have always stood first in the successive improvements which have rendered the

('overs, Canvas» Advertisings
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and see the
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Canvas Signs, Flags and
Awning Borders made and
lettered in the beat manner.
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ii. Λ A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
F r Steerage Passage inward aud outward, and loi
Si ,ht Drafts on England for small amounts apply tc
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Amount of Policy,
Dividend»» iidded thereto,

granted at Reduced liâtes.
The Steamship
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and

Amount of Policy,

All Persons who intend to Purchase a PIANOFORTE
dnring the près
ent season should visit the Warerooms of Messrs. BAILEY &

Ilnntrcal Occan Steamship Co.
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issued bv this Company in 1843, (not by the
EQUITABLE COMPANY as advertised by its
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Mutual Life Insurance Co
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md tlic very best business opportunity over offered,is
ο be found in an
Agency for taking subscriptions to
Henry Maid Beecher's
>reat LITERARY, FAMILY NEWSPAPER, with
which 13 given away the largest and best Premium
Picture ever offered, the new and exquisite $Ι£·00
FBEXdl OLEOGRAPH
sailed '\Pet's Paradise." (Oleographs are
the choi est class of French
Ari-printing in oils— the
perfection of Oil-chromo)— We also give the superb
SlO pair of Genuine French Oil Chromos, "Wide
Awnke"& "Faei Asleep," subjects LIFE-SIZE
charming/αο similes ot' original Oil Paintings. This
paper has the. largest circulation in the world. It will
next year be made better than ever.
Serial tales by
world famous authors, L. M.
Alcott, Edward Egglkston, Harriet BekchérStowe, etc. New aud
brilliant contributors. Illustrated Holiday Number
and back nos of Miss Alcott's
story free. The meet
taking "Combination !" rrh>' largest commissions paid !
One Agent made $800 in 3
months; auother §537 in
35days; another $94.40 in one week; one $37.60 in
one day, and many others from
$5 and $10 to $40 per
day. Thin gear our offers are even more profitable.
No waiting for the premiums. The
Subscriber

Oflicc. 166 Fore St., Portland, Mc.
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MISCELLANEOUS.
Γ« Itae Houorable Cburle· W.
W«H«n,
one of the J untie
of the
«Judicial Court of the tttate ofSupreme
.VI ai ne.
HE undersigned, Nat hau
Webb, Attorney ot the
United States of America tor the District of
Maine, a duly authorized agent ot said United Statc-8
Γ»r this purpose, respectlully represent»
that the
United States aforesaid are desirous * f
purchasing
for the erection of a f t and battery a certain
tract
if land situated in the town of Cape
Elizabeth, in
the County of Cumberland, within the limits of the

J, II. CIIAPUIAN, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres't.

JOHN W. MUNGER,

Lines

An
Λ g»
l as

$14,806,812

Six per cent interest on the outstanding cert ificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 1868, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on aud after Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon
will cease. Tite certificates to be produced at the time of payment, aud cancelled. Upon certificates which
were issued (in red scrip) lor
gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dividend of F^rty I*er Cent, is declared on the net earned
premiums of the Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Seeond oi

*
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Total Amount of Asset*,
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WALL STIiEET, Corner of William, Now Yox*k.
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COMPANY.

(ORGANIZED IN 1849.)

Bfioie 1 lie shrine a tiny lamp was burningPaled by the torches' glareIt fl'c^orei on the tinsel »tar above it
An 1
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RYAN Λ KELSEY,
Commercial Street,
Portlan·I. Me.

1G1

A TjL vessels arriving at this port, having eicknes?
m
of any kind on "board, will report the
delay to the undersigned, and wait r orders
>efjre hauling to the wharf.
Hirhnr w...
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Sale.

No. 90 Market Square, with Stable In the
Pri ileet » «ho papsagc ^ ay to Cent**
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THOMAS SHAW.

